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101 Ways to Get Your Child to Read, RRP £2.99

A A Milne

32C That's Me

Adam Blade

A City Dreaming

Adam Blade

A Dangerous Inheritance

Adam Blade

An evil wizard has enchanted the magical beasts of Avantia - only a true hero can free the beasts and
stop them from destroying the land.

A Darkness More Than Night

Adam Blade

Tom's journey to help his village becomes a quest to free the magical beasts and save the kingdom of
Avantia.

A Daughter's Journey

Adam Blade

A French Affair

Adam Blade

A Game of Ghosts

Adam Blade

A Good Day for Climbing Trees

Adam Blade

A Good Yarn

Adam Blade

A jumble of jungly jokes

Adam Blade

A Licence to kill

Adam Blade

A Million Angels

Adam Blade

A Perfect Match

Adrian Reynolds

A Place Called Here

Alan Gibbons

A Seaside Affair

Alastair Campbell, Paul
Fletcher MBE
Alexander McCall Smith Precious Ramotswe learns valuable lessons about first impressions and forgiveness in this latest
installment of the much-loved, best-selling No. 1 Ladies' Detective Agency series. At Botswana's No 1
Ladies' Detective Agency, Precious Ramotswe and Grace Makutsi are intrigued by the troubling
dismissal of an employee at a thriving local business. The ladies proceed with investigations as they are
inclined to do - with Mma Makutsi's customary vigour, and Mma Ramotswe's rather more subtle caution.
Soon enough, interesting discoveries are made... marital subterfuge, undue influence and commercial
chicanery! Clearly, there is more to this dismissal than at first imagined. While Mma Makutsi's focus, as
self-appointed Principal Investigating Officer, is firmly on the case, Mma Ramotswe's attention is
diverted by personal matters. Not only has her disgraced ex-husband reappeared in town, but she has
stumbled on an unsettling family secret of her own - one that might threaten what she holds closest to
her heart. As Precious contemplates this painful possibility, she must draw on her strength and
compassion and confront The House of Unexpected Sisters. And for both Mma Makutsi and Mma
Ramotswe, the wise words of their mentor Clovis Andersen - 'the needle swings in confusing ways' have never been more prescient . . .

Agent Zigzag

Summary

An evil wizard has enchanted the magical beasts of Avantia - only a true hero can free the beasts and
stop them from destroying the land.

Fantasy.

An evil wizard has enchanted the magical beasts of Avantia - only a true hero can free the beasts and
stop them from destroying the land.

Fantasy.

Air Battle for Dunkirki

Ali Harris

Alice in Wonderland

Alison Weir

Alice in Wonderland

Amanda Askew

ALL ABOUT PIGLET

Amanda Askew

ALL ABOUT PIGLET

Amy Meredith

All About Pooh

Andrea Camilleri

All About Pooh

Andrew Grey

All About Pooh

Andrew Grey

All About Pooh

Andrew Grey

All I Know Now

Andrew Grey

All the Truth That's in Me

Andrew Grey

Allegiant

Andrew Grey

Amber and the Hot Pepper Jelly

Andrew Grey

Amy Peppercorn

Andrew Grey

An Abundance of Katherines

Andrew Grey

An Abundance of Katherines

Andrew Grey

Ancient Egyptians (2) – Ancient Egyptians: An Ancient
Civilization Brought Vividly to Life (Ancient Egyptians S.)

Andrew Matthews,
William Shakespeare

But soft, what light through yonder window breaks? It is the east, and Juliet is the sun... A beautiful
retelling of Shakespeare's most famous love story. With Notes on Shakespeare and the Globe Theatre
and Love and Hate in Romeo and Juliet.

Angus, thongs and full-frontal snogging

Andrew Morton

When Meghan Markle and Prince Harry were set up by a mutual friend on a blind date in June 2016, little
could they know that just sixteen months later the resulting whirlwind romance would lead to their
engagement in November 2017 and marriage in May 2018. Since then, our fascination with the woman
who has smashed the royal mould has rocketed. So different to those coy brides of recent history,
Meghan is confident, charismatic and poised, her warm and affectionate engagement interview a stark
contrast to the stilted and cold exchange between Prince Charles and Lady Diana Spencer. In this firstever biography of the duchess-to-be, acclaimed royal biographer Andrew Morton goes back to Meghan's
roots, interviewing those closest to her to uncover the story of her childhood: growing up in The Valley in
LA, studying at an all-girls Catholic school and her breakout into acting. We also delve into her previous
marriage and divorce in 2013, her struggles in Hollywood, as her mixed heritage was time and again
used against her, and her work as a humanitarian ambassador - so redolent of Princess Diana's
passions. Finishing with an account of her romance with Prince Harry, Morton reflects on the impact that
Meghan has already made on the rigid traditions of the House of Windsor - not even Kate Middleton was
invited to Christmas with the Queen before she had married her prince - and what the future might hold.

Two women separated by time are linked by the most famous murder mystery in history, the Princes in
the Tower. Lady Katherine Grey has already suffered more than her fair share of tragedy. Newly
pregnant, she has incurred the wrath of her formidable cousin, Queen Elizabeth I, who sees her as a
rival to her insecure throne. Alone in her chamber in the Tower, she finds old papers belonging to a
kinswoman of hers, Kate Plantagenet, who forty years previously had embarked on a dangerous quest
to find what really happened to her cousins, the two young Princes who had last been seen as captives
in the Tower. But time is not on Kate's side - nor on Katherine's either ...

Silvio Lupanello, a big shot in the village of Vigta, is found dead in his car in a rough part of town
frequented by prostitutes and drug dealers. Enter Inspector Salvo Montalbano. With his mix of humor,
cynicism, compassion, and love of good food, Montalbano goes into battle against the powerful and the
corrupt who block his path to the real killer.

Arcta the Mountain Giant

Andy Stanton

Artemis Fowl

Andy Stanton

Artistic Licence

Angie Sage

At First Light

Ann Cleeves

Aww Fresh Food for Babies Pb+

Anna Kemp

Azincourt

Anna Kemp

Bad Soldier

Anna Milbourne

Bear Grylls: Ghost Flight

Anna Sewell

Beast Quest Sting

Annalise Stoney

Before I Go to Sleep

Annie Dalton

Bitter Medicine

Anthony Browne

Black Beauty

Anthony Browne

Black September 1918: Wwi's Darkest Month in the Air

Anthony Mosawi

Bloom Of Youth: Book 1 (Moving Times trilogy)

Arthur Miller

Blue Bloods

Avi

Blue Light Yokohama (Inspector Iwata)

Barbara Kingsolver

Bring Up the Bodies

Barbara Taylor

British Greats

Baroness P. D. James

Bugs (Bubblefacts S.)

Bear Grylls

Bumper Book of Humphrey's Tiny Tales 1

Bear Grylls

This beautifully designed and wonderfully witty Septimus Heap compendium is a dazzling cornucopia of
information on every aspect of Septimus's world and the creatures that inhabit it: from secret files, to
journal excerpts, charm theory, the seven basic spells, dispatches from the Message Rat Office, history,
maps and much more. It will be sumptuously illustrated in four-colour throughout by Mark Zug. The
ultimate companion title for fans of Septimus Heap and an ideal gift for fans of magic, Wizardologyand
all things fantastical. Can be read cover to cover, perfect for dipping in and out of too.
In the dark days of a Shetland winter, torrential rain triggers a landslide that crosses the main LerwickSumburgh road and sweeps down to the sea. At the burial of his old friend Magnus Tait, Jimmy Perez
watches the flood of mud and peaty water smash through a croft house in its path. Everyone thinks the
croft is uninhabited, but in the wreckage he finds the body of a dark-haired woman wearing a red silk
dress. In his mind, she shares his Mediterranean ancestry and soon he becomes obsessed with tracing
her identity. Then it emerges that she was already dead before the landslide hit the house. Perez knows
he must find out who she was, and how she died.Also available in the Shetland series are Raven Black,
White Nights, Red Bones, Blue Lightning, Dead Water and Thin Air.

Combining full-colour illustrations with NASA photographs from the surface of the moon, this beautifully
illustrated picture book takes young children on an amazing journey into outer space.

Zack's mum feels like a failure because Zack doesn't have a dad. So Zack and a teenage wizard download
a series of 'perfect' dads from the Magic Dads website - with hilarious results. But maybe the answer is
closer to home.
Joe is nervous about his first big party, and as Mum walks him along the darkening street to his
friendâe(tm)s house, his imagination starts to run wild. They search for the right place, looking through
the windows, wondering "What if...'" while making surprising discoveries along the way.
Joe is nervous about his first big party, and as Mum walks him along the darkening street to his
friendâe(tm)s house, his imagination starts to run wild. They search for the right place, looking through
the windows, wondering "What if...'" while making surprising discoveries along the way.
My name is Sara Eden. My name is Sara Eden. My name is Sara Eden. My name is Sara Eden. This is
all Sara Eden knows about herself. She was found at the age of ten, abandoned in a vat of water - a
homemade sensory-deprivation chamber. Someone had placed her there - trapped for days in the dark,
with only a cassette player taped to her head repeating again and again - 'My Name is Sara Eden'.
There were a handful clues- a battered cassette player, a cheap necklace, a few scraps of paper. And a
Polaroid of a stranger with a handwritten note- 'Don't trust this man'. Now an adult, Sara knows a few
more things about herself. That the there are government agents pursing her. That she knows something
they want. And that they will never stop. But there's something else in Sara's past that is more
dangerous, more deadly, than her pursuers can even imagine. And the only thing she knows for certain
is that she must Trust no one.

Arthur Miller's extraordinary masterpiece, Death of a Salesman changed the course of modern theatre,
and has lost none of its power as an examination of American life and consumerism, published in
Penguin Modern Classics. 'A man is not an orange. You can't eat the fruit and throw the peel away' Willy
Loman is on his last legs. Failing at his job, dismayed at his the failure of his sons, Biff and Happy, to live
up to his expectations, and tortured by his jealousy at the success and happiness of his neighbour
Charley and his son Bernard, Willy spirals into a well of regret, reminiscence, and A scathing indictment
of the ultimate failure of the American dream, and the empty pursuit of wealth and success, is a
harrowing journey. In creating Willy Loman, his destructively insecure anti-hero, Miller defined his aim as
being 'to set forth what happens when a man does not have a grip on the forces of life'. Arthur Miller
(1915-2005), American dramatist, was born in New York City. In 1938 Miller won awards for his comedy
The Grass Still Grows. His major achievement was Death of a Salesman, which won the 1949 Pulitzer
Prize for drama and the 1949 New York Drama Critics' Circle Award. The Crucible was aimed at the
widespread congressional investigation of subversive activities in the US; the drama won the 1953 Tony
Award. Miller's autobiography, Timebends: A Life was published in 1987. If you enjoyed Death of a
Salesman, you might like Tennessee Williams' A Streetcar Named Desire, also available in Penguin
Modern Classics.

Told by the wife and four daughters of Nathan Price, a fierce evangelical Baptist who takes his family and
mission to the Belgian Congo in 1959, The Poisonwood Bible is the story of one family's tragic undoing
and remarkable reconstruction over the course of three decades in postcolonial Africa.

'Unputdownable!' Sir Ranulph Fiennes * * * * * * * A murder. A mystery that will change everything. Will
Jaeger's family are gone, and they're not coming back. But there's one thing he can fix. His best friend
has been found dead, and he's going to catch the monsters that killed him. To do it, Jaeger assembles
an expert team of ex-SAS soldiers. They must head deep into the Amazon rainforest. It seems his friend
was on the trail of an old Nazi bomber. And someone definitely wants it kept secret. As things go wrong,
and Jaeger closes the net on his friend's killer, he comes to realise one thing. Everything is connected.
And, for one man, the War never ended . . . A modern, edge-of-your-seat thriller, shrouded in the
shadows cast by Nazi Germany. Great for fans of Gregg Hurwitz, James Swallow, and I Am Pilgrim. * * *
* * * * What readers are saying about BEAR GRYLLS: GHOST FLIGHT: 'A gripping thriller set in the
darkest of days', Jonathan Ross 'Men don't come much tougher than daredevil climber and adventurer,
Bear Grylls', SUN 'A great adventure, superbly written!' Amazon reviewer, 5 stars 'If you want a pageturning, action packed adventure story with hints of WWII then look no further', Amazon reviewer, 5
stars 'Will resonate with fans of classic spy thrillers', MAIL ON SUNDAY 'I loved it from beginning to end,
and I can't wait to read what happens next', Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars 'Once I finished this one I went
straight back & got the next in the Will Jaeger series!', Amazon reviewer, 5 stars
A prehistoric corpse entombed within an Arctic glacier, crying tears of blood. A jungle island overrun by
rabid primates - escapees from a research laboratory's Hot Zone. A massive seaplane hidden beneath
a mountain, packed with a Nazi cargo of mind-blowing evil. A penniless orphan kidnapped from an
African slum, holding the key to the world's survival. Four terrifying journeys. One impossible path. Only
one man to attempt it. Will Jaeger. The Hunter.

Burning Angels

Bear Grylls

Burning Angels

Bear Grylls

Cabin Fever

Ben Macintyre

A prehistoric corpse entombed within an Arctic glacier, crying tears of blood. A jungle island overrun by
rabid primates - escapees from a research laboratory's Hot Zone. A massive seaplane hidden beneath a
mountain, packed with a Nazi cargo of mind-blowing evil. A penniless orphan kidnapped from an African
slum, holding the key to the world's survival. Four terrifying journeys. One impossible path. Only one
man to attempt it. Will Jaeger. The Hunter.
Will Jaeger's adrenaline-fuelled adventure continues in this action-packed novel.A young family taken by
a subterranean jungle river that boils its victims alive.A wartime nuclear reactor hidden for seventy years
come to life, pulsating evil.A daring heist at the world's most secure vault, where nothing is stolen but a
last will and testament of world-shattering import.A Nazi-era ship marooned en route from the Heart of
Darkness - discovered, but minus its terrifying cargo.A lone figure clinging to the sheer exterior of a
towering Beijing skyscraper - an assassin without equal.A wife and child drawn into the darkest of
betrayals, at the behest of their sadistic torturer.Six threads: one power-crazed killer unites them.Only
one man can finish it.Will Jaeger. The Hunter.
A gripping tale of loyalty, love, treachery, espionage, and the thin and shifting line between fidelity and
betrayal.

Call The Midwife: A True Story Of The East End In The 1950s Ben Macintyre
Camino Island

Bernard Cornwell

An extraordinary and dramatic depiction of the legendary battle of Agincourt from the number one
historical novelist.

Can you catch a mermaid

Bernard Cornwell

Arthur and his world are brought vividly to life. A man battling for his vision of the future in a brutal age,
dragged down by suspicions, magic and intrigue, can only survive because of his skill at war and genius at
leadership.

Can you catch a mermaid

Bernard Cornwell

Captain Underpants and the Attack of the Talking Toilets

Bernard Cornwell

The first book in a series, 'he Last Kingdom' is set in England during the reign of King Alfred.

Continuing the outstanding success of The Last Kingdom, The Pale Horseman is the second installment
of Bernard Cornwell's fantastic series, following the fate of Alfred the Great ,and the forging of Britain.It
is the lowest time for the Saxons. Defeated comprehensively by the Vikings who now occupy most of
England, Alfred and his very small group of surviving followers retreat to the trackless marshlands of
Somerset. There, forced to move restlessly to escape betrayal or detection, using the marsh mists for
cover, they travel by small boats from one island refuge to another, hoping that they can regroup and
find some more strength and support.Only Uhtred remains resolute. Determined to discover the
enemy's strategies, he draws once again on his Viking upbringing, and attempts to enter the Viking
camps. His plan is to become accepted by their leaders, and to sit in their councils and uncover their
plans. But once there, the attractions of his many friends among the Vikings coupled with his disillusion
with the Saxons' leadership and anger at Alfred's criticism of his own conduct, draws him back again to
his allegiance to the Vikings.The Pale Horseman, an even more powerful and dramatic book than The
Last Kingdom, brings both Uhtred and the Saxons' dilemmas vividly to life.
Captain Underpants and the Attack of the Talking Toilets

Betty G. Birney

Captain Underpants and the Big, Bad Battle of the Bionic
Booger Boy

Betty G. Birney

Captain Underpants and the Invasion of the Incredible
Naughty Cafeteria Ladies from Outer Space ...

Betty G. Birney

Captain Underpants and the Perilous Plot of Professor
Poopypants
Captain Underpants and the Perilous Plot of Professor
Poopypants
Captain Underpants and the Preposterous Plight of the Purple
Potty People
Caraval

Betty Root

Cast Iron

Bryan Lee O'Malley

Britain's best-loved, best-selling hamster is back! But not for long as this time he's off on holiday and he
wants to tell you all about the FUN-FUN-FUN times there are to be had along the way!So far Humphrey
has won the Richard and Judy Children's Bookclub, been a World Book Day selection, and sold over half a
million copies of his adventures in the UK alone.
The perfect gift, this new edition in Betty G. Birney's bestselling series brings together her first three
stories about Humphrey the classroom hamster. Discover the wisdom, wit and brilliance of the nation's
best-loved furry friend as he tells you all about the World, Friendship and Trouble, all according to his
Humphreyness!Dear Friends,Being a classroom hamster is an unsqueakably exciting job. I get to visit my
classmates' houses on weekends and have lots of great adventures. I've helped my friends like Speak-Up
Sayeh and Lower-Your-Voice-A.J. solve their problems and I've even helped our teacher, Mrs. Brisbane.
I've also met another classroom pet (a frog named Og), taken an exciting ride on a train and helped a
magician with his act! I've had so many adventures, I've put some of them into one great book of my
very favourites. I hope you'll have as much FUN-FUN-FUN reading them as I did writing them! Your
friend, Humphrey

Brothers Grimm
Brothers Grimm
Bryan Lee O'malley

Catching Fire

Bryan Lee O'malley

Caught

Bryan Perrett

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory

C & L Anholt

Charlie and the Great Glass Elevator

C. S. Lewis

Scott Pilgrim has two girls on the go. When he's with Knives Chau, he feels like he can erase his past and
start over. When he's with Ramona Flowers, he's ready to accept all that, grow up and move on. His life
is fantastic. He is twenty-something years old, in a rock band, between jobs, and dating a cute high
school girl. Everything's awesome until the seriously mind-blowing delivery girl named Ramona Flowers
enters his life. In book 6, six of Ramona's seven evil exes dispatched, but didn't Ramona take off at the
end of Book 5? Shouldn't that let Scott off the hook? Maybe it should, maybe it shouldn't, but one thing
is for certain all of this has been building to Scott Pilgrim's Finest Hour!

During the First World War the North Sea became the principal battleground between the navies of
Britain and Germany. This book explains in chronological order the major encounters between Kaiser
Wilhelm II's High Seas Fleet and the Royal Navy. It also includes other important operations such as mine
laying and sweeping, the Zeppelin Offensive, the bomber offensive against the UK and complete
background operational information within the area. Engagements of special note include The Battle of
Heligoland Bight, the attempted first German Bombardment of Yarmouth, the German bombardments
of Scarborough, Whitby and Hartlepool, together with the Scheer's escape, the Battle of Dogger Bank.
Other actions include the Zeppelin raids, unrestricted U Boat Warfare, the Battle of Jutland and its
consequences, the second Battle of Heligoland Bight, the climax and defeat of the German heavy
bomber air offensive against the UK and in 1918 the Zeebrugge and Ostend raids, North Sea mine
barriers and the mutiny of the High Seas Fleet.

Describes space garbage, from mislaid cameras and tools to disused satellites and moon vehicles, and
includes sections on how they got there, potential hazards to navigation, plans for disposal, etc.

Charlie Merrick's Misfits In Fouls, Friends, And My World Cup Cara Delevingne

Friend. Lover. Victim. Traitor.When you look in the mirror, what do you see?Sixteen-year-old friends
Red, Leo, Rose, and Naomi are misfits; still figuring out who they are and who they want to be. Life isn't
perfect, but music brings them together, and they are excited about what the future holds for their band,
Mirror, Mirror. That is until Naomi vanishes before being pulled unconscious out of the river.She's left
fighting for her life in a coma. The police claim it was a failed suicide attempt, but her friends aren't
convinced. Will Naomi ever wake up? What - or perhaps who - led her to that hospital bed? And how did
Red, the self-styled protector of the group, fail to spot the warning signs?While Rose turns to wild
partying and Leo is shrouded by black moods, Red sets out to uncover the truth. It's a journey that will
cause Red's world to crack, exposing the group's darkest secrets. Nothing will ever be the same again,
because once a mirror is shattered, it can't be fixed.Cara Delevingne, the voice of her generation,
explores identity, sexuality, friendship and betrayal in this gripping and powerful coming-of-age story. For
fans of WE WERE LIARS, THIRTEEN REASONS WHY and THE GIRLS.
We love. We lose. And sometimes we love again... Back when neither could have imagined what lay
ahead, Angela's husband Jonathan made her a promise - that if he died before she did, he would see to
it that she wasn't on her own. He would send her someone to love. Now two years have passed since
Jonathan's sudden death, but the pain of losing him is as sharp as ever. Feeling cut adrift in his native
Canada, Angela whisks her vivacious mother off to a Greek island, thinking a holiday might be just the
prescription she needs. But being with your mum who's afraid of dying, when you yourself are afraid of
living, is hardly the formula for a laid-back week in the sun. It's only when Angela meets two very
different men who seem to have the uncanny ability of seeing right into her soul, that she starts to think
about Jonathan's promise to her. Can something magical be happening? Is one of these men the lover
her husband has sent for her?

Chicken Licken

Carol Mason

Chillers: Ghost Riders

Carol Vorderman

Your kids will be building computer games and learning code in no-time with Coding Computer Games
for Kids. Kids can enter the world of programming in this illustrated guide: packed with step-by-step
explanations showing kids how to build all types of games, from puzzles and racers to 3D action games.
The perfect way to introduce a reluctant child to coding, Coding Computer Games for Kids shows kids
how to have fun with Scratch by creating games. Simple instructions and graphics breakdown coding
with Scratch so kids learn all the code they need to build, play and share their favourite games with
friends.

Chocolate Shoes and Wedding Blues

Carol Vorderman

Your kids will be building computer games and learning code in no-time with Coding Computer Games
for Kids. Kids can enter the world of programming in this illustrated guide: packed with step-by-step
explanations showing kids how to build all types of games, from puzzles and racers to 3D action games.
The perfect way to introduce a reluctant child to coding, Coding Computer Games for Kids shows kids
how to have fun with Scratch by creating games. Simple instructions and graphics breakdown coding
with Scratch so kids learn all the code they need to build, play and share their favourite games with
friends.

Chris Ryan Extreme: Night Strike: The second book in the
gritty Extreme series

Carol Vorderman

Chuck and Danielle

Carol Vorderman

City of Circles

Clariel: Prequel to the internationally bestselling fantasy
series (The Old Kingdom Book 4)
Coding Computer Games for Kids

Carole Stott

Computer Coding Projects For Kids is the perfect introduction to coding for children from number 1 bestselling education author Carol Vorderman. This colourful illustrated guide uses step-by-steps to show
kids how to build a range of amazing projects, from birthday cards to music and games, using the
programming language Scratch. Activities such as creating a virtual firework display, simulated
snowflakes, fractal art and mind-bending optical illusions not only teach essential coding skills, but
enable kids to have fun as they learn. Projects can be personalised and adapted to encourage creativity,
and can even be shared with friends, providing a simple and fun way for kids to learn coding.
Stand by for lift-off, as you take an extraordinary journey into space! Eyewonder Space provides a vivid
and exciting look at the wonders of the Universe. You'll visit planets, suns, galaxies, remarkable nebula
"star factories" and much more Dazzling colour photographs and easy-to-read text makes this the ideal
way to introduce younger children to an awe-inspiring subject.

Caroline Lawrence
Carrie Hope Fletcher

Coding Computer Games for Kids

Caryl Hart ed Eave

Computer Coding Projects for Kids

Cass Hunter

Computer Coding Projects for Kids

Catherine Walters

Cove

Cathy Cassidy

Cradle and All

Computer Coding Projects For Kids is the perfect introduction to coding for children from number 1 bestselling education author Carol Vorderman. This colourful illustrated guide uses step-by-steps to show
kids how to build a range of amazing projects, from birthday cards to music and games, using the
programming language Scratch. Activities such as creating a virtual firework display, simulated
snowflakes, fractal art and mind-bending optical illusions not only teach essential coding skills, but
enable kids to have fun as they learn. Projects can be personalised and adapted to encourage creativity,
and can even be shared with friends, providing a simple and fun way for kids to learn coding.

Cecelia Ahern

Crash Landing

Celia Rees

Cuckoo Song

Celia Rees

We all know that growing up is hard to do, and sometimes the only thing that makes it better are the
reassuring words of someone who has walked that bumpy road just a few steps ahead of you and
somehow ended up as a fully-functioning adult. Carrie Hope Fletcher is that person.* Thanks to her
phenomenally popular YouTube videos, Carrie has become an 'honorary big sister' to hundreds of
thousands of young people who turn to her for advice, friendship and, most of all, the knowledge that
things will get better. Carrie has created a safe and positive space for young people to connect and share
their hopes and concerns online, and now she will share her most personal thoughts and experiences in
her first book, ALL I KNOW NOW. Part memoir, part advice guide, it will include Carrie's thoughts on
some of the topics she's asked about most regularly: bullying, body image, relationships and perhaps the
scariest question of all: what does the future hold for me? With warmth, wit and a sprinkling of hardwon wisdom, Carrie will provide the essential tools for growing up gracefully . . . most of the time.
*Although she did recently post a video about how to pee in a onesie. So the definition of 'adult' is a bit
flexible here . . .

"I saw you, and I knew instantly that I could grow old with you. We'd be future-proof." When Rachel and
Aidan fell in love, they thought it was forever. She was a brilliant, high-flying scientist. He was her loving
and supportive husband. Now she's gone, and Aidan must carry on and raise their daughter alone. But
Rachel has left behind her life's work, a gift of love to see them through the dark days after her death. A
gift called iRachel. The After Wife is an emotional story about love, loss, longing and belonging. For
readers who loved The Time Traveller's Wife, Me Before You and The Lovely Bones.

Dizzy's mum left when she was very small. But, on each and every birthday, she would receive a present
or card in the post with her mum's big, loopy writing on it. But this year is different - nothing comes in
the post. However, something does arrive on her doorstep which will put her whole life into a spin.
Ever since the day her classmate Jenny-May Butler vanished, Sandy Shortt has been haunted by what
happens when something - or someone - disappears. Finding has become her goal.Jack Ruttle is
desperate to find his younger brother Donal who vanished into thin air a year ago. So then he spots an
ad for Sandy's missing persons agency, he's certain that she will answer his prayers and find his missing
brother.But then Sandy disappears too, stumbling upon a place that is a world away from the only one
she has ever known. Now all she wants, more than anything, is to find her way home.

Danny the Champion of the World

Dead and Alive (Dean Koontz's Frankenstein)

Charlie Small

Charlie Small

Deadly Embrace

Charlie Small

Dean Tte 66 Story Mac 4 Pb

Charlie Small

Dean Tte 66 Story Mac 4 Pb

Death Bringer

Death of a Salesman

Charlie Small

Charlie Small

ORIGINALLY PUBLISHED AS: THE DAREDEVIL DESPERADOS OF DESTINY This fourth volume of Charlie
Small's journal was found by one of our editors propped behind a bottle at the back of a dusty bar in the
valley where Charlie was last seen, and it's full of more adventures than ever! Having escaped the
clutches of the evil Puppet Master, Charlie joins The Daredevil Desperados of Destiny, whose sole aim is
to get rid of the outrageous outlaw, Horatio Ham. Charlie, aka The Lariat Kid, brings down Ham's posse
of gunslingers, takes part in a daring bank raid, is caught up in a ferocious gunfight, lands up in jail, and is
about to be sacrificed to The Great Bird of Death. Can Charlie possibly escape?
Whisked away by his old adversaries, the Perfumed Pirates of Perfidy, Charlie is put to work aboard their
new galleon. Held captive and forced to raid an unsuspecting ship with the bloodthirsty crew, Charlie is
sure things can't get much worse... Until the pirates spot an enormous blunt-headed, sharp-toothed
whale. A terrible battle ensues as the pirates try to harpoon the beast and Charlie tries his best to stop
them. Will Charlie and the whale escape from the evil pirate crew's clutches? And, more importantly, will
Charlie Small EVER find his way home?
Something happened to Charlie when he was just eight years old. He went on a journey - and he's been
trying to get back for over four hundred years! Yikes! Charlie has been whisked into outer space. Get
ready for alien encounters and a totally cosmic adventure. Will Charlie EVER get safely back home?
GADGETS, INVENTIONS, MONSTROUS CREATURES, EVIL VILLAINS... No adventure is too BIG for Charlie
Small!
Something happened to Charlie when he was just eight years old. He went on a journey - and he's been
trying to get back for over four hundred years! Crikey! Poor Charlie is trapped on a wind-swept, rainlashed moor with every single one of his blood-thirstiest enemies out to get him. Can Charlie outwit
them all? And will he EVER get safely back home? EVIL GENIUSES, MECHANICAL MONSTERS, FOREST
SPRITES ... No adventure is too BIG for Charlie Small!
FIRST PUBLISHED AS: THE PUPPET MASTER No one knows the full story of Charlie Small. At least, not yet.
His original battered journal was found washed up on a remote, windswept shore in the north of
England. Now, a third instalment has been tracked down and salvaged from beneath the seat of a bus
shelter in Pimlico. Having finally escaped from the perfidious pirates, Charlie travels through icy waters
and hair-raising mountains and encounters man-eating bats, a wolf whose bark is worse than his bite,
and ultimately finds himself ensnared by the evil Puppet Master, a figure of pure unadulterated evil. Will
Charlie manage to escape his clutches, or will he remain a puppet for ever, never to adventure again?
In the fifth journal found by us, the lucky and smug publisher, we learn that Charlie Small has become
embroiled in an underworld from his nightmares . . . Previously, Charlie had bumped into the infamous
Jakeman -- but when the mad professor was dragged down into the Underworld, Charlie had to follow otherwise, how would he discover how to get back to his mum and dad? This latest adventure takes him
into an unreal darkened world, where anything is possible. But will Charlie Small ever find a way out, or
will he be trapped underground forever . . . ?

Charlie Small, Nick Ward
"Prepare to be utterly amazed by the latest instalment of Charlie Small's incredible yet 100% true
adventures. At the end of his fifth journal, Charlie Small rocketed out of the strange and dark
Underworld and over desert sands and a snowy white mountain range. With a table cloth over his head
and a cushion strapped round his bottom, Charlie parachuted right into the middle of a small, swampy
island. Clutching a mainly blank map that's supposed to help him find the infamous Jakeman, he sets off
for the next island, only to find himself face to face with a slimy, stinking, roaring swamp monster . . .
Will Charlie manage to slip through its gloopy claws? Can he figure out Jakeman's map and finally find
out how to get home? And what are these rumours we've heard of a terrible tribe of weird warriors and
a mysterious hairy traveller from the North? Only by reading Charlie's sixth journal will you find out . . .

Death Or Ice Cream?

Charlie Small, Nick Ward
No one knows the full story of Charlie Small. At least, not yet. His original battered journal was found
washed up on a remote, windswept shore in the north of England. And at first we thought it an
elaborate hoax. Surely no eight-year-old could have had so many wild adventures, witnessed so many
extraordinary things, lived such an incredible life - andstillonly be eight. And yet ... there was something
so vivid in the telling, that we were pursuaded, just enough, to send the journal and some of its boggling
content for analysis. The results were absolutely astonishing. And only one conclusion could be drawn.
Everything in the journal of Charlie Small is true. He really has wrestled a deadly river croc, ridden a
steam-powered rhino, been cabin boy for a band of desperate lady-pirates and tribal chief in a city of
gorillas. And countless other things besides. And ... not only that ... even though Charlie Small is only
eight, he must have lived for over four hundred years! This second volume was found encased in ice, high
on a glacial plateau in the Himalayas. It details even more remarkable deeds and thrilling acts aboard the
Jolly Roger with the dastardly lady-pirates of perfidy - and a lot more besides. It is guaranteed to delight
readers as much as Charlie's first journal. Note: At the time of writing we had just received unconfirmed
reports of a third journal, found on a seat at a bus stop in Pimlico. If the diary proves to be further
adventures of Charlie Small, rest assured that we will publish it very soon indeed. Meantime, do please
continuing looking out for a young boy with a slightly perplexed look, a battered rucksack and an unlikely
talent for swinging through trees...

Demelza

China Miéville

Demon Dentist

Chris Higgins

Winner of the Locus Award for Best Science Fiction Novel, Kraken is a darkly comic, wildly absurd
adventure by author of Perdido Street Station, China Miéville. Deep in the research wing of the Natural
History Museum is a prize specimen, something that comes along much less often than once in a
lifetime: a perfect, and perfectly preserved, giant squid. But what does it mean when the creature
suddenly and impossibly disappears? For curator Billy Harrow it's the start of a headlong pitch into a
London of warring cults, surreal magic, apostates and assassins. It might just be that the creature he's
been preserving is more than a biological rarity: there are those who are sure it's a god. A god that
someone is hoping will end the world.

Jess seems to have it all. She has a gorgeous boyfriend, Muggs, landed the lead in the school play and
her best friend Ali will always stick by her. She even gets on well with her older sister! Then her mum is
diagnosed with breast cancer and Jess's world is turned upside down. No one seems to understand what
she's going through. Muggs is too busy with the play, her dad is never around to talk to and all of a
sudden Ali is avoiding her. Jess soon starts to realise that maybe having it all isn't what really matters and
maybe the people you thought you could depend on aren't the ones to trust. A fantastic and touching
debut from Chris Higgins, undoubtedly a new talent who identifies exactly where teenagers are coming
from.

Demon Road

Chris Ryan

Destiny Mountain

Chris Ryan

Diary of a Wimpy Kid (Book 1)

Chris Ryan

Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Double Down (Diary of a Wimpy Kid
Book 11)

Chris Ryan

Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Old School

Chris Ryan

Disney Movie Collection: The Lion King

Christine Leeson, Andy Ellis

Disney Movie Collection: The Lion King

Christopher Pike

Disney Movie Collection; Snow White

Claire Douglas

A migrant boat battles through the rough Mediterranean. Its passengers are desperate, starving and
scared. They are also being ruthlessly targeted by the SAS. Islamic State militants are smuggling
themselves into Europe using these boats. Only by locating such men before they make it into the UK
can the Regiment stop them committing their acts of terror on British soil. When one of these migrants
reveals plans for a sickening Christmas Day atrocity in London, SAS operative Danny Black is tasked
with infiltrating the most dangerous theatre of war in the world: Islamic State heartland. There, he and his
team must lift a brutal IS commander - the only man who knows all the details of the London attack. The
commander surrounds himself with vicious militants and a harem of sex slaves whom he treats in the
most sadistic ways imaginable. And his jihadi wife is, if possible, even more abominable than him. As
Danny pits himself against the violent thugs of the Islamic State, he learns that it is not just the UK that
is under threat. His very presence on the mission has put at risk the safety of those closest to him. And
he discovers that there are greater forces at work here, who do not care if the innocent live or die. Now
there is nothing Danny will not do, no line he will not cross, to protect his family. Whether that makes him
a good soldier or a bad soldier he neither knows nor cares. Because as he is fast learning, it is
sometimes impossible to tell the difference between the two. And as every SAS soldier is trained to
understand, the worst threats often come from the most unexpected places...

Sneak on board an enemy ship. Gather information and then destroy it... A year ago Zak Darke became
Agent 21, working Undercover for a shadowy government agency. But for now, training is over. Zak is in
seriously deep water.
Original Strikeback hero John Porter is here united with SAS antihero John Bald on a mission to Africa.
They are sent to Sierra Leone to track down a British man, a former major in the regiment and advisor to
the president, who has has gone missing - and there's a dead Russian in his flat. What seems at first to
be a battle to control Sierra Leone's diamond mines will turn out to about a much greater evil - and with a
trail that leads back to both Westminster and the Kremlin.

Alisa Perne is the last vampire. Beautiful and brilliant, for 5000 years she has hunted alone, living among
humans, living off humans. But somebody knows her secret - and they want her dead.
Welcome to your dream home. Kirsty's family have escaped London for the beautiful, remote Welsh
mountains, leaving their dark past behind. Opening their guesthouse marks the start of the type of idyllic
life some people would kill for. It's supposed to be your safe haven. But their first guest isn't one they
expected. Kirsty hasn't spoken to her cousin since a lie tore their family apart seventeen years ago. Why
has Selena chosen now to force her way back into their still-fragile lives? So why does it feel like you're
trapped? Living with strangers under her roof, Kirsty soon realizes she doesn't know her own family as
well as she thought. Kirsty also knows she's going to regret allowing Selena into their home to stir up old
secrets. She just doesn't know it will end in murder. Be careful who you invite inside . . .

Disney Movie Collection; Snow White

Claire Freedman

Disney Pixar Movie Collection: Finding Nemo

Claire Freedman, Ben Cort

Disney Pixar Movie Collection: Finding Nemo

Clare Harvey
From the bestselling author of The Gunner Girl - how far will two women go to survive WWII? Having
suffered a traumatic experience in the Blitz, Edie feels utterly disillusioned with life in wartime London.
The chance to work with the Secret Operations Executive (SOE) helping the resistance in Paris offers a
fresh start. Codenamed 'Yvette', she's parachuted into France and met by the two other members of her
SOE cell. Who can she trust? Back in London, Vera desperately needs to be made a UK citizen to erase
the secrets of her past. Working at the foreign office in charge of agents presents an opportunity for
blackmail. But when she loses contact with one agent in the field, codenamed Yvette, her loyalties are
torn. Praise for Clare Harvey's novels: 'Will delight all those who love a good wartime story' Dilly Court
'An irresistible tale of friendship, love and heartache during WW2 that had me enthralled' Kate Furnivall
'Heart-warming, enjoyable and full of surprises, I loved The Gunner Girl' Elizabeth Chadwick 'Clare Harvey
is an exceptional new talent. The Gunner Girl offers a stunningly realistic vision of the WW2 era, through
the intertwined lives and loves of three very different women. The story is brought to life by razor sharp
dialogue, an eye for period details and a taut plot which never becomes sentimental' Kate Rhodes 'The
sense of period, the descriptive prose and the superb writing make The English Agent a real page-turner.
Clare is certainly a gifted storyteller' Ellie Dean 'A gripping story of wartime espionage with two brave
heroines struggling to live and love in a world where all the odds are against them' Julie Cohen, author of
Dear Thing

Dizzy

Do Not Disturb

Doctor

Clive Cussler

Clive Staples Lewis

Clive Staples Lewis

Doctor

Comics Marvel

Doctor Proctor's Fart Powder

Comics Marvel

Doctor Proctor's Fart Powder

Cynan Jones

Dog Days

Daisy Meadows

Dog Days

Daisy Meadows

Don't Cook Cinderella

Daisy Meadows

The discovery of a long-lost treasure. An enormous Russian fortune has been missing for decades,
believed to be stolen by the Nazis from Russia in World War II, it fell out of all knowledge. Until Now. A
modern-day kidnapping. When an abduction captures the attention of husband-and-wife team Sam and
Remi Fargo, the couple find themselves on the trail of the legendary Romanov Ransom. Hunting a neoNazi faction called the Werewolves, they find more than just the ransom is at stake. The return of a
terrifying evil. As the Fargos trek across Europe, Northern Africa, and South America, they know only one
thing- they must prevent the rise of a Fourth Reich, or witness the resurgence of the greatest evil of the
modern world.
The books narrate the adventures of various children who play central roles in the unfolding history of
Narnia, a fictional world of magic, mythical beasts, and talking animals. The protagonists are all children
from the real world, magically transported to Narnia, where many are called upon by the lion Aslan to
protect Narnia from evil and restore the throne to its rightful line. Lewis's exploration of themes (not
usually present in children's literature) include religion, race, and gender.
"This is a story of an adventure that happened in Narnia and Calormen. Bree, the talking horse, has been
kidnapped from Narnia, and longs to return. Shasta, a boy destined to be sold into slavery, decides to
run away with him. Before they know it, they are on a wild and dangerous journey together, through
strange cities, eerie tombs and harsh deserts ..."--Prelim.

Out at sea, in a sudden storm, a man is struck by lightning. When he wakes, injured and adrift on a
kayak, his memory of who he is and how he came to be there is all but shattered. Now he must pit
himself against the pain and rely on his instincts to get back to shore, and to the woman he dimly senses
waiting for his return.
Rachel and Kirsty are very excited to attend a special royal weekend organised by the Queen But when
the royal signet ring mysteriously disappears, the girls are in for another fantastic Rainbow Magic
adventure Help Kirsty and Rachel find the royal signet ring before it's too late

Dr Pixie Baby Steps - First Foods

Dan Brown

Eagle Day

Daniel Cole

Early Warning

Daniel Cole

Earth to Earth

Daniel Polansky

Edge of Darkness (The Cincinnati Series Book 4)

Elves and the Shoemaker

Darren Shan

Dav Pilkey

'Superb thriller writing' Peter Robinson * * * * * SHORTLISTED FOR CWA JOHN CREASY AWARD
BEST DEBUT NOVEL A body is discovered with the dismembered parts of six victims stitched together,
nicknamed by the press as the 'Ragdoll'. Assigned to the shocking case are Detective William 'Wolf'
Fawkes, recently reinstated to the London Met, and his former partner Detective Emily Baxter. The
'Ragdoll Killer' taunts the police by releasing a list of names to the media, and the dates on which he
intends to murder them. With six people to save, can Fawkes & Baxter catch a killer when the world is
watching their every move? * * * * * 'The best debut I've ever read.' Rachel Abbott 'A brilliant, breathless
thriller' MJ Arlidge 'A high concept solution to a mystery' Sophie Hannah

M is a drifter with a sharp tongue, few scruples, and limited magical ability, who would prefer drinking
artisanal beer to involving himself in the politics of the city. Alas, in the infinite nexus of the universe
which is New York, trouble is a hard thing to avoid, and now a rivalry between the city's two queens
threatens to make the Big Apple go the way of Atlantis. To stop it, M will have to call in every favor,
waste every charm, and blow every spell he's ever acquired - he might even have to get out of bed before
noon.Enter a world of wall street wolves, slumming scenesters, desperate artists, drug-induced
divinities, pocket steam-punk universes, and hipster zombies. Because the city never sleeps, but is
always dreaming.
The first book in the Demonata, the demonic symphony in ten parts by multimillion-copy bestselling
horror writer Darren Shan… When Grubbs Grady first encounters Lord Loss and his evil minions, he
learns three things: the world is vicious, magic is possible, demons are real. He thinks that he will never
again witness such a terrible night of death and darkness.…He is wrong.
Not so long ago, George and Harold created the greatest superhero in the history of their school - and
brought him to life by mistake! He is Captain Underpants, and his true identity is so secret, even HE
doesn't know who he is! But that was only the start... Now the boys have accidentally created a whole
army of evil, vicious talking toilets intent on taking over the world!!! Someone needs to flush them out and it's DEFINITELY a job for the world's ONLY superhero with WEDGIE POWER!

Empress of the Fall

Dav Pilkey

Not so long ago, George and Harold created the greatest super-hero in the history of their school - and
brought him to life by mistake! Meet Captain Underpants! His true identity is so secret, even he doesn't
know who he is! But that was only the start! Now the boys have accidently created a whole army of evil,
vicious talking toilets intent on taking over the world!!!! This is DEFINITELy a job for the world's ONLY
super-hero with WEDGIE POWER!

Enemy of God

Dav Pilkey

A snotty situation ensues when Melvin Sneedley, an academically-gifted student, turns into the Bionic
Booger Boy and must be stopped by George, Harold, and Captain Underpants. By flipping the pages, the
reader may view animated illustrations.

Epos the Flame Bird

Dav Pilkey

Harold and George's crazy creation is back! Captain Underpants defeated Dr Nappy and terminated the
terrible talking toilets. But is he ready to take on three massive space aliens in disguise? And has he
finally met his match in a battle with the Giant Man-Eating Dandelion of Doom?

Esio Trot

Dav Pilkey

Professor Pippy P. Poopypants is a brilliant scientist, but his ridiculous name means no one takes his
fantastic inventions seriously. And now he's on the rampage... He's armed with the fiendish Shrinky-Pig
2000 and he's prepared to use it! This is definitely a job for the world's only superhero with WEDGIE
POWER!

Eve of Man

Dav Pilkey

Professor Pippy P. Poopypants is a brilliant scientist, but his ridiculous name means no one takes his
fantastic inventions seriously. And now he's on the rampage... He's armed with the fiendish Shrinky-Pig
2000 and he's prepared to use it! This is definitely a job for the world's only superhero with WEDGIE
POWER!

Exile

Dav Pilkey

Everything goes seriously wrong when George and Harold fall into a parallel universe and run into their
very own evil twins. Could this be another job for the amazing Captain Underpants? Partly in graphic
novel format.

Eye of the Needle

Dav Pilkey

Fallout

Dav Pilkey

Family at War

Dav Pilkey

Fear

Dave Cousins

Ferno the Fire Dragon

David Bedford

Fevre Dream

David Gemmell

First Book of Dogs

David Hair

George and Harold (the co-stars of the enormously popular Captain Underpants series) are in big trouble
again! Their mean principal, Mr Krupp, has had it with their comic books. But the boys aren't giving up,
and they decide to create an all-new epic novel about a subject they've never tackled before! Dr Dilbert
Dinkle started his career as an ordinary, everyday evil genius/inventor/bank robber. But when he
awakens one day transformed into a walking, talking puddle of pee, he vows to destroy every toilet in
town. Will the devious Dr Dinkle and his conniving cat, Petey, ruin restrooms for the rest of us? Or could
this be a job for the death-defying, dynamic duo of Super Diaper Baby and Diaper Dog?
When naughty George and Harold hypnotise their headteacher, they accidentally create the greatest
superhero in the history of their school -- Captain Underpants! His true identity is so secret that even HE
doesn't know who he is... but he's fighting for truth, justice, and all things pre-shrunk and cottony!! If
you're a naughty villain like the diabolical Dr Diaper, watch out! Captain Underpants has wedgie-power
on his side, and he's coming your way

Charlie is the captain of the local youth team, North Star Galaxy. He eats, sleeps, and breathes football.
But when Colts steal all of North Star's best players, it's up to Charlie and his friends to save the team . . .
Told in Charlie's own words and doodles - this book will make you laugh, groan, and cheer!

David Gemmell was the UK's number one fantasy and historical novelist until his death in 2006. A
regular Sunday Times bestseller, and international sensation, his legacy lives on through his novels, his
influence on the genre, and through the David Gemmell Legend awards. White Knight/Black Swan was
David Gemmell's crime thriller debut, first published under a pseudonym in 1993 and long out of print,
and highly sought-after by readers. Re-editing and republished under his own name, it's a must read for
fans of his heroic and powerful style. An action-filled story set in working class London in the 1980's,
Jardine is a bouncer and gang enforcer with a heart of gold. To protect a friend, he goes up against an
Irishman demanding protection money - only to realise too late that they work for the same employer.
One act of kindness will lead to murder, betrayal, blackmail and some long-hidden secrets . . .

Desperate for the next Game of Thrones? Pick up Empress of the Fall for your full-on fix of epic fantasy.
The Emperor is dead - long live the Empress! Emperor Constant is dead and his rivals are scrabbling for
power - but any misstep could plunge the land, already devastated by the shocking outcome of the Third
Crusade, into a calamitous civil war. The Imperial throne is not the only one in jeopardy. Two brothers,
imprisoned veterans of the Crusades, finally return home to find their father's kingdom being plundered but the price of regaining their birthright will have far-reaching implications for the entire empire. In the
East, Sultan Salim, peacemaker and visionary ruler, faces his greatest challenge as his people demand an
invasion of the West in retribution for the Rondian Crusades And lurking in the darkness, orchestrating
both the power struggles and the inevitable conflicts, is a shadowy group threatening to destroy
civilisation itself. Once more, Urte stands on the brink of cataclysm.

First Book of Horses and Ponies

David Hewson, Søren
Sveistrup

First Food

David Lagercrantz

First Response

David Lagercrantz

Five are Together Again

David Melling

FLOOD CHILD

David Melling

Follow that Tiger

David Melling

Follow that Tiger

David Walliams

A page-turning adaptation of the second season of the original Danish television series The Killing, from
the author of the Detective Nic Costa series It's been two years since the notorious Nanna Birk Larsen
case. Two years since Detective Sarah Lund left Copenhagen in disgrace for a remote outpost in
northern Denmark. When the body of a female lawyer is found in macabre circumstances in a military
graveyard, there are elements of the crime scene that take Head of Homicide, Lennart Brix, back to an
occupied wartime Denmark—a time its countrymen would wish to forget. Brix knows that Lund is the one
person he can rely on to discover the truth. Reluctantly she returns to Copenhagen and becomes
intrigued with the facts surrounding the case. As more bodies are found, Lund comes to see a pattern
and she realizes that the identity of the killer will be known once the truth behind a more recent wartime
mission is finally revealed.

Stellar fiction title from number-one bestselling Lord of Laughter, David Walliams.Ages: 9+Darkness had
come to the town. Strange things were happening in the dead of night. Children would put a tooth
under their pillow for the tooth fairy, but in the morning they would wake up to find ... a dead slug; a live
spider; hundreds of earwigs creeping and crawling beneath their pillow. Evil was at work. But who or
what was behind it ...? Read this book and find out!

Forest of Skulls

David Walliams

Forget-me-not summer ok

David Walliams

Framed

David Walliams, Quentin
"Mr Stink stank. He also stunk. And if it was correct English to say he stinked, then he stinked as well..."It
Blake
all starts when Chloe makes friends with Mr Stink, the local tramp. Yes, he smells a bit. But when it looks
like he might be driven out of town, Chloe decides to hide him in the garden shed.Now Chloe's got to
make sure no one finds out her secret. And speaking of secrets, there just might be more to Mr Stink
than meets the eye... or the nose.Ages 9+

Frankenstein 1: Prodigal Son

Dawn Machell

Frankenstein 2: City of Night

Dean Koontz

Frankenstein 4: Lost Souls

Debbie Macomber

Front Lines (The Front Lines series Book 1)

Debi Gliori

Frozen

Dee Wiilliams

Frozen

Derek Landy

Gangsta Granny

Derek Landy

George Speaks

Derek Landy

Hot on the heels of bestselling Gangsta Granny comes another hilarious, action-packed and touching
novel - the story of a little girl called Zoe. Things are not looking good for Zoe. Her stepmother Sheila is
so lazy she gets Zoe to pick her nose for her. The school bully Tina Trotts makes her life a misery - mainly
by flobbing on her head. And now the evil Burt from Burt's Burgers is after her pet rat! And guess what
he wants to do with it? The clue is in the title...From the author that is being called 'a new Roald Dahl',
Ratburger is not to be missed!

Four women going through difficult periods in their lives form a powerful bond of friendship when they
meet at a knitting class held at A Good Yarn, a quaint yarn store in downtown Seattle.

Lily is convinced her baby sister Daisy is a witch who can change into a dragon and summon invisible
pets, and her life becomes even more complicated when her family decides to move to North Scotland.

The sixth instalment in the historic, hysterical and horrific Skulduggery Pleasant series. Think you've seen
anything yet? You haven't. Because the Death Bringer is about to rise!
THE EPIC NEW THRILLER BEGINS. The creator of the number one bestselling Skulduggery Pleasant series
returns with the story of a girl on the run from everything she loves and the monsters that await her. For
anyone who ever thought their parents were monsters Amber Lamont is a normal sixteen-year-old.
Smart but insecure, she spends most of her time online, where she can avoid her beautiful, aloof parents
and their weird friends. But when a shocking encounter reveals a horrifying secret, Amber is forced to go
on the run. Killer cars, vampires, undead serial killers and red-skinned, horned demons Amber hurtles
from one threat to the next, revealing the terror woven into the very fabric of her life. As her parents
close in behind her, Amber s only chance rests with her fellow travellers, who are not at all what they
appear to be Witty, action-packed and heart-stoppingly thrilling, Demon Road will take you on an epic
road-trip across the supernatural landscape of America."
An old foe of Skulduggery's is bent on bringing back to life the horrible Grotesquery, an unkillable
monster assembled from the most fearsome beasts of legend. It's up to the ingenious, fearless, and
hilarious Skulduggery and his apprentice Valkyrie Cain (a.k.a. Stephanie Edgely) to stop it.
Third bone-breaking, belly-busting adventure in the series that puts the "funny" back in! um! funny series.
That didn't really work, did it?

George's Marvellous Medicine

Derek Landy

George's Marvellous Medicine

Diana Hill, Rebecca
Chicot, Robert Winston
This book gathers expertise from a panel of scientists including Professor Robert Winston, dieticians
Diana Hill, Rebecca
and obstetricians and offers up-to-date information on what is happening to you and your baby as
Chicot, Robert Winston
pregnancy progresses. The advice given helps parents make the right decisions for themselves and for
their growing baby. Looking at a range of subjects such as nutrition, antenatal tests, pregnancy
ailments, preparing for birth, birth and the first few days, each chapter is structured around common
questions asked by parents-to-be.

Georgie the Royal Prince Fairy

Gingerbread Man

Dick King-Smith

George is a baby who learns to speak (in a totally grown-up and even pompous manner) at the unusually
early age of 4 weeks. George and his older sister Laura try to keep this talent a secret from the rest of
the family, but their parents soon find out.

Girl At The Lion d'Or

Dirk Kurbjuweit

Girl Online

Disney Enterprises (1996- ), Pixar (Firm)

Going Solo

DK PUBLISHING,
Hannah Dolan

READ THE MOST CRITICALLY ACCLAIMED THRILLER OF 2018: 'You'll never see your neighbours in
the same light again' OBSERVER 'Beautifully written, frightening and absorbing' THE TIMES 'As
intellectually stimulating as it is gripping *****' DAILY TELEGRAPH '[An] uncomfortably close-to-home
thriller' - SUNDAY TIMES 'Something we've not see before in contemporary crime fiction' GUARDIAN
'Takes you right into the heart of darkness' MAIL ON SUNDAY 'There's a twist at the end that is worth
waiting for' INDEPENDENT 'A terrifying study of a family threatened by the tenant living downstairs'
WOMAN&HOME 'If you liked WE NEED TO TALK ABOUT KEVIN, try FEAR' - BBC NEWS 'This creepy
tale of obsession will make you wonder 'what would I do?' SUNDAY MIRROR 'A gripping tale of domestic
terror' IRISH TIMES 'A must have new read' DAILY EXPRESS You'd die for your family. But would you
kill for them? Family is everything. So what if yours was being terrorised by a neighbour - a man who
doesn't listen to reason, whose actions become more erratic and sinister with each passing day? And
those you thought would help - the police, your lawyer - can't help you. You become afraid to leave your
family at home alone. But there's nothing more you can do to protect them. Is there? FEAR is the most
original thriller of 2018 - for fans of LULLABY, THE WOMAN IN THE WINDOW, ANATOMY OF A
SCANDAL and THE GUILTY WIFE. ************ What people are saying about FEAR: 'I'm intrigued by
Dirk Kurbjuweit's novel FEAR, about a stalker living downstairs' - LIONEL SHRIVER, THE OBSERVER
'Brilliantly done to play on every parents' deepest fears' - FIONA BARTON, bestselling author of THE
WIDOW 'Thought-provoking, intelligent and genuinely chilling' - ELIZABETH HAYNES, author of INTO
THE DARKEST CORNER 'A terrific, original thriller - I loved it' JOANNE HARRIS 'FEAR makes us
sympathetic to violent revenge, accessories to murder' - HERMAN KOCH, author of THE DINNER 'I
loved it. So rich and claustrophobic' - RENEE KNIGHT, author of DISCLAIMER 'The most original thriller
of the year' - NETGALLEY 'Expertly constructed, highly entertaining and thought-provoking' - Cloggie,
Amazon reviewer 'If you're looking for a thriller with psychological insight, I highly recommend this one' Marjorie, Amazon reviewer 'Not your usual thriller' - Fiona, Amazon reviewer ------------------------- FEAR is
translated from the German by Imogen Taylor

Get to know the LEGO Star Wars minifigures in this fact-filled character encyclopedia. LEGO Star Wars
Character Encyclopedia is one of the few, and highly sought after, LEGO Star Wars books on the market.
This book features more than 300 minifigures and over 400 captivating images including many unseen
elements. Organised in order of their appearance in the movies, each LEGO Star Wars minifigure has a
full-page character profile with lots of fascinating facts. From Anakin Skywalker and Han Solo in their
many guises to the wampa and the mouse droid. Plus, there's even more. An exclusive Han Solo
minifigure, receiving a medal in the same scene from A New Hope as our Luke Skywalker minifigure, not
available anywhere else. Grab one before it's gone.

Gone

DK PUBLISHING, Hannah Dolan
Get to know the LEGO Star Wars minifigures in this fact-filled character encyclopedia. LEGO Star Wars
Character Encyclopedia is one of the few, and highly sought after, LEGO Star Wars books on the market.
This book features more than 300 minifigures and over 400 captivating images including many unseen
elements. Organised in order of their appearance in the movies, each LEGO Star Wars minifigure has a
full-page character profile with lots of fascinating facts. From Anakin Skywalker and Han Solo in their
many guises to the wampa and the mouse droid. Plus, there's even more. An exclusive Han Solo
minifigure, receiving a medal in the same scene from A New Hope as our Luke Skywalker minifigure, not
available anywhere else. Grab one before it's gone.

Gone Girl

Dominic Barker

Mischief-making twins Max and Molly often get themselves into trouble. While trying to recover a ball
which Mrs Quibble confiscated as punishment for another of their playful antics, the twins managed to
solve a real-life crime.

Good Friday

Dominic Barker

Max and Molly's third adventure finds them making the most of winter In this Guide to Trouble, Max
and Molly will show you, clever reader: How to get snowed in with only emergency beans for tea. How to
snowplow the street so your mom can buy pizza instead. And how to accidentally-also-at-the-same-time
build a real-life abominable snowman!

Grey Wolves

Dominic Barker

Meet Max and Molly: terrorizing the neighborhood really extremely politely In this Guide to Trouble,
Max and Molly will show you, clever reader: How to kick a ball into Mrs. Quibble's garden . . . again, how
to (politely) arrest Mrs. Quibble for stealing the ball, and how to accidentally also-at-the-same-time
catch a real-life criminal!

Grill it with Levi: 101 Reggae Recipes for Sunshine and Soul

E. C. Fremantle

Grill it with Levi: 101 Reggae Recipes for Sunshine and Soul

Eden Maguire

Grumpy Goat (Farmyard Tales) (Farmyard Tales Minibook
Series)
Grumpy Goat (Farmyard Tales) (Farmyard Tales Minibook
Series)
Hangman

Egmont Publishing UK

'Warning: this book may well take over your summer. Think Gillian Flynn meets The Miniaturist'
Waterstones ___________ A Marriage. A Murder. One of them did it. Which one of them will die for it?
___________ Autumn 1615. A scandal pervades the Jacobean court. A popular, much admired couple
are imprisoned for murder. SHE is young and captivating. Rescued from an abusive marriage, she is
determined to make a new life with her second husband . . . Whatever the cost. ___________ HE has
risen from nothing to become one of the countries most powerful men. But to get to the top, you cannot
help making enemies. Now, a man is dead. And someone must pay with their life. Who has the most to
lose? Who is willing to commit murder? ___________ 'A Jacobean GONE GIRL. Dark and deeply
satisfying, a tale of monstrous intrigue and murder' M. J. Carter 'A twisting psychological thriller based
on a real Jacobean murder. Unputdownable' The Times 'A toxic blend of glamour, intrigue and ambition'
Andrew Taylor 'Riveting. I cannot recommend this highly enough' Alison Weir 'Gripping and fascinating.
Fremantle is a master' Santa Montefiore

When four students die mysteriously within a year, grief-stricken Darina can't escape her heartache or
visions of her dead boyfriend. She discovers the dead students are in limbo, and can't move on until she
solves the mystery surrounding each of their deaths.

Egmont Publishing Uk
Elizabeth Cobbs

Love Hamilton: An American Musical? You'll adore The Hamilton Affair. THE NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER War will bring them together. Peace will tear them apart. History will make them immortal .
. . Born a bastard and raised an orphan in the stifling heat of the Caribbean, Alexander Hamilton must
prove his worth on the bloody battlefields of the American Revolution. A wealthy child of privilege,
Elizabeth Schuyler has never wanted for anything, yet she longs for a life of so much more. When fate
brings them together, a passionate, life-long love affair begins. But to Alexander, burdened by his tragic
origins, matters of honour can never be forgotten. As he risks everything for the future of his bold new
country, this extraordinary marriage will be tested like no other - and become forever immortalised in
hearts and minds. Praise for THE HAMILTON AFFAIR: 'The Hamilton novel that immediately leaps to the
top of the list' Joseph J. Ellis 'A portrait of a love so deep it was able to survive betrayal and a
devastatingly public scandal' Booklist 'Cobbs' depiction of Hamilton will endear him in the hearts of
readers' Publishers Weekly

Hard Luck

Elle Croft

Harry and the Dinosaurs at the Museum

Emily Diamond

Harry and the Dinosaurs at the Museum

Emma Hannigan

Harry and the Dinosaurs Go to School

Enid Blyton

Harry and the Dinosaurs Go to School

Enid Blyton

Headline Publishing Group Ellan Vannin

Enid Blyton

Jo, Bessie and Fanny take their cousin Rick on an adventure he'll never forget to the magic Faraway Tree,
where he meets Moon-Face, Silky the fairy and Saucepan Man, and visits all the different lands at the
top of the Faraway Tree. Like the Land of Spells, the crazy Land of Topsy-Turvy, and the land of Do-AsYou-Please, where the children ride a runaway train

Headline Publishing Group The Leaving Of Liverpool

Enid Blyton

Who is wailing at Banshee Towers? Screaming Banshees are not the only mystery at Banshee Towers – it
holds other secrets too. Join the Five Find-Outers for their final case.

Healing Arthritis

Enid Blyton

Heart of Granite

Heaven's Net is Wide

Enid Blyton

Enid Blyton

Help Your Baby to Sleep

Enid Blyton

Her Every Fear

Enid Blyton

Hide and Seek

Enid Blyton

History

Enid Blyton

Holding

Enid Blyton

Holidays According to Humphrey

WIFE. MISTRESS. MURDERER. If you were being framed for murder, how far would you go to clear
your name? The debut psychological thriller that reads as Apple Tree Yard meets Behind Closed Doors,
by way of Double Jeopardy. I'm not guilty of murder. Bethany Reston is happily married. But she's also
having an affair with a famous client. And no one can ever know. But that doesn't make me innocent.
When Bethany's lover is brutally murdered, she has to hide her grief from everyone. But someone
knows her secret. And then one day the threats begin. With an ever-growing pile of evidence pointing to
her as the murderer, the only way she can protect her secrets is to prove her innocence. And that
means tracking down a killer. An incredibly taut, tense game of cat and mouse - with a twist you'll never
see coming. What everyone is saying about thrilling psychological suspense novel The Guilty Wife 'Full
of twists and turns, THE GUILTY WIFE is a gripping tale of betrayal, deceit, and duplicity. The ending will
stay with you long after you've finished the last page. 'Fabulous.' Jenny Blackhurst, bestselling author of
How I Lost You and Before I Let You In 'I couldn't put this down. Pacy and gripping.' Cass Green, author
of the number 1 ebook bestseller The Woman Next Door 'An accomplished debut with a relentless and
intense pace that kept me completely rapt and eager to find out answers. I loved the final twist.' KL
Slater, international bestselling author of Safe With Me, Blink and Liar. 'A gripping portrayal of a woman
under fire, which explores the blurry boundaries of innocence and guilt. The Guilty Wife will make you
question those closest to you as the plot unfolds at pace, with an ending that pulls the rug from under
your feet. A brilliant debut.' Phoebe Morgan, author of The Doll House

Camping again! This time the Famous Five have pitched their tents near the house of a world-famousscientist - how exciting! They're looking forward to a fun holiday, but when important papers go missing
from Professor Hayling's house, they consider it their duty to find the thief. Will they succeed - and
return the papers in time? [from the back cover].

The tenants of Tally-Ho house have vanished - along with a priceless painting. Can the Find-Outers help
track it down? The new nstallment in the Mystery series, which is being reissued with live action
photographic covers for a modern audience,based on extensive market research.
The cottage in Mr Hick's garden mysteriously burns down one night, and five children think someone
started the fire deliberately. Mr Goon, the local policeman, thinks so too, and isn't at all pleased to have
the Five Find-Outers and Dog nosing in on his mystery. There seem to be lots of suspects - Mr Peeks, Mr
Hick's valet, has just been rudely dismissed, Mr Smellie argued with Mr Hick the day of the fire, there's a
suspicious-looking tramp in the fields nearby, and even Mr Hick's housekeeper has a reason to have done
it. The children bump into Inspector Jenks fishing by the river one day, and talk to him about their
theories. Inspector Jenks is senior to Mr Goon, who still doesn't want to listen to the children, and
praises the Find-Outers as they reveal the true culprit - Mr Hick himself, who burnt the cottage for the
insurance money.
A fantastic children’s crime story from the world’s best-loved children’s author, Enid Blyton. Lady
Candling's best Siamese cat has gone missing. It's another mystery for the Find-Outers! The gardener,
Luke, always seems so friendly. He couldn't possibly be the thief... Or could he? All will be revealed in The
Mystery of the Disappearing Cat. The Mystery series follows the adventures of ‘The Five Find Outers’ Pip, Bets, Larry, Daisy and Fatty, as they solve the most unusual crime cases with the help of their dog
Buster. Enid Blyton is arguably the most famous children’s author of all time. Thanks to series such as
The Wishing-Chair, The Faraway Tree-, The Mysteries, The Famous Five and The Secret Seven, she has
sold over 400 million books in more than 40 languages worldwide. Her Mysteries stories have charmed
generations of children – and they are as popular today as they have ever been.
Mr Goon's nephew, Ern, has disappeared on the road to "Harry's Folly". Does the gatekeeper, Mr Peters,
or Mr Holland know anything about it? The Five Find-Outers and Dog are determined to solve the
mystery.
A fantastic children’s crime story from the world’s best-loved children’s author, Enid Blyton. Who is the
mysterious burglar that disappears from the scene of the crime without a trace? The five Find-Outers
and dog must discover the thief’s identity before Mr Goon does. Find out if they get to the bottom of
The Mystery of the Invisible Thief. The Mystery series follows the adventures of ‘The Five Find Outers’ Pip, Bets, Larry, Daisy and Fatty, as they solve the most unusual crime cases with the help of their dog
Buster. Enid Blyton is arguably the most famous children’s author of all time. Thanks to series such as
The Wishing-Chair, The Faraway Tree-, The Mysteries, The Famous Five and The Secret Seven, she has
sold over 400 million books in more than 40 languages worldwide. Her Mysteries stories have charmed
generations of children – and they are as popular today as they have ever been.
A fantastic children’s crime story from the world’s best-loved children’s author, Enid Blyton. A
dangerous criminal is on the run – a master of disguise, he seems impossible to catch. But the five FindOuters are hot on his trail! Will they catch up with him? Find out in The Mystery of the Missing Man. The
Mystery series follows the adventures of ‘The Five Find Outers’ - Pip, Bets, Larry, Daisy and Fatty, as they
solve the most unusual crime cases with the help of their dog Buster. Enid Blyton is arguably the most
famous children’s author of all time. Thanks to series such as The Wishing-Chair, The Faraway Tree-, The
Mysteries, The Famous Five and The Secret Seven, she has sold over 400 million books in more than 40
languages worldwide. Her Mysteries stories have charmed generations of children – and they are as
popular today as they have ever been.

A fantastic children’s crime story from the world’s best-loved children’s author, Enid Blyton. Who could
have robbed the theatre's safe? The theatre safe has been robbed and Boysie, the pantomime cat, is top
of the list of suspects. But could his best friend and fellow actress, Zoe, be the real thief? This is the
seventh book in Enid Blyton's Mysteries series, author of The Famous Five. The Mystery series follows
the adventures of ‘The Five Find Outers’ - Pip, Bets, Larry, Daisy and Fatty, as they solve the most
unusual crime cases with the help of their dog Buster.

Enid Blyton
A fantastic children’s crime story from the world’s best-loved children’s author, Enid Blyton. Fatty has
discovered an amazing talent for disguise. He fools everyone with his French student act - even Mr
Goon! But when Pip discovers a secret room in Milton House, the children decide to investigate . . .
What will they discover in The Mystery of the Secret Room? The Mystery series follows the adventures of
‘The Five Find Outers’ - Pip, Bets, Larry, Daisy and Fatty, as they solve the most unusual crime cases with
the help of their dog Buster. Enid Blyton is arguably the most famous children’s author of all time.
Thanks to series such as The Wishing-Chair, The Faraway Tree-, The Mysteries, The Famous Five and The
Secret Seven, she has sold over 400 million books in more than 40 languages worldwide. Her Mysteries
stories have charmed generations of children – and they are as popular today as they have ever been.

Horrid Henry and the Bogey Babysitter

Enid Blyton

Horrid Henry and the Secret Club

Enid Blyton

How to Be a Genius

Enid Blyton

How to Build an Abominable Snowman

Enid Blyton

An adventure for the Five Find-Outers and their dog. Fatty, Larry, Daisy, Pip, Bets and Buster become
involved in a very peculiar situation when a series of unsigned letters are sent to various people in
Peterswood
What was in the strange bundle that Mr Fellows was seen carrying in the dead of night? Someone else
wants to get hold of it too... The next four installments in the Mystery series, which is being reissued
with live action photographic covers for a modern audience, based on extensive market research.
Who is responsible for the strange messages that keep turning up for Mr Goon? Are Mr and Mrs Smith
involved and does Mrs Hicks know more than she appears to? Fatty and the gang are determined to find
out.

A fantastic children's crime story from the world's best-loved children's author, Enid Blyton. A prince has
disappeared and it seems that twin babies are the only clue. Has the prince been kidnapped? Discover
the truth behind The Mystery of the Vanished Prince. The Mystery series follows the adventures of 'The
Five Find Outers' - Pip, Bets, Larry, Daisy and Fatty, as they solve the most unusual crime cases with the
help of their dog Buster. Enid Blyton is arguably the most famous children's author of all time. Thanks to
series such as The Wishing-Chair, The Faraway Tree, The Mysteries, The Famous Five and The Secret
Seven, she has sold over 400 million books in more than 40 languages worldwide. Her Mysteries stories
have charmed generations of children - and they are as popular today as they have ever been.
How to Catch a Criminal

Enid Blyton

Hugless Douglas

Enid Blyton

Hugless Douglas

Eoin Colfer

The Magic Faraway Tree is the second story in the Faraway Tree series by the world’s best-loved
children’s author, Enid Blyton. When Joe, Beth and Frannie move to a new home, an Enchanted Wood is
on their doorstep. And when they discover the Faraway Tree, it proves to be the beginning of many
magical adventures! Join them and their friends Moonface, Saucepan Man and Silky the fairy as they
discover which new land is at the top of the Faraway Tree. Will it be the Land of Spells, the Land of
Treats, or the Land of Do-As-You-Please? Come on an amazing adventure – there’ll be adventures
waiting whatever happens. Enid Blyton’s funny, magical adventure stories have become true classics,
loved by millions and still selling thousands of copies every year. She is arguably the most famous
children’s author of all time, thanks to series such as The Wishing-Chair, The Faraway Tree-, The
Mysteries, The Famous Five and The Secret Seven.
Rumor has it Artemis Fowl is responsible for every major crime of the new century. Just twelve years old
and already he's a criminal genius, plotting to restore his family's fortune with a spot of corruption and
kidnapping. Kidnapping a fairy for ransom, to be precise. Artemis Fowl has discovered a world below
ground of armed and dangerous - and extremely high-tech - fairies. But he may have underestimated
their powers. They will fight back. Is the boy about to trigger a cross-species war? 'Fast-paced, tongue in
cheek . . . laugh-out-loud.' Sunday Times Enter Artemis's wicked world at www.artemisfowl.co.uk

Humphrey's Big-Big-Big Book of Stories

Eva Ibbotson

Hunter Killer: Danny Black Thriller 2

Eva Ibbotson

After twelve-year-old Annika, a foundling living in late nineteenth-century Vienna, inherits a trunk of
costume jewelry, a woman claiming to be her aristocratic mother arrives and takes her to live in a
strangely decrepit mansion in Germany.

I Can Cook from the Garden

Eva Ibbotson

After twelve-year-old Annika, a foundling living in late nineteenth-century Vienna, inherits a trunk of
costume jewelry, a woman claiming to be her aristocratic mother arrives and takes her to live in a
strangely decrepit mansion in Germany.

I Can Cook from the Garden

Fern Britton
The new wonderfully warm and witty novel from Fern Britton, the much-loved TV personality. Perfect for
fans of Katie Fforde and Trisha Ashley. When the residents of the Cornish seaside town of Trevay
discover that their much-loved theatre is about to be taken over by coffee chain, Cafe au Lait, they are
up in arms. It is up to Penny Leighton, hotshot producer and now happily married Cornish resident, to
come up with a rescue plan. Armed with only her mobile phone and her contacts book, she starts to pull
in some serious favours. The town is soon deluged by actors, all keen to show their support and take part
in a charity season at the theatre. One of the arrivals is Jess Tate, girlfriend to TV heartthrob Ryan
Hearst. His career is on the rise while hers remains resolutely in the doldrums. But when opportunity
comes calling, it isn't just her career prospects that are about to change. Trevay is about to put on the
show of its life -- but can the villagers, and Jess, hold on to the thing they love the most?

Ian Rankin The Complaints

Fiona Ford

Identical

Fiona MacDonald

I'll Be Gone in the Dark

Five Mile Press

I'm Right Here

Frances Hardinge

Ink Exchange

Frances Hardinge

Insidious Intent

Francesca Simon

Insurgent

Francesca Simon

Island Beneath the Sea

Francesca Simon

It's a funny old game - Extra Time

Francesca Simon, Tony
Ross

I've Got Your Number

Gail Yerrill

When Triss wakes up after an accident, she knows that something is wrong. She is insatiably hungry; she
keeps waking up with leaves in her hair, and her sister seems terrified of her. When it all gets too much
and she starts to cry, her tears are like cobwebs...
Winner of the Costa Book of the Year 2015. The Lie Tree is a wonderfully evocative and atmospheric
novel by Frances Hardinge, award-winning author of Cuckoo Song and Fly By Night.Faith's father has
been found dead under mysterious circumstances, and as she is searching through his belongings for
clues she discovers a strange tree. The tree only grows healthy and bears fruit if you whisper a lie to it.
The fruit of the tree, when eaten, will deliver a hidden truth to the person who consumes it. The bigger
the lie, the more people who believe it, the bigger the truth that is uncovered. The girl realizes that she is
good at lying and that the tree might hold the key to her father's murder, so she begins to spread
untruths far and wide across her small island community. But as her tales spiral out of control, she
discovers that where lies seduce, truths shatter . . .
Horrid Henry encounters the babysitter from hell, traumatizes his parents on a car journey, goes trick or
treating at Hallowe'en, and invades Moody Margaret's Secret Club. Four stories, as brilliant and
inventive as ever, to add to 'the funniest series ever written about sibling rivalry and what it's like to be a
young child' (Independent on Sunday).
Four stories about Henry, in which he goes to the dentist, torments his brother Peter, creates havoc at
his birthday party, and plans revenge when Moody Margaret won't let him into her secret club.

It's just an ordinary day at Mother Goose's Academy. There's Miss Good Fairy teaching the Three Little
Pigs, Snow White, Sleeping Beauty, Cinderella, Hansel and Gretel and Little Red Riding Hood to read and
write - while Miss Bad Fairy is inciting the Ugly Sisters, the Big Bad Wolf, Troll, Wicked Stepmother,
Wicked Witch and Jealous Queen to gobble them all up. The result? Chaos! Witty, fast-paced and
anarchic, this is a complete story with ten short chapters ('C.A.T. Spells Dog', 'What Troll Learned',
'Snakes and Snails for Lunch') that take us through the school day. Originally published as Big Class, Little
Class, this freshly illustrated reissue brings Francesca Simon and Tony Ross together again in a wonderful
romp that Horrid Henry fans will revel in.

Jacky Daydream

Gail Yerrill

Jacky Daydream

Gareth Lucas

Lift the flaps to meet an alligator admiring some art, a bear balancing on a bean - and not forgetting a
very attention-seeking zebra! Our mad menagerie of animals will have your little ones laughing from A to
Z.

James and the Giant Peach

Gareth P. Jones

Larkin Mills is no ordinary town. It's a place of contradictions and enigma, of secrets and mysteries. A
place with an exquisite ice cream parlour, and an awful lot of death.

James And the Giant Peach

Garth Nix

Jeremy Poldark

George Orwell

Joe Sugg 2

George R.R. Martin

Joe Sugg 2

Geraldine O'Neill

Jonas

Gideon Sterer

Journey to the River Sea

Gideon Sterer

Jungle Kill

Gillian Cross

Kai

Kaymon

Keira the Film Star Fairy (Rainbow Magic Early Reader)

Kensuke's Kingdom

Knots & Crosses

Gillian Cross

Gillian Flynn

Graham Annable

Graham Annable

Graham M. Simons

When a Dublin family is torn apart, can a new start in Liverpool help heal the wounds? 1940s Dublin
Handsome widower Johnny Cassidy is out of work and lost as to how to look after his four children.
Broken-hearted, he's tempted to look for the answer at the bottom of a beer glass, and it takes another
calamity for him to realise help sometimes comes from the strangest places. With Johnny's family over
the sea in Liverpool, it's his wife's spinster cousin who comes to the rescue. Nora's well-ordered life is
turned upside down by this brood of children to keep fed, schooled and out of trouble. But underneath
the bustle of daily life, they all cherish secret dreams, some of which threaten to tear the family apart.
With Nora around, Ella Cassidy can be a teenager again, rather than trying to raise her younger siblings,
while her older brother, Sean, finds that music might be his salvation. But when he takes to the stage,
it's the start of a journey that will take him far from home, and right to the kind of trouble he thought
he'd outran. A warm and inviting story of family and friendship, duty and desire, perfect for fans of
Maureen Lee and Lyn Andrews.

At the end of The Dark Ground, Robert finally managed to escape from the tiny underground world. He
needed Lorn's help to do it, and he had to leave her behind. Now, back in his own world and his own size
again, he realises that Lorn is in mortal peril. To rescue her, he has to do two things: entrust his friend
Tom with the incredible story of what happened to him, and find the 'real' Lorn above ground.
Hope has gone. Warren wishes he'd been brave enough to stop Rob, Emma and Tom kidnapping her. His
father is furious, but it's the behaviour of Warren's mother that's most frightening. For years she has
known her daughter was safe in the hole under the conservatory. But now Hope is out in the world, and
anything could happen to her. Mum has to get her back. She's going to start by doing something terrible
to Hope's kidnappers, and Warren must help.
THE ADDICTIVE No.1 BESTSELLER THAT EVERYONE IS TALKING ABOUT Who are you? What have we done
to each other? These are the questions Nick Dunne finds himself asking on the morning of his fifth
wedding anniversary, when his wife Amy suddenly disappears. The police suspect Nick. Amy's friends
reveal that she was afraid of him, that she kept secrets from him. He swears it isn't true. A police
examination of his computer shows strange searches. He says they weren't made by him. And then there
are the persistent calls on his mobile phone. So what really did happen to Nick's beautiful wife?
Welcome to Bikini Bottom - an underwater city in the South Pacific, where you're guaranteed an ocean
view - and home to SpongeBob SquarePants! SpongeBob lives in his fully-furnished pineapple with pet
snail Gary. His next door neighbour, Patrick Star, may be the dimmest creature in the entire ocean. And
his friend, the air-suit-wearing Sandy Cheeks, is a squirrel with a taste for danger! With friends like these,
it's no wonder SpongeBob keeps getting himself into all kinds of odd ocean adventures! Also featuring
Squidward, Plankton and the whole cast of the smash-hit Nickelodeon animated series, SpongeBob
SquarePants is a must for the child in all of us!
Welcome to Bikini Bottom - an underwater city in the South Pacific, where you're guaranteed an ocean
view - and home to SpongeBob SquarePants! SpongeBob lives in his fully-furnished pineapple with pet
snail Gary. His next door neighbour, Patrick Star, may be the dimmest creature in the entire ocean. And
his friend, the air-suit-wearing Sandy Cheeks, is a squirrel with a taste for danger! With friends like these,
it's no wonder SpongeBob keeps getting himself into all kinds of odd ocean adventures! Also featuring
Squidward, Plankton and the whole cast of the smash-hit Nickelodeon animated series, SpongeBob
SquarePants is a must for the child in all of us!
During the history of aviation there have been very few aircraft that have achieved immediate success
when entering front-line service. The de Havilland Mosquito was one such aircraft. It was not designed
to an RAF requirement, but was the result of an initiative of the designers and builders to utilise the skills
of woodworkers and the relative abundance of wood in the crisis years of World War II. The result was
an aeroplane that could be built quickly, was extremely fast and extremely versatile. The pilots loved it.
This book describes how it was built and utilizes many hitherto unpublished photographs from the
design studio and production lines. It illustrates and explains the many different roles that the aircraft
took as the war progressed. Fighter, bomber, reconnaissance, night fighter – there were few tasks that
this brilliant design could not adopt.

Kraken

Graham Norton

La Forma Dell'acqua

Grandreams

La Plante Lynda: Cold Shoulder (Tpb Airside Ed)

Gray. Rose & Rogers.
Ruth

Last Dance in Havana

Greg Farshtey, Ladybird,
Explore the exciting new world of LEGO® Ninjago in this thrilling 2-in-1 story and activity book - packed
Ladybird Books Staff
full of tales, trivia, puzzles and activities! Unlock the ancient mysteries of LEGO's exclusive new ninja
range and learn all about two of the chosen ninjas, Kai and Zane - the Masters of Spinjitsu! Collect the
other fantastic book, featuring Jay and Cole, to complete the series.

LEGO Star Wars

Gutteridge Alex

LEGO Star Wars

Hairy Bikers, Dave
Myers

Si King and Dave Myers, AKA the Hairy Bikers have traveled an interesting road. Born in the north of
England, both Si and Dave had their childhood challenges. For Si, being bullied as the fat kid in class
was part of his daily school routine. For Dave, his life changed when he became a childhood carer for
his mother. But through the challenges of their early years came a love of really good food. And it was
food that brought Si and Dave together. Their eyes met over a curry and a pint on the set of a Catherine
Cooksoon drama, and they knew they would be firm and fast friends for life. From deserts to desserts,
potholes to pot roasts, the nation's favorite cooking duo reveals what's made their friendship such a
special and lasting one. They've eaten their way around the world a good few times, but have never lost
sight of what matters: great friends, great family and great food. In this heartwarming memoir of
friendship and hilarious misadventure, Si and Dave take you on the ride of their lives!

Let it Snow

Harlan Coben

Lights Out Liverpool

Harry Hill

FIRST PUBLISHED IN 2010 Haley McWaid never gave her parents a moment's worry. Until one
morning her mother wakes to find that her seventeen-year-old daughter didn't come home the night
before. The community is stunned by her loss. Three months pass without a word and everyone
assumes the worst. Wendy Tynes is a reporter on a mission: to identify and bring down sexual
predators. Her latest target is a social worker known as a friend to troubled teens. But Wendy soon
realises she can't trust her own instincts - or the motives of the people around her - and that this story is
more twisted than she could have imagined... * * * * * 'A superb thriller - he has never written better'
Evening Standard 'Brilliantly tense, beautifully written' Heat 'The modern master of the hook and twist'
Dan Brown 'Simply one of the all-time greats - pick up any one of his thrillers and you'll find a riveting,
twisty, surprising story with a big, beating heart at its core' Gillian Flynn

Open with your best gag. Finish with your second best. Make sure your face matches the material. Sell
your routine . . . Matt Millz LOVES stand up comedy. He's studied the best. He's memorized all the
advice. He spends hours writing new gags and thinking up crazy sketches . . . So when the school run a
talent contest, of course he's going to enter. What he doesn't count on is: Last minute total meltdown
His best mate pulling out zero seconds before going on Teeny tiny Kitty Hope and her own bonkers
ambitions His stepdad's own 'funny' ideas And headmaster, Meredith Pavey, who very definitely has it in
for him. Comedy gold from a comedy genius.

Linger (The Wolves of Mercy Falls Series Book 2)

Heather Amery

Little Beach Street Bakery

Heather Amery

Little Manfred

Heather Amery

Little Red Riding Hood (Usborne Picture Books)

Heather Amery

Little Red Riding Hood (Usborne Picture Books)

Heather Amery

Liverpool Annie

Heather Amery

Living Color

Heather Amery, Stephen When a tree falls on Ted's tractor he gets help from Farmer Dray and his horse. Find the little yellow
duck on every page.
Cartwright

Lockwood and Co: the Whispering Skull

Heather Amery, Stephen Cartwright

Lola Rose

Heidi Murkoff

Look at Me (Er) *Custom B 2014*

Heidi Swain

Looking For Alaska

Helen Moss

Lord Loss

Helen Nicoll, Jan Pienkowski

Love in the Afternoon and Other Delights

HILARY GREEN

Low Red Moon

HILARY GREEN

Low Red Moon

Hilary Mantel

The sequel to 'Wolf Hall', 'Bring up the Bodies' explores one of the most mystifying and frightening
episodes in English history: the destruction of Anne Boleyn.

Luna the Loom Band Fairy: Special (Rainbow Magic Book 1)

Hilary Mantel

Thomas Cromwell was a man with a delicate and deadly expertise in manipulating people and events
and ruthless in the pursuit of his own ambitions in politics. His reforming agenda in the court of Henry VIII
is carried out in the grip of a self-interested parliament and a king who fluctuates between romantic
passions and murderous rages.

Maggie's market

Ian Rankin

Magic

Ian Rankin

Marge and the Pirate Baby

Ian Rankin

Marge in Charge

Ian Rankin

Marnie

Ian Whybrow

Matilda

Ian Whybrow

Matilda

Ian Whybrow

Matt Millz

Ian Whybrow

Meghan

Ian Whybrow

Meridon

Ian Whybrow

Mirror, Mirror

Ian Whybrow

Misty Falls

A unique
new series that allows you and your child to read together: the left-hand pages contain the
Ice Water Press, Betty Root,
Kim Martin
complete story you can share, while the righthand pages offer simple, easy-to-read sentences that your
child can master on their own. Ages 5-7 years.

More Than this

Igloo Books

Mosquito

Igloo Books

Mothering Sunday: The most heart-rending saga you'll read
this year (Days of the Week)
Moving Times trilogy: Grandmother's Footsteps: Book 2

Igloo Books

Mr Gum and the Secret Hideout

Igloo Books

Mr Holmes

Igloo Books

Mr Stink

Igloo Books

Music Across the Mersey

Igloo Books Ltd

My first colours

Igloo Books Ltd

My first colours

Igloo Books Ltd

My Humongous Hamster Goes to School

Igloo Books Ltd

My Humongous Hamster Goes to School

Igloo Books Ltd

My Parents are Driving Me Crazy

Igloo Books Ltd

When a tree falls on Ted's tractor he gets help from Farmer Dray and his horse. Find the little yellow
duck on every page.

Igloo Books

Harry's toy robot has stopped marching! So it has gone off to robot hospital to be fixed. Harry and Nan
decide to make another robot to keep Harry company. But Nan is suddenly taken ill and has to go to
hospital herself. Harry knows just what to do to help Nan get better - but will he manage to get his robot
finished in time?

Learn to count down from 10 little ducks and back again! Number fun for little learners!

My Uncle Oswald

Ira Levin

Nanook

Isabel Allende

Narga

Isabel Thomas

Nella Last's Peace

Isabel Thomas

Never Coming Back

Isla Fisher

Nightfall Berlin

Isla Fisher

Nine Dragons

Ivy Devlin

Nineteen Eighty-Four (Penguin Modern Classics)

Ivy Devlin

North Sea Battleground

Jack Grimwood

Not Yeti (Dolphin Paperbacks)

Jackie Collins

NOW IS THE HOUR

Jaco Jacobs

NYPD Red

Jacqueline Wilson

The women of Stepford are not all that they seem... All the beautiful people live in idyllic Stepford,
Connecticut, an affluent, suburban Eden populated with successful, satisfied hubbies and beautiful,
dutiful wives. For Joanna Eberhart, newly arrived with her husband and two children, it all seems too
good to be true - from the sweet Welcome Wagon lady to all those cheerful, friendly faces in the
supermarket checkout lines. But just beneath the town's flawless surface, something is sordid and wrong
- something abominable with roots in the local Men's Association. And it may already be too late for
Joanna to save herself from being devoured by Stepford's hideous perfection.

From the sugar plantations of Saint-Domingue to the lavish parlours of New Orleans at the turn of the
18th century, Isabel Allende's novel tells the story of a mulatta woman, a slave and concubine,
determined to take control of her own destiny in a society where that would seem impossible.
From Dachshunds to Dalmatians and everything in between!
From Shetlands to Thoroughbreds and everything in between! Find out all about 35 different breeds of
pony and horse - Dartmoor, Swedish Warmblood, Arabian, Barb and many more - in this beautifully
illustrated and annotated first guide. Includes a fun spotter's chart to fill in!
'Isla Fisher is hilarious' David Walliams.
Meet Marge, the mischievous babysitter with rainbow hair who loves to make a mess and bend the rules
. . . At dinnertime Chef Marge cooks up chocolate soup, and at school Marge the Muscian conducts a
chaotic concert in the playground! Jake and Jemima have brilliant fun with their new babysitter, but will
they manage to tick off all the jobs on Mummy's list? Three fresh, fun and family-friendly MARGE stories
from A-list actress, mother, writer and comedian Isla Fisher.

In 1986, news that East-West nuclear-arms negotiations are taking place lead many to believe the Cold
War may finally be thawing. For British intelligence officer Major Tom Fox, however, it is business as
usual. Ordered to arrange the smooth repatriation of a defector, Fox is smuggled into East Berlin. But it
soon becomes clear that there is more to this than an old man wishing to return home to die - a fact
cruelly confirmed when Fox's mission is fatally compromised. Trapped in East Berlin, hunted by an army
of Stasi agents and wanted for murder by those on both sides of the Wall, Fox must somehow elude
capture and get out alive. But to do so he must discover who sabotaged his mission and why... Nightfall
Berlin is a tense, atmospheric and breathtaking thriller that drops you deep into the icy heard of the Cold
War.

Sometimes, in the blink of an eye, you do something that changes your life forever. Like climbing a tree
with a girl you don't know.

Everybody knows Tracy Beaker, Jacqueline Wilson's best-loved character. But what do they know about
Jacqueline herself? In this fascinating book, discover. . . * how Jacky played with paper dolls like April in
Dustbin Baby. * how she dealt with an unpredictable father like Prue in Love Lessons. * how she sat
entrance exams like Ruby in Double Act. But most of all how Jacky loved reading and writing stories.
Losing herself in a new world was the best possible way she could think of spending her time. From the
very first story she wrote, Meet the Maggots, it was clear that this little girl had a very vivid imagination.
But who would've guessed that she would grow up to be the mega-bestselling, award-winning
Jacqueline Wilson! Jacqueline Wilson takes a look back at her own childhood in this captivating story of
friendships, loneliness, books, toys, parents and much more. She explores her early years with the same
warmth and lightness of touch that imbues her novels and covers such difficult issues as her parents'
extra-marital affairs with delicacy. With photographs and new illustrations by Nick Sharratt, this book is
a delight for all of Jacky's fans, and a treat for any new readers too.
One Shot Kill

Jacqueline Wilson
Everybody knows Tracy Beaker, Jacqueline Wilson's best-loved character. But what do they know about
Jacqueline herself? In this fascinating book, discover. . . * how Jacky played with paper dolls like April in
Dustbin Baby. * how she dealt with an unpredictable father like Prue in Love Lessons. * how she sat
entrance exams like Ruby in Double Act. But most of all how Jacky loved reading and writing stories.
Losing herself in a new world was the best possible way she could think of spending her time. From the
very first story she wrote, Meet the Maggots, it was clear that this little girl had a very vivid imagination.
But who would've guessed that she would grow up to be the mega-bestselling, award-winning
Jacqueline Wilson! Jacqueline Wilson takes a look back at her own childhood in this captivating story of
friendships, loneliness, books, toys, parents and much more. She explores her early years with the same
warmth and lightness of touch that imbues her novels and covers such difficult issues as her parents'
extra-marital affairs with delicacy. With photographs and new illustrations by Nick Sharratt, this book is
a delight for all of Jacky's fans, and a treat for any new readers too.

One-Punch Man Volume 1

Jacqueline Wilson

Operation Mincemeat

James Barclay

Origin: (Robert Langdon Book 5)

James Dashner

Orion Book Tooth And Nail - An Inspector Rebus Novel

James Dashner

Outcast Child

James Dashner

The world has become a battleground in a war which no side is winning. But for those determined to
retain power, the prolonged stalemate cannot be tolerated so desperate measures must be taken. Max
Halloran has no idea. He's living the brief and glorious life of a hunter-killer pilot. He's an ace in the air,
on his way up through the ranks, in love, and with his family's every need provided for in thanks for his
service, Max has everything . . . . . . right up until he hears something he shouldn't have, and refuses to
let it go. Suddenly he's risking his life and the lives of all those he cares about for a secret which could
expose corruption at the highest levels, and change the course of the war. One man, one brief
conversation . . . a whole world of trouble . . .
SPOILER ALERT: Read after The Maze Runner, The Scorch Trials and The Death Cure. When sun flares hit
the Earth, intense heat, toxic radiation and flooding followed, wiping out much of the human race.
Those who survived live in basic communities in the mountains, hunting for food. For Mark and his
friends, surviving is difficult, and then an enemy arrives, infecting people with a highly contagious virus.
Thousands die, and the virus is spreading. Worse, it's mutating, and people are going crazy. It's up to
Mark and his friends to find the enemy - and a cure - before the Flare infects them all ...

Thomas was sure that escape from the maze meant he and the Gladers would get their lives back. But no
one knew what sort of life they were going back to. The earth is a wasteland. Government and order
have disintegrated and now Cranks, people driven to murderous insanity by the infectious disease known
as the Flare, roam the crumbling cities hunting for their next victim...and meal.Thomas can only wonder does he hold the secret of freedom somewhere in his mind? Or will he forever be at the mercy of
WICKED? The pulse-pounding sequel to The Maze Runner.

Kathleen, from privileged Newport, Rhode Island; Colleen, from a poor, remote Irish village - two
teenagers on opposite sides of the Atlantic whose lives are in great danger. Both girls are pregnant. A
private detective named Anne Fitzgerald suddenly has the case of a lifetime - she quickly finds herself
caught between the certainty of science and the possibility of a miracle that could stop the terrible
medical epidemics now sweeping the globe. Once a nun and now a private detective with a Masters in
psychology, Anne's very belief in humanity is put to the ultimate test as she comes face to face with an
unimaginable evil.

Oxford Reading Tree Read with Biff, Chip and Kipper: Level
11 First Chapter Books: The Time Runners

James Patterson

Oxford Reading Tree Read with Biff, Chip and Kipper: Level
11 First Chapter Books: Tyler: His Story
Paper Towns

James Patterson

Party Shoes

James Swallow

Penguin
Penguin

Jan Burchett, Sara
Vogler
Jan Dean

Peppa Pig: Daddy Pig Gets Fit

Jan Mark

From award-winning author, Jan Mark, a compelling tale of how a family become unwittingly entangled
in the turbulent lives of another. Clay delivers papers like the Wild West heroines she loves to watch on
film with her Dad. Gran is more into B movie horror. It's a normal family of sorts - and then another
'normal' family moves into the street and things become decidedly weird. The Stranger Who Nearly
destroyed My Life would be a good title for a film of what happened next...but would anyone dare to
watch it?

Pet Shop

Jan Ormerod

MS MACDONALD HAS A CLASS Ms MacDonald has a class E-I-E-I-O She takes her class down to the farm
E-I-E-I-O And from that visit springs a plan. . . Every child in Ms MacDonald's busy class returns to school
full of fun ideas on how to stage a farmyard extravaganza. And with a skip trip here and a snip stitch
there, every child discovers what it's like to be a woolly lamb, a porky pig, a fluffy bunny or even a curly
cabbage!

Pet Shop

Jane Linfoot

Picture Book: Pirate Pete's Parrot (Picture Flats)

Jane Ray

Picture Book: Pirate Pete's Parrot (Picture Flats)

Jane Ray

Picture Book: Pirate's Treasure (Picture Flats)

Jane Smiley

James Patterson,
Marshall Karp

It's the start of the Hollywood on Hudson film festival, and New York City is swept up in the glamour.
There's a red carpet premiere every night; the most exclusive restaurants are filled with wealthy
producers and pre-eminent directors; and thousands of fans gather with the paparazzi, hoping to catch a
glimpse of the most famous and beautiful faces in the world. With so many celebrities in town, special
task force NYPD Red is on high alert - and it can't afford to make a single mistake. Then a worldrenowned producer fatally collapses at his power breakfast, and top NYPD Red Detective Zach Jordan
is the first one on the scene. Zach works with his beautiful new partner, Detective Kylie MacDonald who also happens to be his ex-girlfriend - to discover who the killer might be. But this is only the
beginning: the most brutal, public, and horrifyingly spectacular crimes they've ever encountered are
about to send all of New York into chaos, putting NYPD Red on the ropes. Zach and Kylie know there's
no way of telling what a killer this deranged will do next. With the whole world watching, they have to find
a way to stop a psychopath who has scripted his finale down to the last explosive detail.
A vicious Serbian gang whose profits come from fake nuclear weapons. A disgraced Russian general,
with access to the real thing. A vengeful Somali warlord, with a cause for which he'd let the world burn. A
jaded government agency, without the information to stop him. Only one man sees what's coming. And
even he might not be able to prevent it.. Racing breathlessly from uncharted CIA prisons to the
skyscrapers of Dubai, from stormbeaten oil rigs off the African coast to the ancient caverns beneath the
city of Naples, Marc Dane returns in the explosive new thriller from the internationally bestselling author
of Nomad.

'The perfect holiday read to warm your heart' #1 Bestselling author Tracy Bloom Can you leave behind
Paris if your heart belongs in Cornwall? With a gorgeous new life in vibrant Paris, Clemmie isn't looking
forward to heading home to the picturesque but sleepy village of St Aidan, Cornwall. However, when she
discovers that her cosy apartment by the sea, which her beloved grandmother left to her, is under threat
from super-hot but ruthless property mogul, Charlie Hobson, Clemmie realises she can't abandon her
home in its time of need. With her childhood friends encouraging her, Clemmie decides to turn the
apartment into The Little Cornish Kitchen - a boutique pop up supper club raising money for the repairs
to the building in an effort to stop Charlie once and for all. But when Charlie and his easy charm won't
seem to go away, everything soon becomes even messier than the state of Clemmie's Cornish
kitchen...

The second novel in the dazzling Last Hundred Years trilogy, Early Warning follows the Langdon family
from the 50s, through to the 1980s, in this stunning family saga from the winner of the Pulitzer
Prize1953. When a funeral brings the Langdon family together once more, they little realize how much,
over the coming years, each of their worlds will shift and change. For now Walter and Rosanna's sons
and daughters are grown up and have children of their own.Frank, the eldest - restless, unhappy ignores his troubled wife and instead finds himself distracted by a face from the past. Lillian must watch
as her brilliant, eccentric husband Arthur is destroyed by the guilt arising from his secretive government
work. Claire, too, finds that marriage is not quite what she expected it to be.In Iowa where the Langdons
began, Joe sees that some aspects of life on the farm never change, while others are unrecognizable.
And though a few members of the family remain mired in the past, others will attempt to move beyond
the lives they have always known; and some will push forward as never before. The dark shadow of the
Vietnam War hangs over every one . . .In sickness and health, through their best and darkest times, the
Langdon family will live and love and suffer against the broad, merciless sweep of American history.
Moving from the 1950s to the 1980s, Early Warning by Jane Smiley is epic storytelling at its most wise
and compelling from a writer at the height of her powers.
Picture Book: Pirate's Treasure (Picture Flats)

Jane Smiley

Planet of the Gerks

Jeanne Willis, Tony Ross Delightful children's picture storybooks in premium silver format! Each classic picture book is stunningly
presented in hardcover with a silver foil highlight on the spine, rounded corners and a special placeholder ribbon. Children will love to explore the enchanting tales from award-winning authors, and
parents will love the great value price!

Playing with Fire

Jeff Brown

Pop Goes the Weasel

Join everybody’s favourite flat boy for another magical adventure – It’s Jeff Brown’s Flat Stanley.
Stanley’s Christmas Adventure Santa Claus is fed up. No one appreciates Christmas any more, so why
should he deliver any presents? Santa's daughter, Sarah Christmas, asks the Lambchops for help. They
have to find a way to save Christmas - and if anyone can, it's Stanley! Jeff Brown’s world-famous
character Flat Stanley continues to charm half a century after he first found his way into print.

Jeff Kinney
The hilarious, award-winning and global bestseller Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Cabin Fever is here! The sixth
instalment in the Diary of a Wimpy Kid series - it's perfect for readers of 8+ and also reluctant readers.
And you can also discover Greg on the big screen in any one of the three Wimpy Kid Movie box office
smashes.Greg Heffley is in big trouble. School property has been damaged and Greg is the prime
suspect. But the crazy thing is, he's innocent! Or at least sort of.The authorities are closing in, but then a
surprise blizzard hits and the Heffley family is trapped indoors. Greg knows that when the snow melts he
is going to have to face the music but could any punishment be worse than being stuck inside with your
family?Praise for Jeff Kinney:'The world has gone crazy for Jeff Kinney's Diary of a Wimpy Kid' Sun'Kinney is right up there with J K Rowling as one of the bestselling children's authors on the planet' Independent'The most hotly anticipated children's book of the year is here - Diary of a Wimpy Kid' - Big
Issue'Hilarious' - TelegraphJeff Kinney is an online game developer and designer, and a #1 New York
Times bestselling author. Jeff has been named one of Time magazine's 100 Most Powerful People in the
World. Jeff is also creator of Poptropica.com, which was names one of Time magazine's 50 Best
Websites. He lives with his family in Massachusetts, USA.

Postman Pat

Jeff Kinney

Postman Pat

Jeff Kinney

Postman Pat's Musical Special Delivery

Jeff Kinney

Postman Pat's Musical Special Delivery

Jeff Kinney
Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Dog Days is the super funny fourth title in the highly-illustrated, bestselling and
award-winning Diary of a Wimpy Kid series by Jeff Kinney. Perfect for both boys and girls of 8+, reluctant
readers and all the millions of devoted Wimpy Kid fans out there. Dog Days is also a major motion
picture and box office smash.The fourth mega-selling instalment in the hilarious Diary of a Wimpy Kid
series!The way I like to spend my summer holidays is in front of the TV, playing video games with the
curtains closed and the light turned off.Unfortunately, Mom's idea of the perfect summer holiday is
different from mine.Greg's mom has a vision of "family togetherness" that really doesn't sound a whole
lot of fun.But there's a brand-new addition to the Heffley family to contend with and it looks like Greg
might be outnumbered. It could be a real dog of a summer . . .Praise for Jeff Kinney and the Diary of a
Wimpy Kid series:'The world has gone crazy for Jeff Kinney's Diary of a Wimpy Kid series' - Sun'Kinney is
right up there with J K Rowling as one of the bestselling children's authors on the planet' Independent'Hilarious!' - Sunday Telegraph'The most hotly anticipated children's book of the year is here
- Diary of a Wimpy Kid' - The Big IssueAs well as being an international bestselling author, Jeff Kinney is
also an online developer and designer. He is the creator of the children's virtual world, poptropica where
you can also find the Wimpy Kid boardwalk. He was named one of Time magazine's 100 Most Influential
People in 2009. He lives with his family in Massachusetts, USA.

Postman Pat's Precious Special Delivery

Postman Pat's Precious Special Delivery

Jeff Kinney

Part of Diary of a Wimpy Kid series, this title lets you laugh as Greg Heffley struggles with all the trials
and tribulations of school, family and friends that come with being everyone's favourite wimpy kid.

Jeff Kinney

***Winner of the Nickelodeon 2014 Kids Choice Awards for 'Favourite Book'***The Wimpy Kid is back!
In the most hotly-anticipated children's book release of the year, the hilarious, globally-bestselling and
award-winning Diary of a Wimpy Kid series, sees BOOK 8 hit our shelves this November!Greg Heffley's on
a losing streak. His best friend, Rowley Jefferson, has ditched him, and finding new friends in middle
school is proving to be a tough task. To change his fortunes, Greg decides to take a leap of faith and turn
his decisions over to chance. Will a roll of the dice turn things around, or is Greg's life destined to be just
another hard-luck story?Perfect for readers of 8+ and also reluctant readers. You can also discover Greg
on the big screen in any one of the three Wimpy Kid Movie box office smashes.Praise for Jeff Kinney:'The
world has gone crazy for Jeff Kinney's Diary of a Wimpy Kid' - Sun'Kinney is right up there with J K
Rowling as one of the bestselling children's authors on the planet' - Independent'The most hotly
anticipated children's book of the year is here - Diary of a Wimpy Kid' - Big Issue'Hilarious' - TelegraphAs
well as being the international bestselling author of Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Jeff Kinney is also an online
developer and designer. He is the creator of the children's virtual world, Poptropica. Jeff has been named
one of TIME magazine's most influential people in the world. His original Diary of a Wimpy Kid was voted
'Best Children's Book of the Last 10 Years' by UK readers. Jeff lives with his family in Massachusetts, USA.
Quercus The Gunpowder And Glory Girls

Jeff Kinney
Rodrick Rules is the hilarious sequel to bestselling and award-winning Diary of a Wimpy Kid. Perfect for
readers of 8+, reluctant readers and all the millions of Wimpy Kid fans out there. Rodrick Rules was also a
major movie hit at the box-office and the rib-tickling third Wimpy Kid movie, Dog Days released in the UK
in August 2012!Whatever you do, don't ask Greg about his summer vacation because he definitely
doesn't want to talk about it . . .It's a brand-new year and a brand-new journal and Greg is keen to put
the humiliating (and secret!) events of last summer firmly behind him. But someone knows everything someone whose job it is to most definitely not keep anything embarrassing of Greg's private - his big
brother, Rodrick. How can Greg make it through this new school year with his not-quite-cool reputation
intact?Praise for Jeff Kinney and the Diary of a Wimpy Kid series:'The world has gone crazy for Jeff
Kinney's Diary of a Wimpy Kid series' - Sun'Kinney is right up there with J K Rowling as one of the
bestselling children's authors on the planet' - Independent'Hilarious!' - Sunday Telegraph'The most hotly
anticipated children's book of the year is here - Diary of a Wimpy Kid' - The Big IssueAs well as being an
international bestselling author, Jeff Kinney is also an online developer and designer. He is the creator of
the children's virtual world, poptropica where you can also find the Wimpy Kid island. He was named one
of Time magazine's 100 Most Influential People in 2009. He lives with his family in Massachusetts, USA.
www.wimpykidclub.co.uk

Quercus The Gunpowder And Glory Girls

Ragdoll

Jeff Kinney

Get ready, Diary of a Wimpy Kid: The Long Haul is coming!Greg Heffley and his family hit the road in
author-illustrator Jeff Kinney's ninth installment of the phenomenal bestselling Diary of a Wimpy Kid
series.Praise for Jeff Kinney: 'The world has gone crazy for Jeff Kinney's Diary of a Wimpy Kid' - Sun
'Kinney is right up there with J K Rowling as one of the bestselling children's authors on the planet' Independent 'The most hotly anticipated children's book of the year is here - Diary of a Wimpy Kid' - Big
Issue 'Hilarious' - Telegraph As well as being the international bestselling author of Diary of a Wimpy Kid,
Jeff Kinney is also an online developer and designer. He is the creator of the children's virtual world,
Poptropica. Jeff has been named one of TIME magazine's most influential people in the world. His
original Diary of a Wimpy Kid was voted 'Best Children's Book of the Last 10 Years' by UK readers. Jeff
lives with his family in Massachusetts, USA.

Jeff Kinney
The Third Wheel is the hilarious seventh book in the brilliant, bestselling and award-winning Diary of a
Wimpy Kid series. Perfect for readers of 8+ and all the millions of Wimpy Kid fans. Also now a box officebusting major motion franchise with the third Wimpy Kid movie, Dog Days released in the UK in August
2012!Love is in the air, but what does that mean for Greg Heffley?A Valentine's Day dance at Greg's
school has turned his world upside down. As Greg scrambles to find a date, he's worried he'll be left out
in the cold on the big night. His best friend, Rowley, doesn't have any prospects either but that's small
consolation.Then an unexpected twist gives Greg a partner for the dance and leaves Rowley the odd
man out. But a lot can happen in one night, and in the end, you never know who's going to be lucky in
love . . . Share in the hilarious adventures of everyone's favourite wimpy kid, Greg Heffley, in the highlyanticipated seventh book in the Diary of a Wimpy Kid series.Praise for Jeff Kinney:'The world has gone
crazy for Jeff Kinney's Diary of a Wimpy Kid' - Sun'Kinney is right up there with J K Rowling as one of the
bestselling children's authors on the planet' - Independent'The most hotly anticipated children's book of
the year is here - Diary of a Wimpy Kid' - Big Issue'Hilarious' - TelegraphWinner of Blue Peter's Best Book
of the Last 10 Years award.Jeff Kinney is an online game developer and designer, and a #1 New York
Times bestselling author. Jeff has been named one of Time magazine's 100 Most Powerful People in the
World. Jeff is also creator of Poptropica.com, which was names one of Time magazine's 50 Best
Websites. He lives in Massachusetts, USA.

Raised by Wolves

Jeff Kinney

Greg Heffley navigates his way through family and school life with his best friend, Rowley.

Ratburger

Jeffrey Archer
On arrival in America, Harry Clifton is arrested for first degree murder, for killing Bill Bradshaw. He is
tried, found guilty, and sentenced to death by the electric chair. Meanwhile Emma goes to London to
give birth to Sebastian, Harry's child. On visiting Maisie to introduce her to her grandson, she becomes
convinced that Harry is still alive. With the help of Sir Walter, she goes to America in search of Harry,
where she must then fight to save his life. Meanwhile, when Sir Walter dies, Hugo takes over the
Barrington shipping line, but manages to run the company into the ground, and when war is declared,
Giles Barrington leaves Oxford to join the Gloucestershire Regiment, gaining respect and eventually glory
in the military. And as the war progresses, Sebastian is brought up by his grandmother, Elizabeth
Barrington. As a young man, he falls in love with the sister of a school friend, whose father is an
Argentinean businessman who has made a fortune in arms dealing to both sides during the war.

Rebel Heart (Dust lands Book 2)

Jen Green

Red Dragon: (Hannibal Lecter)

Jennifer Donnelly
Josephine Montfort is from one of New York's oldest, most respected, and wealthiest families. Like most
well-off girls of the era her future looks set-after a finishing school education, she will be favourably
married off to a handsome wealthy gentleman. But Jo wants a more meaningful and exciting life: she
wants to be an investigative journalist like her heroine Nellie Bly. But when Jo's father dies after an
alleged accident, she begins to investigate his death with the help of a young reporter, Eddie Gallagher.
It quickly becomes clear he was murdered, and in their race against time to discover the culprit and his
motive, Jo and Eddie find themselves not only battling dark characters of the violent and gritty streets of
New York, but also their growing feelings for each other. Jennifer's YA novel, A GATHERING LIGHT won
the Carnegie Medal and was listed as one of their top 10 ever winners and was chosen for the Richard
and Judy Book Club Much anticipated novel from the author who is repeatedly wins or is shortlisted for
major literary prizes and whose books make the 'Best Books' lists in publications such as The Times,
Publishers Weekly, The Irish Times, The Financial Times (UK), The School Library Journal and Amazon.

Reloaded

Jennifer Lynn Barnes

Pack life is about order, but Bryn is about to push all the limits, with hair-raising results. At the age of
four, Bryn watched a rabid werewolf brutally murder her parents. Alone in the world, she was rescued
and taken in by Callum, the alpha of his pack. Now fifteen, Bryn's been as a human among werewolves,
adhering to pack rule. Little fazes her. But the pack's been keeping a secret, and when Bryn goes
exploring against Callum's orders, she finds Chase, a newly turned teen Were locked in a cage. Terrifying
memories of the attack on her parents come flooding back. Bryn needs answers, and she needs Chase to
get them. Suddenly, all allegiances to the pack no longer matter. It's Bryn and Chase against the
werewolf world, whatever the consequences. A thrilling new YA adventure, with an electrifying link
between a tough heroine and an exciting boy-were at its heart, Raised by Wolves will leave you howling
for more.

Remember Me?

Jennifer Worth

Resurrection Men Ian Rankin

Jenny Colgan

Rodrick Rules

Jenny Oliver

Romeo and Juliet

Jess Richards

Ross Poldark

Jill Murphy

Mr and Mrs Large are getting ready for the office dinner-dance. But with Lester, Laura, Luke and the
baby around, they'll be lucky to get out of the house all in one piece!

Sam Vole and His Brothers

Jim Eldridge

When former Special Forces officer Mitch is offered a dangerous undercover mission, he must trust his
five new teammates as they rescue a West African freedom fighter.

Sam Vole and His Brothers

Jo Nesbo

Saturday Bloody Saturday

Jo Nesbo

Scott pilgrim finest hour

Jodi Picoult

Scott Pilgrim Gets It Together

Jodie Parachini

Scott pilgrim Vs the unknown

Sea (Q&A of the Natural World)

Secret Army

Send Me a Lover

Sepron

Jodie Parachini

Joe Sugg

Joe Sugg

Joe Sugg, Matt Whyman

Joe Sugg, Matt Whyman

A serious book is black-and-white, and it informs the reader.So why are a donkey in a flowered hat, a
laughing zebra, a hissing snake, a marching penguin and cavorting monkeys in this book?Join the fun as
the animals take control, effortlessly and with great style and humour, in this new picture book that is
both very silly and very sophisticated, to be enjoyed by all ages...
A serious book is black-and-white, and it informs the reader.So why are a donkey in a flowered hat, a
laughing zebra, a hissing snake, a marching penguin and cavorting monkeys in this book?Join the fun as
the animals take control, effortlessly and with great style and humour, in this new picture book that is
both very silly and very sophisticated, to be enjoyed by all ages...
BOOK 3 IN THE USERNAME SERIES Evie longs to put her e.scape adventures behind her. She's battlescarred and determined to move on, but an outcast from her digital paradise is set on revenge. Knox
roams the streets and pledges to punish the girl who dismissed his kind from the real world. Soon, his
plans go beyond personal, and Knox plots an uprising that could bring life as we know it to an end. Faced
with an uprising on a global scale, as well as issues on the friendship and romance frontline, Evie must
stage a fight back that calls her own existence into question.
BOOK 3 IN THE USERNAME SERIES Evie longs to put her e.scape adventures behind her. She's battlescarred and determined to move on, but an outcast from her digital paradise is set on revenge. Knox
roams the streets and pledges to punish the girl who dismissed his kind from the real world. Soon, his
plans go beyond personal, and Knox plots an uprising that could bring life as we know it to an end. Faced
with an uprising on a global scale, as well as issues on the friendship and romance frontline, Evie must
stage a fight back that calls her own existence into question.
BOOK 2 IN THE USERNAME SERIES Evie is safe at home, but her heart remains in e.scape, the virtual
world her father created for her. She's desperate to return, but the app that transports her has
corrupted in the great reboot. When besotted geek, Lionel, offers to help, he doesn't just restore the
gateway as she had planned. He opens up a series of revelations that calls into question everything Evie
treasures in life. With a momentous discovery to be unearthed in the virtual realm, and an e.scape
fugitive on the loose in reality, can our sidelined schoolgirl save not one world but two?
BOOK 2 IN THE USERNAME SERIES Evie is safe at home, but her heart remains in e.scape, the virtual
world her father created for her. She's desperate to return, but the app that transports her has
corrupted in the great reboot. When besotted geek, Lionel, offers to help, he doesn't just restore the
gateway as she had planned. He opens up a series of revelations that calls into question everything Evie
treasures in life. With a momentous discovery to be unearthed in the virtual realm, and an e.scape
fugitive on the loose in reality, can our sidelined schoolgirl save not one world but two?

Shadow Kill

Shadows

Shiver
Shiver

John Boyne

John Brindley

John Connolly

Skor

John Farndon, Victoria
Parker, Richard Tames

Skyfishing: (A Grand Tale with Grandpa)

John Gardner

Skyfishing: (A Grand Tale with Grandpa)

John Green

John Green

Snow Storm (Farmyard Tales) (Farmyard Tales Sticker
Storybooks)
Snow Storm (Farmyard Tales) (Farmyard Tales Sticker
Storybooks)

John Green

Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs

John Green

Some Luck (Last Hundred Years Trilogy)

John Green

Something for the Weekend

Space

Sixteen-year-old Amy Peppercorn has a lot to scream about. She's struggling with her A-Levels and
coping with her two-year-old sisters while her parents tear each other apart. Her best friend is being
lured away from her. Then Amy falls under the spell of cool, elusive Ben and joins his band. Winning his
approval means careering through the streets in a stolen car, skipping school, and staying out late. Amy
could be in trouble. But she leaves the band behind. She's not like the others. She's going to be a pop
sensation. At the end of a stunning novel that packs a huge emotional punch, she is on the brink of
stardom - but knows there will be a terrible price to pay. J Brindley is a compelling and very distinctive
writer with terrific insight into teenage relationships, hopes and fears. He writes brilliantly about the pop
world and the dangerous world of joyriding and police chases. This is a must-read.

John Burningham, Helen
A young boy imagines what life will be like when his new sibling arrives.
Oxenbury
John Burningham, Helen Oxenbury
A young boy imagines what life will be like when his new sibling arrives.

Sir Gadabout

Sleeping Beauties

The story of The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas is very difficult to describe. Usually we give some clues about
the book on the cover, but in this case we think that would spoil the reading of the book. We think it is
important that you start to read without knowing what it is about.If you do start to read this book, you
will go on a journey with a nine-year-old boy called Bruno. (Though this isn't a book for nine-year-olds.)
And sooner or later you will arrive with Bruno at a fence. We hope you never have to cross such a fence.

John Green

John Green, Hi

John Grisham

When it comes to relationships, Colin Singleton's type is girls named Katherine. And when it comes to
girls named Katherine, Colin is always getting dumped. Nineteen times, to be exact. On a road trip miles
from home, this anagram-happy, washed-up child prodigy has ten thousand dollars in his pocket, a
bloodthirsty feral hog on his trail, and an overweight Judge Judy - loving best friend riding shotgun - but
no Katherines. Colin is on a mission to prove The Theorem of Underlying Katherine Predictability, which
he hopes will predict the future of any relationship, avenge Dumpees everywhere, and finally win him the
girl. Love, friendship, and a dead Austro-Hungarian archduke add up to surprising and heart-changing
conclusions in this ingeniously layered comic novel about reinventing oneself. ** From the New York
Times bestselling author of The Fault in Our Stars and Looking for Alaska, John Green. ** John has a huge
online presence through his 1.1 million Twitter followers and YouTube channel Vlogbrothers, which has
been viewed over 200 million times and has 660,000 subscribers, making it one of the most successful
online channels in history.
When it comes to relationships, Colin Singleton's type is girls named Katherine. And when it comes to
girls named Katherine, Colin is always getting dumped. Nineteen times, to be exact. On a road trip miles
from home, this anagram-happy, washed-up child prodigy has ten thousand dollars in his pocket, a
bloodthirsty feral hog on his trail, and an overweight Judge Judy - loving best friend riding shotgun - but
no Katherines. Colin is on a mission to prove The Theorem of Underlying Katherine Predictability, which
he hopes will predict the future of any relationship, avenge Dumpees everywhere, and finally win him the
girl. Love, friendship, and a dead Austro-Hungarian archduke add up to surprising and heart-changing
conclusions in this ingeniously layered comic novel about reinventing oneself. ** From the New York
Times bestselling author of The Fault in Our Stars and Looking for Alaska, John Green. ** John has a huge
online presence through his 1.1 million Twitter followers and YouTube channel Vlogbrothers, which has
been viewed over 200 million times and has 660,000 subscribers, making it one of the most successful
online channels in history.

Who is the real Margo? Quentin Jacobsen has spent a lifetime loving the magnificently adventurous
Margo Roth Spiegelman from afar. So when she cracks open a window and climbs into his life - dressed
like a ninja and summoning him for an ingenious campaign of revenge - he follows. After their all-nighter
ends and a new day breaks, Q arrives at school to discover that Margo, always an enigma, has now
become a mystery. She has disappeared. Q soon learns that there are clues in her disappearance . . . and
they are for him. Trailing Margo's disconnected path across the USA, the closer Q gets, the less sure he is
of who he is looking for.

The New York Times bestselling novel from John Green, the author of multi-million bestseller The Fault in
Our Stars, and David Levithan. One cold night, in a most unlikely corner of Chicago, Will Grayson crosses
paths with . . . Will Grayson. Two guys with the same name, running in two very different circles,
suddenly find their lives going in new and unexpected directions, and culminating in epic turns-of-heart
and the most fabulous musical ever to grace the high-school stage. Told in alternating voices from two
award-winning authors - John Green (author of The Fault in Our Stars) and David Levithan (author of Boy
Meets Boy) - this unique collaborative novel features a double helping of the heart and humour that has
won both authors legions of fans. 'Funny, rude and original' - New York Times Book Review 'Will have
readers simultaneously laughing, crying and singing at the top of their lungs' - Kirkus Reviews 'This novel
has serious buzz' - EntertainmentWeekly.com
The Worst Blizzard for Fifty Years Three Wintry Love Stories One Magical Night It's Christmas Eve and
Gracetown has been buried by snow. But the weather is more than just an inconvenience. When one girl
unexpectedly steps off a stranded train, she sets off a series of life-changing events. Soon fourteen
pumped-up cheerleaders will descend on the local Waffle House, the Duke's DVD night will be rudely
interrupted for a Twister mission, and a lovesick barista will determine the fate of a single teacup pig . . .
As the trhee stories collide, strangers cross paths and romance blossoms with heart-warming
consequences. Touching, hilarious and filled with alternative festive cheer - what else did you expect
from a trio of today's bestselling authors?

SpongeBob SquarePants

John Grisham

SpongeBob SquarePants

John Hegarty

Spook Street

Jolyon Jackson

Stanley's Christmas Adventure

Jonathan Moore

Star Wars Collector Edition 2013

Jonathan Stroud

step into the world of The Vikings

Joss Stirling

Summerhouse by the Sea

Judy Barratt

Super Diaper Baby

Julie Berry

Surprise Me: The Sunday Times Number One bestseller

Karen McCombie

Sweet Dreams

Karen McCombie

Sweet-talking TJ

Karen McCombie

Tagus the Horse-man

Karen McCombie

Tattoos, Telltales and Terrible, Terrible Twins

Karen McCombie

Tattoos, Telltales and Terrible, Terrible Twins

Karen McCombie

Tattoos, Telltales and Terrible, Terrible Twins (Ally's World S.) Karen Rose
Teardrop

Karen Rose

The most corrupt judge in US history. A young investigator with a secret informant. The electrifying new
thriller. Lacy Stoltz never expected to be in the firing line. Investigating judicial misconduct by Florida's
one thousand judges, her cases so far have been relatively unexciting. That's until she meets Greg
Myers, an indicted lawyer with an assumed name, who has an extraordinary tale to tell. Myers is
representing a whistle blower who knows of a judge involved in organised crime. Along with her gangster
associates this judge has facilitated the building of a casino on an Indian reservation. At least two people
who opposed the scheme are dead. Since the casino was built, the judge has made several fortunes off
undeclared winnings. She owns property around the world, hires private jets to take her where she
wishes, and her secret vaults are overflowing with rare books, art and jewels. No one has a clue what
she's been doing - until now. Under Florida law, those who help the state recover illegally acquired
assets stand to gain a large percentage of them. Myers and his whistle blower friend could make
millions. But first they need Lacy to start an investigation. Is she ready to pit herself against the most
corrupt judge in American history, a judge whose associates think nothing of murder? 'The best thriller
writer alive' Ken Follett

Royal Artillery officer Francis Foljambe’s personal diary of his experience on the Western Front forms the
basis of this unique account of upper-class English family life in the Great War. Other family letters and
diaries that have languished in an attic since the Great War, unseen and unknown, are also included. The
war in Europe was not the whole story and what was happening at home was of equal importance.
There are letters from the women of the family showing many of their hopes and fears and their bravery
in the face of terrible events to come.
A gripping new thriller from the author of The Poison Artist - selected for BBC Radio 2 Book Club with
Simon Mayo Homicide inspector Gavin Cain is standing by a grave when he gets the call. Cain knows
there's something terrible in the coffin they're about to exhume. He and his team have received a dying
man's confession and it has led them here. Cain is summoned by Mayor Castelli, who has been sent
sinister photographs of a woman that he claims he doesn't know and a note threatening that worse are
on their way. As Cain tries to identify the woman in the pictures, and looks into the mayor's past, he
finds himself being drawn towards a situation as horrifying and as full of secrets as the grave itself.

'Stroud is a genius' Rick Riordan, author of the Percy Jackson series. Ghosts and ghouls beware!
Londonâe(tm)s smallest, shabbiest and most talented psychic detection agency is back. Life is never
exactly peaceful for Lockwood & Co. Lucy and George are trying to solve the mystery of the talking skull
trapped in their ghost jar, while Lockwood is desperate for an exciting new case. Things seem to be
looking up when the team is called to Kensal Green Cemetery to investigate the grave of a sinister
Victorian doctor. Strange apparitions have been seen there, and the site must be made safe. As usual,
Lockwood is confident; as usual, everything goes wrong âe" a terrible phantom is unleashed, and a
dangerous object is stolen from the coffin. Lockwood & Co must recover the relic before its power is
unleashed, but itâe(tm)s a race against time. Their obnoxious rivals from the Fittes agency are also on
the hunt. And if thatâe(tm)s not bad enough, the skull in the ghost-jar is stirring againâe¦ The author of
the blockbuster BARTIMAEUS sequence delivers another humorous and chilling instalment in the
critically acclaimed LOCKWOOD & CO. series.
Misty is a one-girl disaster zone. Born with a Savant 'gift' that means she can never tell a lie, her
compulsive truth-telling gets her into trouble wherever she goes. So when she meets Alex: gorgeous,
confident, and impossibly charming, Misty instantly resolves to keep her distance . . . Someone so
perfect could never be hers, surely? But a dark shadow has fallen across the Savant community. A serial
killer is stalking young people who have these special mental powers. Soon one of themwill be taken to
the edge of death . . . and beyond. A stunning new novel from the best-selling author of Finding Sky,
Stealing Phoenix, and Seeking Crystal..
Practical sleep solutions for your child from newborn to toddler Help Your Baby to Sleep tells you exactly
what you need to know to finally get a good night's sleep. Age-specific advice for your child will help you
to understand how your child's sleep patterns evolve from birth onwards and equips you with the tools to
instil good sleep habits in your child from the very first day to up to three years old. You'll get all the
information that you need to make informed decisions about sleep strategies that work for all the family,
with advice on sleep cycles, where your baby should sleep and how to set up good sleep habitats for
each age group. Seven common sleep training techniques are explored, from 'no cry' to 'controlled
crying' with their pros and cons outlined, so you can select the approach that works for you and your
child. With practical strategies, and non-judgmental real-life solutions, Help Your Baby to Sleep is an
authoritative, accessible guide that will ensure that sleep deprivation is a thing of the past and sweet
dreams are had by all the family.

Judith can't speak. Ever since the horrifying trauma that left her best friend dead and Judith without a
tongue, she's been a pariah in her community; even her own mother can't look her in the eye. When her
community is attacked, Judith is forced to choose: continue to live in silence or recover her voice, even if
what she has to say might change things forever.
Stella thought she was the most mega-shy girl in town. But move over Stella - there's a new Teen Queen
of Shyness Amber has all the self-confidence of a very timid slug. So can Stella, TJ and Rachel do a hair,
make-up and attitude makeover on her in time for the fancy party she's dreading going to?
When Stella first sees TJ he's being attacked by a psycho seagull, but she immediately thinks he has
potential as a mate. And when they get chatting, she's not disappointed. But she is disappointed when
she next sees him and he blanks her. Stella's not sure what's going on, but she knows she likes TJ and he
likes her.
Welcome to my world. It's weird but kind of wonderful... Blood is thicker than water, right? That's what
Ally's always been told, and it's true she wouldn't change a thing about her exasperating but adorable
family. Then Dad's long-lost brother Joe comes to stay - bringing along his meddling meanie wife and evil,
pet-torturing twins. How could any member of the Love family be so deeply, determinedly un-loveable?
Welcome to my world. It's weird but kind of wonderful... Blood is thicker than water, right? That's what
Ally's always been told, and it's true she wouldn't change a thing about her exasperating but adorable
family. Then Dad's long-lost brother Joe comes to stay - bringing along his meddling meanie wife and evil,
pet-torturing twins. How could any member of the Love family be so deeply, determinedly un-loveable?

The Adventures of Captain Underpants

KAREN. ROBARDS

The Adventures of Captain Underpants Collectors' Editon with Kate Maryon
CD
The After Wife

Kate Morris, Sally
Brown, Martyn Cox

The first thriller in The Guardian series by New York Times bestselling author Karen Robards, perfect for
fans of Karen Rose and Sandra Brown. Bianca Saint-Yves is smart, talented and beautiful. She's also a
high-end thief, a master manipulator, a card shark, and a genius of disguise. A femme fatale Robin Hood
running a multinational firm with her father, she makes a living swindling con men out of money they stole
and giving it back to those who should rightfully have it. Her father has prepared her well to carry on the
family business, and now the prodigy has surpassed the master. But her latest mission didn't go to plan millions of dollars and top secret government documents went missing, and her father was supposedly
killed. But not everyone believes in his death, including the US government. They'll stop at nothing to
capture Richard St. Ives - a high-value target who has been on most-wanted lists all over the world even if it means using Bianca as bait. With only a fellow criminal for backup and her life on the line, it's
up to Bianca to uncover the terrifying truth behind what really happened . . . and set it right, before it's
too late.

When Jemma's soldier father is redeployed to Afghanistan, she loses her protector and confidante, and
while her family is sending millions of guardian angels to keep him safe, Jemma feels no one is looking
out for her.
Series 3 of the popular CBeebies' series i can cook will increasingly connect children with where their
food comes from. Kids learn how to grow and cook food through focused recipe features - the key
ingredients are spotlighted with interesting facts that allow the children to discover where and how that
item grows. This book is first and foremost a recipe book structured around ingredients and how to grow
them. It's all about children doing the cooking themselves - and having lots of fun in the process. And
cooking is even more fun when children know where ingredients come from, and have even grown some
of them themselves. So included here are instructions for growing simple vegetables and herbs, many of
which just need small pots and window boxes, along with ideas for creative garden projects, from
mobiles to decorated containers. The delicious recipes have been created specially so they can be made
with little or no adult help, with clear step-by-step photographs showing what to do at key points in the
recipe.

The Angry Tide

Kate Morris, Sally Brown, Martyn Cox
Series 3 of the popular CBeebies' series i can cook will increasingly connect children with where their
food comes from. Kids learn how to grow and cook food through focused recipe features - the key
ingredients are spotlighted with interesting facts that allow the children to discover where and how that
item grows. This book is first and foremost a recipe book structured around ingredients and how to grow
them. It's all about children doing the cooking themselves - and having lots of fun in the process. And
cooking is even more fun when children know where ingredients come from, and have even grown some
of them themselves. So included here are instructions for growing simple vegetables and herbs, many of
which just need small pots and window boxes, along with ideas for creative garden projects, from
mobiles to decorated containers. The delicious recipes have been created specially so they can be made
with little or no adult help, with clear step-by-step photographs showing what to do at key points in the
recipe.

The Arrangement

Kate Riordan

The Awakening

Kathryn Stockett

The Bad Apple (P)

Katie Blackburn

Scooters, scooters everywhere . . . Do YOU have one? Do you dare? From the illustrator of the award
winning Barry Loser series and the author of Where the Wild Mums Are, comes this hilarious picture
book, the first EVER about scooters. Drawn in Jim's trademark style this is sure to be a hit with all young
scooter riders.

The Barbarous Brigands of Frostbite Pass

Katie Davies

A very natural and honest version of life's events from the perspective of a young girl - from her
suspicions about her neighbours, to her rocky friendship with the girl next door; from the sudden death
of her beloved granny to her relentless quest for a pet hamster, only to then find it mysteriously
slaughtered - which kickstarts a local investigation of 'suspects'.

The BFG

Katie Fforde

A wonderfully romantic novel from the No. 1 Sunday Times bestselling author of Recipe for Love, A
French Affair and The Perfect Match. Gina and Sally Makepiece have inherited a stall in the French
House - an antiques centre nestled in the heart of the English countryside. Gina is determined to drag
the French House and its grumpy owner into the twenty-first century. Bearing all the attributes of a
modern-day Mr Rochester, Matthew Ballinger is less than happy with the whirlwind that has arrived on
his doorstep. The last thing either of them want is to fall in love. But will a trip to France change their
minds?

The Black Echo

Katie Fforde

More delicious fun and romance from the author of Thyme Out. On an art appreciation holiday in
Provence with her friend Molly, Thea meets the gorgeous Rory. Accepting his invitation to Ireland, she
discovers a studio full of wonderful paintings. Thea decides to open an art gallery to show Rory’s work.
But will she end up with Rory, who wants her, or with Ben, who for some reason, doesn’t seem to? From
the Hardcover edition.

The Black Moon

Katie Flynn

The Black Room

Kaye Umansky

The bogey men and the trolls next door

Kaye Umansky

The Book Thief

Kaye Umansky

The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas

Ken Follett

The Boy who Could Fly

Kitty Neale

The Boy with the Lightning Feet *Custom 2012*

Koontz Dean

The Boy with the Lightning Feet *Custom 2012*

Koontz Dean

The Boy with the Magic Numbers *Custom 2012*

Koontz Dean

1940, Cornwall, England. Penhallow Hall shelters a handful of Land Girls, sent to the coast to avoid the
horrors of London's Blitz. But the beautiful, arrogant Diana Devlin, impatient with the sleepy village and
its placid residents, can't resist the temptation to stir up long-buried secrets. When a young woman's
body is found lying broken on the shore, the promised safety of the Hall is shattered. Was it simply a
tragic accident, or did mischief end in murder?
Jackson, Mississippi, 1962. Black maids raise white children, but aren't trusted not to steal the silver.
Some lines will never be crossed. Aibileen is a black maid: smart, regal, and raising her seventeenth
white child. Yet something shifted inside Aibileen the day her own son died while his bosses looked the
other way. Minny, Aibileen's best friend, is by some way the sassiest woman in Mississippi. But even
her extraordinary cooking won't protect Minny from the consequences of her tongue. Twenty-two-yearold Skeeter returns home with a degree and a head full of hope, but her mother will not be happy until
there's a ring on her finger. Seeking solace with Constantine, the beloved maid who raised her, Skeeter
finds she has gone. But why will no one tell her where? Seemingly as different as can be, Skeeter,
Aibileen and Minny's lives converge over a clandestine project that will not only put them all at risk but
also change the town of Jackson for ever. But why? And for what? The Help is a deeply moving,
timeless and universal story about the lines we abide by, and the ones we won't. Itis about how women,
whether mothers or daughters, the help or the boss, relate to each other - and that terrible feeling that
those who look after your children may understand them, even love them, better than you . . .

The Boy with the Magic Numbers *Custom 2012*

Kristina Stephenson
The best-selling children’s picture book about one brave knight and a whole lot of adventure. Once upon
a misty morning, from the top of a twisty-wisty beanstalk, someone was looking down on to a tall, tall
tower . . . Magic and mischief are afoot as a dreadful spell is cast on the forest. But who can save them
before the sands of time run out. Enter Sir Charlie Stinky Socks – honourable, feisty, tenacious and
courageous as always. Our pungent hero must face this new foe and break the spell before he’s turned
to stone. A swashbuckling, funny and charming adventure from best-selling picture book
author/illustrator Kristina Stephenson – an ideal readaloud story to share with your little adventurer.

The Brilliant World of Tom Gates

L. F. Baum

The Cherry Tree Cafe: Cupcakes, crafting and love - the
perfect summer read for fans of Bake Off

L. J. Smith

The Chinaman

Ladybird Ladybird

Collected here in one volume for the first time, volumes one and two of The Vampire Diaries, the tale of
two vampire brothers and the beautiful girl torn between them. The Awakening Elena Gilbert is a high
school golden girl, the one boys want and girls want to be. And Elena is used to getting what she wants.
But when she meets handsome, haunted Stefan, he struggles to resist her because of his dark secret:
Stefan is a vampire. Stefan is torn by guilt over his past, but he also has a dark, dangerous vampire
brother, Damon. Soon Elena finds herself torn between two vampire brothers-and in terrible danger. The
Struggle Elena quickly realizes that the only thing more dangerous that being in love with a vampire is
being desired by two. As Stefan struggles to suppress his instinctive thirst, Damon persists in his quest
for Elena's heart. A dark turn of events forces Elena to risk her mortality to save one of her immortal
suitors.

In this classic fairy tale, a nut falls on Chicken Licken's head and he decides he must tell the king that the
sky is falling down! On the way he meets many other feathered friends, and one cunning fox . . . Read it
yourself with Ladybird is one of Ladybird's best-selling series. For over thirty-five years it has helped
young children who are learning to read develop and improve their reading skills. Each Read it yourself
book is very carefully written to include many key, high-frequency words that are vital for learning to
read, as well as a limited number of story words that are introduced and practised throughout. Simple
sentences and frequently repeated words help to build the confidence of beginner readers and the four
different levels of books support children all the way from very first reading practice through to
independent, fluent reading. Each book has been carefully checked by educational consultants and can
be read independently at home or used in a guided reading session at school. Further content includes
comprehension puzzles, helpful notes for parents, carers and teachers, and book band information for
use in schools. Chicken Licken is a Level 2 Read it yourself title, ideal for children who have received some
initial reading instruction and can read short, simple sentences with help.
The Chronicles of Narnia

Ladybird Ladybird, Tanya Maiboroda
The classic fairy tale. When the evil queen's magic mirror says Snow White is the fairest in the land, Snow
White is sent to the forest. There she finds the seven dwarfs, who promise to look after her. Read it
yourself with Ladybird is one of Ladybird's best-selling series. For over thirty-five years it has helped
young children who are learning to read develop and improve their reading skills. Each Read it yourself
book is very carefully written to include many key, high-frequency words that are vital for learning to
read, as well as a limited number of story words that are introduced and practised throughout. Simple
sentences and frequently repeated words help to build the confidence of beginner readers and the four
different levels of books support children all the way from very first reading practice through to
independent, fluent reading. Each book has been carefully checked by educational consultants and can
be read independently at home or used in a guided reading session at school. Further content includes
comprehension puzzles, helpful notes for parents, carers and teachers, and book band information for
use in schools. Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs is a Level 4 Read it yourself title, ideal for children who
are ready to read longer stories with a wider vocabulary and are keen to read independently.

The Chronicles of Spiderwick

Lars Mytting

The Claygate Hound (Tremors)

Meet
Eeyore,
a sad
and gloomy
animal. This book about Eeyore is the perfect introduction to Pooh
Laura Dollin, Alan Alexander
Milne,
Ernest
Howard
Shepard
Bear's gloomiest friend. Share a story, read a rhyme and learn lots of interesting facts about this grey
and melancholy animal.

The Complete Adventures of Charlie and Mr Willy Wonka

Lauren Kate

Seventeen-year-old Eureka's life is taking on dark undercurrents that don't make sense . . . Her mother
killed in a freak accident. Her best friend, Brooks, behaving like a stranger. And Ander. The boy with eyes
like the ocean who is everywhere she goes. Uncovering her mother's legacy - a stone, a locket and an
ancient tale of romance and heartbreak - Eureka begins to question everything she thought she knew.
Only one thing is certain: everything she loves can be washed away.

The Craftsman

Lesley Sims

An ordinary day becomes extraordinary when Alice follows the White Rabbit down a rabbit hole and
finds herself in Wonderland. Join her as she meets one incredible character after another in this lively
retelling of the classic quirky tale by Lewis Carroll.

The Cut-throat Celts

Lesley Sims

An ordinary day becomes extraordinary when Alice follows the White Rabbit down a rabbit hole and
finds herself in Wonderland. Join her as she meets one incredible character after another in this lively
retelling of the classic quirky tale by Lewis Carroll.

The Cut-throat Celts

Levi Roots

The Dark Room

Levi Roots

The Drop

Lian Hearn

The Empty Suit of Armour *Custom 2012*

The Enchanted Wood (Faraway Tree)

The English Agent

Liz Pichon

Liz Pichon

Liz Pichon

The Essential Baby Care Guide

Lorna Freytag

The Essential Pregnancy and Birth Guide

Lorna Freytag

This epic tale--the first volume of the now-complete "Tales of the Otori"--isthe prequel to "Across the
Nightingale Floor," the book that first introducedHearn's mythical, medieval Japanese world.
Tom Gates is the master of excuses for late homework: dog attacks \- spilt water - lightning... Tom's
exercise book is full of his doodles, cartoons and thoughts, as well as comments from his long-suffering
teacher, Mr Fullerton. After gaining five merits for his CAMPING SUCKS holiday story, Tom's work starts
to go downhill \- which is a pity, as he's desperate to impress Amy Porter, who sits next to him...
Here's my EXCELLENT PLAN to make DogZombies the BEST band in the WHOLE WIDE WORLD! How hard
can it be? (Very.) Right now I'm going to: 1. Write more songs. (Not about teachers.) 2. Make a
SPECTACULAR music video. (Easy.) 3. Get some sleep. (Tricky when you're being kept awake by LOUD
NOISES.) 4. Annoy Delia. (Nothing to do with DOGZOMBIES but always FUN.)
From the winner of the Roald Dahl Funny Prize, the Best Book for Younger Readers - Red House
Children's Book Award, the Waterstones Children's Book Prize 5 - 12 year-olds and the Blue Peter Best
Story Book Award 2013, comes the ninth amazing instalment of this brilliant series! TIPS FOR BEING TOP
OF THE CLASS (Sadly...I did NONE of these things.) 1. Stay awake in lessons (it helps.) 2. Don't draw
HILARIOUS pictures of your teachers. 3. AVOID the class bully to stay out of trouble. 4. Don't let Mum
and Dad write ANYTHING in your school planner. 5. Don't let your grumpy sister Delia BOSS you around.
(Technically not a school issue - but still important.) I'm TRYING to get voted onto the school council as
well - but thanks to the ABOVE list it's not exactly going to plan.
One extraordinarily large hamster - one extraordinarily fun and appealing picture book
One extraordinarily large hamster - one extraordinarily fun and appealing picture book

The Eye in the Door (Regeneration)

The Faceless Ones

Louise Rennison

Lyn Andrews

The Fault in Our Stars

Lyn Andrews

The Four Swans

Lyn Andrews

The Ghost Road (Regeneration)

Lyn Andrews

Read All About Georgia S Hilarious Antics As She Desperately Tries To Muddle Her Way Through Teenage
Life. The New Film, Angus, Thongs And Perfect Snogging, Directed By Gurinder Chadha Of Bend It Like
Beckham Fame, Is Sure To Be A Favourite Chick Flick. There Are Six Things Very Wrong With My Life:1. I
Have One Of Those Under-The-Skin Spots That Will Never Come To A Head But Lurk In A Red Way For
The Next Two Years.2. It Is On My Nose.3. I Have A Three-Year-Old Sister Who May Have Peed
Somewhere In My Room.4. In Fourteen Days The Summer Hols Will Be Over And Then It Will Be Back To
Stalag 14 And Oberführer Frau Simpson And Her Bunch Of Sadistic 'Teachers'.5. I Am Very Ugly And
Need To Go Into An Ugly Home.6. I Went To A Party Dressed As A Stuffed Olive. Bridget Jones For
Teenagers But Funnier. The Sunday Telegraph This Very Funny Book Perfectly Captures The Agony Of
Being A Teenager. Book Of The Week, Sunday Mirror This Book Could Seriously Damage Your Health&
You Could Die Laughing. Carousel Magazine
A captivating new saga set in Liverpool and Ireland, from the bestselling author of DAYS OF HOPE and
FAR FROM HOME - 'An outstanding storyteller' Woman's Weekly Angela O'Rourke is six when her
parents hand her over to an aunt and uncle in a distant village. It's a common practice for large, hard-up
families in 1950s Ireland, but for Angela it means that her mother and father don't love her any more.
Still, she's well cared for till she's sixteen, when her uncle starts to take too much of an interest in her.
Moving to Liverpool in the early 1960s, she becomes a success in the world of fashion design. The pain of
a disastrous love affair sends her home to Ireland just after the death of her aunt: and there, among old
papers, Angela makes an astonishing discovery. As she learns the truth about the past, a brighter new
future beckons.

The enthralling new novel from the Sunday Times bestselling author and Headline's queen of sagas Life
in 1920s Liverpool for sisters Gloria and Betty Jenkins is secure and comfortable. Elder sister Gloria finds
romance with the boy next door, until her wealthy, but snobbish and interfering Aunt Sybil steps in,
offering her the opportunity of a lifetime. A trip to New York gives Gloria everything she desires including a wealthy husband. Meanwhile, Betty chooses a career at sea, which offers challenges,
personal danger and romance. But with the Wall Street Crash of 1929 tragedy strikes for one of the
sisters and through these trials they come to value the bonds of family more than ever. Will they
eventually achieve the happiness they desire?
From the creator of the award-winning ITV series Prime Suspect, this is Jane Tennison's story, from
rookie police officer to fully-fledged detective.

The Ghost Ship: Book 2 (Sam Silver: Undercover Pirate)

Lynda La Plante

The Giggler Treatment

Lynda La Plante

The Gingerbread Man

M. Christina Butler

The Gingerbread Man

M. Christina Butler, Jane Chapman
Frog has been asleep all winter and now he is on his way back home. But, when he gets there, what does
he see - a huge pond monster with enormous claws Will Frog ever be able to swim in his pond again?
And will he and his friends find out who the pond monster really is?

The Giraffe and the Pelly and Me

M. Connelly

The Girl in the Spider's Web

M. J. Arlidge
'A great set-up, and Arlidge keeps the tension ratcheted up throughout' Sunday Times Crime Club
Detective Inspector Helen Grace has spent her whole life running. From the past. From herself. From
everyone who's ever tried to get close to her. She's spent her whole life hiding. Behind the badge. Behind
her reputation as one of the country's best detectives. Until - framed for murder - she became one of its
most high-profile prisoners. Now there is nowhere to run. Nowhere to hide. Because HMP Holloway is a
place of dark days and long nights with dangers at every turn. Despised by the inmates and reviled by the
guards, Helen must face her nightmare alone. And then a carefully mutilated body is found in a locked
cell. Now Helen must find a ruthless serial killer. Before the killer finds her. AFTER Little Boy Blue FIND
OUT WHAT AWAITS DI HELEN GRACE IN THE SIXTH THRILLER BY BESTSELLING AUTHOR M. J. ARLIDGE:
Hide and Seek PRAISE FOR M.J. ARLIDGE: 'Helen Grace is one of the greatest heroes to come along in
years' Jeffery Deaver 'The new Jo Nesbo' Judy Finnigan 'Fast paced and nailbitingly tense ... gripping' The
Sun 'DI Helen Grace is a genuinely fresh heroine ... MJ Arlidge weaves together a tapestry that chills to
the bone' The Daily Mail 'A grisly, gripping thriller' Sunday Mirror 'An orchestration of tension that is
always fluid and cinematic, Arlidge's writing grabs the reader by the throat - as does his single-minded,
unconventional heroine' Crimetime

The Girl Who Kicked the Hornets' Nest

M. J. Arlidge

The Girl Who Kicked the Hornets' Nest

Maeve Higgins
In We Have a Good Time...Don't We? Maeve Higgins, comedian and lady, smashes the brittle veneer on
the creme brulee of life and hands around spoons, so we can all taste the delicious absurdity that lies
beneath. She then promises to stop making terrible food analogies about everything. From terrifying hen
nights, malevolent dolphins and angry bakers, to runaway cats, a stalker who won't commit and the
curse of over-politeness, Maeve writes with warmth and wit about what it's like to be a regular human
girl. And, crucially, she finally reveals the truth about her relationship with Michael Fassbender. We Have
a Good Time...Don't We? introduces a strikingly original voice that celebrates the truth of what we really
feel about ourselves through these hilarious and perceptive snapshots of a life considered.

The Girl Who Loved Tom Gordon

Maggie Stiefvater

The Girl Who Played With Fire (Millennium Trilogy)

Maggie Stiefvater

In all the years she has watched the wolves in the woods behind her house, Grace has been particularly
drawn to an unusual yellow-eyed wolf who, in his turn, has been watching her with increasing intensity.

The Girl Who Takes an Eye for an Eye: Continuing Stieg
Larsson's Millennium Series

Maggie Stiefvater

The Girls from the Local

Mairi Mackinnon

Run, run, as fast as you can - you can't catch him, he's the gingerbread man Based on the classic tale,
this picture book retells the story for younger readers.

The Good Dinosaur Padded Classic

Mairi Mackinnon

Run, run, as fast as you can - you can't catch him, he's the gingerbread man Based on the classic tale,
this picture book retells the story for younger readers.

The Good Dinosaur Padded Classic

Mara Alperin

The Great Hamster Massacre

Mara Alperin

In all the years she has watched the wolves in the woods behind her house, Grace has been particularly
drawn to an unusual yellow-eyed wolf who, in his turn, has been watching her with increasing intensity.

Three little pigs set off to build new homes for themselves. But someone big and bad soon comes looking
for a tasty piggy snack . . . Can the pigs outwit the wicked wolf? My First Fairytales are a magical
introduction to the well-loved stories that are a key part of every childhood. With fresh and fun
illustrations, these simple re-tellings of classic fairy tales make a perfect read for young and old alike!
Three little pigs set off to build new homes for themselves. But someone big and bad soon comes looking
for a tasty piggy snack . . . Can the pigs outwit the wicked wolf? My First Fairytales are a magical
introduction to the well-loved stories that are a key part of every childhood. With fresh and fun
illustrations, these simple re-tellings of classic fairy tales make a perfect read for young and old alike!

The Great War Explained

Margaret Mahy

The Green Mile

Mari Hannah

The Green Mile

Marian Keyes

The Guilty Wife

Markus Zusak

Early Readers are stepping stones from picture books to reading books. A blue Early Reader is perfect for
sharing and reading together. A red Early Reader is the next step on your reading journey. The Witch
Dance is a special party. Every witch brings a cloak, a hat and a cat. But not Witch Rose. She is allergic to
cats! Luckily for her, Nightshade, the perfect Witch Dog is on hand to help. But can Witch Rose and
Nightshade convince the other witches that a Witch Dog really can be as good as any cat? A brand-new
full colour Early Reader edition of this charming story from the CARNEGIE-winning and HANS CHRISTIAN
ANDERSEN AWARD nominee author Margaret Mahy, with illustrations by Sam Usher.
'Nobody understands the many faces of cops better than Mari Hannah.' Val McDermid 'Mari Hannah
writes with a sharp eye and a dark heart.' Peter James 'Thrilling, exciting and kept me on the edge of my
seat.' Angela Marsons ***************** 'He was her child. The only one she'd ever have. It would kill her
to learn that he was missing.' Alex arrives home from holiday to find that her ten-year-old son Daniel has
disappeared. It's the first case together for Northumbria CID officers David Stone and Frankie Oliver.
Stone has returned to his roots with fifteen years' experience in the Met, whereas Oliver is local, a third
generation copper with a lot to prove, and a secret that's holding her back. But as the investigation
unfolds, they realise the family's betrayal goes deeper than anyone suspected. This isn't just a missing
persons case. Stone and Oliver are hunting a killer. ***************** Why readers love award-winning
expert author, Mari Hannah: 'A blistering start to Hannah's new detective series, The Lost pitches her
fearless coppers into a case which will explode one family's seemingly perfect life. Mari Hannah is a
consummate storyteller and her books genuine must reads for any serious crime fan.' Eva Dolan 'Mari
Hannah writes with compassion, humour and a firm grasp of character and plot. Her Kate Daniels series
has already won her many fans, and this new series, featuring DS Frankie Oliver and DI David Stone,
should win her many more. The Lost is a truly absorbing novel, full of twists and turns, all illuminated by
Hannah's suspenseful and thrilling writing.' Peter Robinson 'A complex and unsettling story, which keeps
you gripped until the end.' Amazon reviewer,5 stars 'I couldn't put it down and read it in one sitting. The
plotting is superb with plenty of unexpected and audacious twists and turns which drew me in and didn't
let go. I'm already looking forward to the sequel.' Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars

The 10th-anniversary edition of the No. 1 international bestseller and modern classic beloved by millions
of readers HERE IS A SMALL FACT - YOU ARE GOING TO DIE 1939. Nazi Germany. The country is holding
its breath. Death has never been busier. Liesel, a nine-year-old girl, is living with a foster family on
Himmel Street. Her parents have been taken away to a concentration camp. Liesel steals books. This is
her story and the story of the inhabitants of her street when the bombs begin to fall. SOME IMPORTANT
INFORMATION - THIS NOVEL IS NARRATED BY DEATH The 10th-anniversary edition features pages of
bonus content, including marked-up manuscript pages, original sketches, and pages from the author's
writing notebook.

The Hairy Bikers Blood, Sweat and Tyres

Martha Mumford, Ada Grey
A fabulously funny picture book about chaotic life in the palace with a royal baby.

The Hamilton Affair

Martin Waddell

The Hawk's Nest

Martin Waddell

Sam wants to do something on his own, but everywhere he goes, his big brothers go too! He goes
collecting grass - but they go with him and collect more than he does, and its the same with nuts and
daises, so one morning he sneaks out early to go voling, but then realizes he misses his brothers!
Sam wants to do something on his own, but everywhere he goes, his big brothers go too! He goes
collecting grass - but they go with him and collect more than he does, and its the same with nuts and
daises, so one morning he sneaks out early to go voling, but then realizes he misses his brothers!

The Help

Martin Waddell, Waddell Martin, Helen Oxenbury
Synopsis coming soon.......

The Holly Joliday

Martyn Beardsley

The Horse and His Boy

Mason Cross

The House of Unexpected Sisters

Maureen Lee

The Hunger Games

Maureen Lee

The Hunt

Megan McDonald, Peter
Judy Moody is making a long list of presents, but all younger 'bother' Stink really wants for Christmas is
Reynolds
snow. But it hasn't snowed in Virginia for more than 100 years, so what are the chances?

The Invention Of Wings

Mei Matsuoka

The Iron Woman

Melanie Joyce

The Ironwood Tree

Melanie Joyce

The Kill Order (Maze Runner Prequel)

Melinda Salisbury

'One of the best new series characters since Jack Reacher' Lisa Gardner THEY TAUGHT HIM TO KILL.
NOW THEY WANT HIM DEAD. It's been five years since Carter Blake parted ways with top-secret
government operation Winterlong. They brokered a deal at the time: he'd keep quiet about what they
were doing, and in return he'd be left alone. But news that one of Blake's old allies, a man who agreed
the same deal, is dead means only one thing - something has changed and Winterlong is coming for him.
Emma Faraday, newly appointed head of the secret unit, is determined to tie up loose ends. And Blake
is a very loose end. He's been evading them for years, but finally they've picked up his trace. Blake may
be the best there is at tracking down people who don't want to be found, but Winterlong taught him
everything he knows. If there's anyone who can find him - and kill him - it's them. It's time for Carter
Blake to up his game. High-stakes action, blistering tension and a deadly game of cat and mouse, THE
TIME TO KILL is the must-read new thriller from Mason Cross.
Number One bestseller Maureen Lee's first novel of the hugely popular Pearl Street series. As Britain
stands alone against a monstrous enemy, the inhabitants of Pearl Street, in Liverpool, face hardship
and heartbreak with courage and humour. The war touches each of them in a different way: for Annie
Poulson, a widow, it means never-ending worry when her twin boys are called up and sent to France;
Sheila Reilly's husband, Cal, faces the terror of U-Boat attacks; Eileen Costello is liberated from a bitter,
loveless marriage when her husband is sent to Egypt and she goes to work in a munitions factory - and
falls in love. And Jessica Fleming, down on her luck, is forced to return to the street she'd hoped never
to see again.
A sweeping Liverpool saga following the fortunes of one woman from the 1940s to the 1990s, by the
ever-popular, award-winning author. Annie Harrison has a difficult childhood, and she eventually goes to
live in the Grand Hotel with a rich schoolfriend. Marriage follows and when her husband dies, she throws
herself into providing for her children. Starting with a market stall, she discovers a talent for designing
clothes that develops into a successful business. But there comes a time amid the success when Annie
feel she can no longer go on. Then a chance meeting leads to events she has no control over, and at
last she finds the happiness that has previously eluded her.

Seventeen-year-old Twylla lives in the castle. But although she's engaged to the prince, Twylla isn't
exactly a member of the court. As the Goddess embodied, Twylla instantly kills anyone she touches. Each
month she's taken to the prison and forced to lay her hands on those accused of treason. No one will
ever love a girl with murder in her veins. Even the prince, whose royal blood supposedly makes him
immune to Twylla's fatal touch, avoids her company. But then a new guard arrives, a boy whose easy
smile belies his deadly swordsmanship. And unlike the others, he's able to look past Twylla's executioner
robes and see the girl, not the Goddess. Yet Twylla's been promised to the prince, and knows what
happens to people who cross the queen. However, a treasonous secret is the least of Twylla's problems.
The queen has a plan to destroy her enemies, a plan that requires a stomach-churning, unthinkable
sacrifice. Will Twylla do what it takes to protect her kingdom? Or will she abandon her duty in favour of a
doomed love?

The Killing II

Melissa De la Cruz

The Lady of the Rivers

Melissa Marr

The Last Kingdom

Melissa Marr

The Last Tudor

Michael Coleman

The Last Vampire and Black Blood

Michael Connelly

The Late Show

Michael Connelly

The Lie Tree

Michael Connelly

The Lighthouse

Michael Connelly

The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe

Michael Grant

The Little Cornish Kitchen

Michael Grant

The Long Haul

Michael Morpurgo

The Longest Ride

Michael Morpurgo

The Lost

Michael Morpurgo

The Mad Miscellany

Michael Morpurgo

The Magic Faraway Tree

Michael Morpurgo

The Magic Finger (The best of Roald Dahl)

Michael Palin

The Magykal Papers

Michelle McNamara

The Maze Runner

Michelle Paver

The Measly Middle Ages

Mick Herron

The Measly Middle Ages

Mick Inkpen

The Monster in the Closet

Mick Inkpen

The Morganville Vampires, Vol. 1 (Glass Houses / The Dead
Girls' Dance)
The Mysterious Benedict Society

Mick Inkpen

The Mystery of Banshee Towers

Mike Maden

The Mystery of Mercy Close (Walsh Family Book 5)

Miles Kelly

Mick Inkpen

The Mystery of Tally-Ho Cottage

Miles Kelly

The Mystery of the Burnt Cottage

Milne A

They're Young, Fabulous and Fanged. . . And they rule Manhattan from the trendy uptown clubs to the
downtown boutiques. Fifteen-year-old Schuyler Van Alen has never quite fit in at her exclusive prep
school - she's more of a vintage than a Versace girl - but all that's about to change. . . Because Schuyler
has just found out she's a Blue Blood. The Blue Bloods are the city's glamorous - and secret - vampire
elite. They're young, beautiful and powerful. But now they're being murdered. And Schuyler must find
out who - or what - is behind it before she's next.
Following the bestselling success of 'Wicked Lovely', Melissa Marr delivers another tale of dark magic.
After suffering a terrible trauma, Leslie decides to get a tattoo. Little does she realise that her tattoo
binds her to the faery whose symbol she has chosen: Irial, the exquisitely dangerous king of the Dark
Court.
Story of 17-year old Aislinn who can see spirits, and Summer King Keenan who wants to make her his
weapon to fight Winter Queen Beira and Darkness King Irial A 21st fairy tale for teenagers.

Terry McCaleb's enforced quiet lifestyle on the island of Catalina is a far cry from the hectic excitement
of his former role as an FBI profiler. However, when small-time criminal Edward Gunn is found dead,
McCaleb becomes embroiled in a disturbing and complex case leading him to cross the path of Harry
Bosch. This infamous detective has always teetered on the brink of darkness in order to get inside the
head of the killer. Is it possible that he has stepped across that finely drawn line and embraced darkness?

LAPD detective Hieronymous (aka Harry) Bosch is a loner and a nighthawk. Called out on a routine drug
overdose case, Bosch soon realises that the victim found lying in the Mullholland Dam drainpipe is no
accident case. Billy Meadows was a fellow 'tunnel rat' in Vietnam and Harry swears to bring the killer to
justice.

'One minute, the teacher was there, the next, he was gone. There. Gone.' In the blink of an eye all the
adults disappear in a small town in southern California and no one knows why. First a car crash; a house
up in flames; then a complete communication meltdownaSuddenly cut off from the outside world, those
that are left are trapped, and there's no help on the way. They must do all they can to survive. Chaos
rules the streets. Gangs begin to form. Sides are chosen - strong or weak. Cruel or humane. A new world
order is rising, and, even scarier, some survivors have power - power that no one has ever seen beforea
An accessible, exciting story which gives valuable insight into the Second World War and Japanese
culture, by a bestselling author.

So Bun concludes his story, proud to have written such a long one, and Anna loves it. Bun strolls off to
the field towards his father's tractor, and suddenly falls down a cavity. The tractor is rumbling towards
him... and he knows everything he's dreamt is about to come true.

This is an exciting adventure and friendship story by a much-loved, award winning author. Gracie and
her friend, Daniel have always been warned to stay away from the Birdman and his side of the island. But
then, they find a message in the sand and discover the Birdman is not who they thought. They build up a
lovely friendship with him, but when the children get stranded on Samson Island they don't know
whether to believe the birdman's story that the island is cursed. Set on a remote island against the
backdrop of World War I, this story will captivate and delight young readers. Ages 8+

6,000 years in the past, twelve-year-old Tarak and his guide, a wolf cub, set out on a dangerous journey
to fulfill an oath the boy made to his dying father--to travel to the Mountain of the World Spirit seeking a
way to destroy a demon-possessed bear that threatens all the clans.

Cuddle up with Kipper! A classic Kipper title, reissued for a new generation of children. Kipper's friend Pig
only wants a pet for his birthday, so that is exactly what Kipper buys him: a little hamster called Roly. But
Kipper starts to play with Roly before Pig's birthday party and before he knows it he has missed the party
and completely fallen for little Roly and cannot bear to give him away. A charming story celebrating the
joy of pets. 'You simply cannot fail to win smiles with a new book about Kipper' Daily Mail 'The
charmingly comical Inkpen, as always, hits the spot.' Guardian

There is one thing that has always been wrong with Threadbear. In his tummy is a squeaker that has
never squeaked . . . Can Father Christmas help? A Christmas classic for over 25 years, this award-winning
story from the creator of Kipper and Wibbly Pig proves that dreams do come true. With a stunning new
cover and fantastic fold-out pages.

First Words and Numbers is a delightful compendium for children ged 3+, presenting key subjects in four
clear sections - Letters, Numbers, Words and Animals. With lots to spot on every page and simple, fun
questions throughout, young children are encouraged to grow in confidence. Every page showcases
bright, colourful artwork packed with charm and detail. The illustrations will stimulate discussion, as well
as enthralling children and providing them with activities to do on their own. The book has been
produced on thicker paper to help little hands turn each page more easily.
Simply retold and wonderfully illustrated, Five-minute Stories is a bumper book for children aged 5+,
bringing together charming tales to entertain and delight. With more than 85 stories, each taking about
five minutes to read, this book is ideal for parents to share with young children starting to recognise
words. The easy-to-read text also allows independent readers or older children to read aloud with
confidence. The book is split into ten themed sections: Wise Folk, Trickery and Mischief, Animal Antics,
Girls and Boys, Royal Adventures, Fantastic Journeys, Good Deeds, Favourite Tales, Fun and Nonsense
and Magic and Mystery.

The Mystery of the Disappearing Cat

Mitch Cullin

The Mystery of the Hidden House

Moira Young

The Mystery of the Invisible Thief

Morris Gleitzman

The Mystery of the Missing Man

Nella Last's War established a housewife and mother from Barrow-in-Furness as one of the most
Nella Last, Patricia E.
powerful and moving voices of the Second World War, and inspired the award-winning television drama
Malcolmson, Robert W.
Housewife, 49. In this next instalment of her unique diaries, Nella Last describes how ordinary people reMalcolmson
built their lives after the war was over. While the Allies' victory was a cause for hope and celebration,
much privation and anxiety remained. 'The only peace is that there are no active hostilities,' Nella wrote,
'but the corrosion of the war years is eating deeper into civilisation.' In her sensitive and playful account
of daily life in the austerity years, written like her diaries for the Mass Observation project, Nella Last
captures the thoughts and feelings of post-war Britain. 'If the historians could see clearly enough, this
could well be called the age of frustration...after all, for ordinary people, it's the little things that count,
whether for good or ill.' Nella Last

The Mystery of the Missing Necklace (The Mysteries Series) Neville Adley
The Mystery of the Pantomime Cat

Nicholas Sparks

The Mystery of the Secret Room

Nick Bromley, Nicola O'Byrne
Picture book. ABA Kids Reading Guide 2013 - 2014. This story is all wrong for the crocodile trapped in it,
but is great fun for the reader! A lovely book for sharing and discussing how words and pictures work,
with beautiful illustrations that make it truly special. Comes with a free audio reading featuring music
and using children's voices accessible anywhere and anytime you're connected to the internet by
scanning a QR code on your smartphone or tablet.

The mystery of the Smugglers wreck

Nick Butterworth, Mick Inkpen

The Mystery of the Spiteful Letters

Nicolás Obregón

The Mystery of the Strange Bundle

No Author

The Mystery of the Strange Messages

No Author

The Mystery of the Vanished Prince

No Author

The New Pony (Farmyard Tales) (Farmyard Tales Minibook
Series)
The New Pony (Farmyard Tales) (Farmyard Tales Minibook
Series)

No Author
No Author

Everyone is surprised when they see Postman Pat’s special delivery is a piano! Will Postman Pat be able
to prove that no job is too big for the Special Delivery Service?

The Night Book

No Author

Everyone is surprised when they see Postman Pat’s special delivery is a piano! Will Postman Pat be able
to prove that no job is too big for the Special Delivery Service?

The Nightmare Game

No Author

The Pale Horseman

No Author

The Perfumed Pirates of Perfidy

No Author

The Poison Bed

No Author

The Poisonwood Bible

No Author

The Pomegranate Tree

Noel Streatfeild

The Prisoner

None Parragon

The Puppet Master's Prison

None Parragon

The Python Years: Diaries 1969-1979 Volume One

None Parragon

The Rest of Us Just Live Here

None Parragon

The Reunion

Norbert Landa

The River Cafe Cook Book Easy.

Norbert Landa

The Roman Mysteries: The Pirates of Pompeii: Book 3

The Romanov Ransom

Norman Franks

Postman Pat will have to be extra-specially careful when he is asked to deliver a box of eggs to Amy. And
these are no ordinary eggs! lt’s a race against time to save the Greendale ducklings!
Postman Pat will have to be extra-specially careful when he is asked to deliver a box of eggs to Amy. And
these are no ordinary eggs! lt’s a race against time to save the Greendale ducklings!

Pooh was collecting fir-cones in the forest when he tripped and dropped one into the river. And that was
the beginning of the game called Poohsticks. When Eeyore is bounced into the river, luckily Pooh has a
sort of idea to hoosh him out. But did Tigger bounce Eeyore into the river, or did he just cough?

Little Bear and Little Rabbit are the very best of friends. They live in their Bear-Rabbit house and cook
their Bear-Rabbit meals in their Bear-Rabbit kitchen. One day they spy a shiny thing. But they can't agree
who it belongs to, and the two friends fall out. Could this be the end of their very special friendship?
With the epic blockbuster film Dunkirk, to be released in July 2017, directed by Christopher Nolan and
starring, amongst others, Kenneth Branagh, Tom Hardy and Mark Rylance, this reissue has never been
more timely. 'Where is the RAF?' was the oft-quoted question asked by soldiers waiting on the beach at
Dunkirk, to where they had retreated following the German blitzkrieg through northern France, and
where they were now being pounded by the Luftwaffe. The air forces were there, as Norman Franks
proves, detailing the outstanding achievements of the Allied pilots who fought, using outmoded tactics,
against enemy pilots who had earlier had easy victories over the Polish, Dutch and Belgian air forces. The
RAF's achievement reminds us just how close Britain came to disaster in June 1940.

Norman Franks, Russell Guest, Frank Bailey
The follow-up to Bloody April 1917 continues fifteen months later into World War I. Much had
happened over this period. More battles had been fought, won and lost on both sides, but now the
American strength was feeding in to France with both men and material. With the mighty push on the
French/American Front at St Mihiel on 12 September and then along the Meuse-Argonne Front from the
26th, once more masses of men and aircraft were put into the air. They were opposed by no less a
formidable German fighter force than had the squadrons in April 1917 although the numbers were not
in their favour. Nevertheless, the German fighter pilots were able to inflict an even larger toll of British,
French and American aircraft shot down, making this the worst month for the Allied flyers during the
whole of World War I - and this just a mere six weeks from the war's bloody finale. As with their previous
book, the authors of Black September 1918 have analysed the daily events throughout September with
the use of lists of casualties and claims from both sides. The book also contains seven detailed
appendices examining the victory claims of all the air forces that fought during September 1918.
Although it is difficult to pin-point exactly who was fighting who high above the trenches, by pouring
over maps and carefully studying almost all the surviving records, the picture of 'who got who' in the air
slowly begins to emerge with deadly accuracy. Coinciding with the centenary of the end of World War I,
Black September 1918 is a profusely illustrated and essential reference piece to understanding one of
the crucial months of war in the skies.

The Rotten Romans (Horrible Histories)

ONE

The Rotten Romans (Horrible Histories)

Oz Weekly

The Scorch Trials

Paretsky Sara

The Secret Life of Bees

Parragon Books

The Secret Seven Collection 1: Books 1-3 (Secret Seven
Collections and Gift books)
The Sin Eater's Daughter

Parragon Books

The Sins of the Father

Pat Barker

The Sixteen Trees of the Somme

Patience Thomson

The Sleeping Sword

Patrick Ness

The Spark Girl: A heart-warming tale of wartime adventure,
romance and heartbreak.

Patrick Ness

The Spooks step out

Pedigree Books Ltd

The Star of Kazan

Penny Vincenzi

The Star of Kazan

Pete Johnson

Pat Barker

A boy called Seth drowns, desperate and alone in his final moments, losing his life as the pounding sea
claims him. But then he wakes. How is that possible? And where is this place? It looks like the suburban
English town where he lived as a child, before an unthinkable tragedy happened and his family moved to
America. But the neighbourhood around his old house is overgrown, covered in dust and completely
abandoned. What's going on?
This bold and irreverent novel powerfully asks what if you weren't the 'chosen one'? The one who's
supposed to fight the zombies, or the soul-eating ghosts, or whatever this new thing is, with the blue
lights and the death? What if you were like Mikey? Who just wants to graduate and go to prom and
maybe finally work up the courage to ask Henna out before someone goes and blows up his high school.
Again. Because sometimes there are problems bigger than this week's end of the world and sometimes
you just have to find the extraordinary in your ordinary life. Even if your best friend might just be the
God of mountain lions ...

From her sweeping novels to her searing journalism, Penny Vincenzi has been writing all her life, and
this is a collection of her work brought together in a single edition for the first time. As well as ten
stunning short stories, Penny also shares some of her thoughts on a huge range of subjects from love
and relationships to work and families, and gives us a peek at the tantalising first chapter of her new
novel, A KIND OF PROMISE - making LOVE IN THE AFTERNOON AND OTHER DELIGHTS a musthave for any Vincenzi fan.

From the Author of 'How to Train Your Parents' and 'My Parents are Out of Control' comes the latest
hilarious volume of Louis's adventures. Louis's parents swap roles. So now Dad is at home all day. And
soon he's cooking meals no one wants to eat (Louis would rather eat his brother's bogies) And Dad even
gives Louis his own duster, so he can clean his bedroom himself. Louis is outraged. Cleaning is what
parents do. Louis is far too busy. And that's just the start. It's not long before there is total chaos. Louis
and his brother quickly decide 'Dads are just not meant to be Mums.' Or are they? Meanwhile at school never Louis's favourite place ("I've never liked it, never fitted in and I'm rubbish at all my lessons") he is in
massive trouble for forging a letter to the deputy head from his dad. No one understands how Louis had
no choice ...; And then there is the moment when he appears on TV and something TRULY, YUKKY
happens ...; Says Pete Johnson, "I've never written a more disgusting scene or I hope, a funnier one."
AGES: 6-9 SELLING POINTS: * Continuation of popular, established series * Award winning author
The Stepford Wives

Peter Dickinson, Robin
Lawrie

The Stone Testament

Peter James

The Stone Testament

Peter May

The Story of Black Beauty

Peter Swanson

The Story of Black Beauty

Philip Stevens

The Stranger

Philippa Gregory

The Third Wheel

Philippa Gregory

Chuck is a whippet. A very nervous whippet, who's scared of absolutely everything: paper bags, pigeons,
supermarket trolleys, cats (even the little fluffy ones). Some people say Chuck's a wimpet, not a whippet,
and Mum keeps pretending she's going to give Chuck away, but Danielle loves her scaredy-cat whippet
and knows that there's more to Chuck than meets the eye... Seven funny, charming and totally whippetfriendly stories from Peter Dickinson, the winner of several major awards for his books for young readers
- and the owner of three whippets!
20TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION WITH A NEW INTRODUCTION FROM THE AUTHOR A thrilling tale of
suspense from the bestselling author of the Roy Grace series. 'Britain's answer to Stephen King and
Michael Crichton.' Sunday Telegraph Susan and John Carter are crazy about each other and life is
perfect but for one thing - they are on the brink of financial disaster. Surely being a surrogate mother to
another man's child won't harm such a strong relationship? Especially when the mysterious Mr Sarotzini
is offering to save their home and business - everything they've worked for. What seems to be a perfect
solution begins to feel like an impossible situation. Susan's pregnancy is disturbingly painful but no-one
will tell her why. It becomes apparent that Sarotzini wields immense power and Susan begins to doubt
everything she knows. As she realises the terrifying origin of the dark forces Saratzini controls she is in
fear for herself and John but most of all for her unborn baby ...

The bestselling author of The Kind Worth Killing returns with an electrifying psychological thriller As
tantalizing as Rear Window, Gone Girl, The Girl on the Train and The Talented Mr Ripley 'I loved it! A
brilliantly original premise, delivered with panache.' CLARE MACKINTOSH, Sunday Times bestselling
author of I See You Following a brutal attack, Kate Priddy makes the uncharacteristically bold decision
of moving from London to Boston - in an apartment swap with her cousin, Corbin Dell. But soon after her
arrival Kate makes a shocking discovery: Corbin's next-door neighbour, Audrey Marshall, may have
been murdered. Far from home and emotionally unstable, her imagination playing out her every fear,
who can Kate trust?

This is much more than just another book to add to the thousands on The Great War. It sets out to fill a
gap. Written for the layman by a layman (who is also an articulate and experienced battlefield guide) it
summarizes the key events and contributions of key individuals, some well, others unknown but with a
story to tell. To get a true picture of this monumental event in history, it is necessary to grasp the
fundamentals, be they military, political, social or simply human. The slaughters at Verdun, Somme and
Passchendaele are no more than statistics without the stories of those that fought, drowned and died
there. It is designed to capture the imagination and feed the mind of that ever increasing number of
people who seek a better understanding of The Great War.

The Thomas Berryman Number

Philippa Gregory

'How long do I have?' I force a laugh. 'Not long,' he says very quietly. 'They have confirmed your sentence
of death. You are to be beheaded tomorrow. We don't have long at all.' Jane Grey was Queen of England
for nine days. Using her position as cousin to the deceased king, her father and his conspirators put her
on the throne ahead of the king's half-sister Mary, who quickly mustered an army, claimed her crown
and locked Jane in the Tower. When Jane refused to betray her Protestant faith, Mary sent her to the
executioner's block. There Jane turned her father's greedy, failed grab for power into her own brave and
tragic martyrdom. 'Learn you to die' is the advice that Jane gives in a letter to her younger sister
Katherine, who has no intention of dying. She intends to enjoy her beauty and her youth and find love.
But her lineage makes her a threat to the insecure and infertile Queen Mary and, when Mary dies, to her
sister Queen Elizabeth, who will never allow Katherine to marry and produce a potential royal heir before
she does. So when Katherine's secret marriage is revealed by her pregnancy, she too must go to the
Tower. 'Farewell, my sister,' writes Katherine to the youngest Grey sister, Mary. A beautiful dwarf,
disregarded by the court, Mary finds it easy to keep secrets, especially her own, while avoiding
Elizabeth's suspicious glare. After watching her sisters defy the queen, Mary is aware of her own perilous
position as a possible heir to the throne. But she is determined to command her own destiny and be the
last Tudor to risk her life in matching wits with her ruthless and unforgiving cousin Elizabeth. Praise for
Philippa Gregory: 'Meticulously researched and deeply entertaining, this story of betrayal and divided
loyalties is Gregory on top form' Good Housekeeping 'Gregory has popularised Tudor history perhaps
more than any other living fiction writer...all of her books feature strong, complex women, doing their
best to improve their lives in worlds dominated by men' Sunday Times 'Engrossing' Sunday Express
'Popular historical fiction at its finest, immaculately researched and superbly told' The Times
The Three Little Pigs

Pilcher Rosamunde

The Three Little Pigs

Polly Dunbar

The Three Little Pigs (My First Storytime)

Polly Dunbar

The Time to Kill

Priddy Roger

The Town Mouse and the Country Mouse (Picture Books)

QUENTIN BLAKE

The Town Mouse and the Country Mouse (Picture Books)

Quentin Blake, Roald Dahl

The Truth

Rachel Anderson

The Twits

Rachel Anderson

The Twits

Rachel Caine

The Ugly Truth

Rev Awdry

The Ultimatum

Rev Awdry

The Underworld

Richard Madeley

The Unexpected Life of Oliver Cromwell Pitts: Being an
Absolutely Accurate Autobiographical Account of My Follies,
Fortune, and Fate

Roald Dahl

The Wall

Roald Dahl

The Wedding Promise

Roald Dahl

The Wheels on the Bus

Roald Dahl

The Wheels on the Bus

Roald Dahl

The Whistler

Roald Dahl

The Witch Dog

Roald Dahl

This book is about a most private and secret habit my father had, and about the strange adventures it
led us both into... Danny thinks the world of his father, who has looked after him ever since his mother
died, when he was just four months old.But as he grows up, Danny discovers that his father's secret
spells adventure and trouble for both of them.

George lives on a farm, managed by his mother and father. Their lives are thrown into disarray by the
arrival of Grandma, who behaves appallingly. George tries to make her 'better' by creating a marvelous
medicine, which has the most extraordinary effect on Grandma, who grows and grows until she bursts
through the ceiling. George's father realizes that the magic medicine could work on his farm animals,
providing extra food to help feed a hungry world. But attempts to make more medicine lead to hilarious
and frustrating happenings... The play uses puppets to considerable effect, plus a Giant Chicken, played
by an actor.
Recounts Dahl's life as a young man from his employment with the Shell Company in Tanzania through
his service in the Royal Air Force during World War II

Matilda applies her untapped mental powers to rid the school of the evil, child-hating headmistress,
Miss Trunchbull, and restore her nice teacher, Miss Honey, to financial security.
Volume XX of the Diaries of Oswald Hendryks Cornelius, word for word as he wrote it . . . Uncle Oswald
is, if you remember, the greatest rogue, bounder, connoisseur, bon vivant and fornicator of all time.
Here, many famous names are mentioned and there is obviously a grave risk that families and friends are
going to take offence . . . Uncle Oswald discovers the electrifying properties of the Sudanese Blister
Beetle and the gorgeous Yasmin Howcomely, a girl absolutely soaked in sex, and sets about seducing all
the great men of the time for his own wicked, irreverent reasons. 'Immense fun' - Daily Telegraph.
'Raunchy exuberance and cheeky entertainment' - Sunday Express'Deliciously silly' - Observer.
'Extravagantly funny' - The New York Times Book Review.

The Witches

Roald Dahl

The Wizard of Oz (A Michael Neugebauer book)

Roald Dahl

There's Going to be a Baby

Roald Dahl

There's Going to be a Baby

Roald Dahl

These Shallow Graves

Roald Dahl, Quentin Blake
Mr Wonka's inventions are out of this world. He's thought up every kind of sweet imaginable in his
amazing chocolate factory, but no one has ever seen inside, or met Mr Wonka! Charlie Bucket can't
believe his luck when he finds a golden ticket and wins the trip of a lifetime around the famous chocolate
factory. He still could never have dreamed what surprises lie in store!

This Is a Serious Book

Roald Dahl, Quentin
Blake

This Is a Serious Book

Roald Dahl, Quentin
Blake

Thomas and Billy

Roald Dahl, Quentin
Blake

Charlie mag met zijn familie de chocoladefabriek van meneer Wonka bezichtigen. Samen ontmoeten ze
later in de ruimte allerlei monsterlijke gedrochten. Vanaf ca. 10 jaar.

Charlie and Willy Wonka are back, this time in a fantastic journey to outer space in their glass elevator.
Mr. Hoppy, a retired bachelor, harbours a secret passion for his neighbour, Mrs. Silver. She, however,
lavishes all her attention on another - Alfie, her pet tortoise. Mr. Hoppy plots to defeat his rival.
Matilda's parents have called her some terrible things. The truth is, she's a genius and they're the stupid
ones. Find out how she gets the better of them and her spiteful headmistress, Miss Trunchbull, as well as
discovering that she has a very special power.

Thomas and Billy

Roald Dahl, Quentin Blake
This adaptation of Roald Dahl's story focuses on Billy's dream to restore a deserted sweet shop near his
house and his adventures with The Ladderless Window-Cleaning Company. Designed for performance by
children aged five to nine, this dramatization includes music and special effects.

Thor

Roald Dahl, Quentin
Blake

Thor

Roald Dahl, Quentin BlakeThis is the tale of the Twits: Mr and Mrs Twit, an obnoxious couple who spend their lives trying to outdo
each other in nastiness. But the Muggle-Wump monkeys and the Roly-Poly bird hatch an ingenious plan
to give them just the ghastly surprise they deserve.

To Love and to Cherish

Rob Scotton

Tom Clancy's Point of Contact: INSPIRATION FOR THE
THRILLING AMAZON PRIME SERIES JACK RYAN (Jack
Ryan Jr)

Robert Muchamore

Tom Gates 11: Dogzombies Rule (Nearly)

Robert Muchamore

Top of the Class (Nearly)

Robert Muchamore

Torgor

Robert Muchamore

Tractor in Trouble

Robert Muchamore

This is the tale of the Twits: Mr and Mrs Twit, an obnoxious couple who spend their lives trying to outdo
each other in nastiness. But the Muggle-Wump monkeys and the Roly-Poly bird hatch an ingenious plan
to give them just the ghastly surprise they deserve.

Don't miss the last episode of international bestseller Robert Muchamore's ROCK WAR series! Jay,
Summer and Dylan are fresh out of the biggest reality show there is. But they're about to discover what
fame and fortune are really about. Jay's brother Theo is young, rich and famous: but is it making him
happy? Summer's got to weather her one-star reviews and take her career back into her own hands. And
Dylan might soon be seeing the world of show-business from the four walls of a prison cell. They've got
everything to play for. From the author of CHERUB and Henderson's Boys: find out more at rockwar.com
Just as Hitler is preparing to invade Britain in 1940, the Henderson Boys are faced with a decision: head
south to neutral Spain or sabotage the German invasion plans.
In 1941, when German submarines are sinking ships filled with food and fuel for Britain, six young agents
must sneak into Nazi-occupied Europe and sabotage a submarine base on France's western coast.
Hitler is working on his greatest weapon, and if the Henderson boys want to stop the Fuehrer they will
have to undergo advanced sniper training, track down secret files in occupied France, and crack the
secret code the files contain.
Henderson's boys, part of a secret army of intelligence agents, have to parachute into enemy territory,
travel cross-country, and outsmart a bunch of adults in order to achieve their objective.

Tractor in Trouble

Robert Muchamore

With a mission pending in France, fourteen year-old Marc Kilgour, a secret agent, attempts to escape
the German prison deep inside the enemy's territory.

Trust No One

Roddy Doyle

Mr Mack's dog Rover sells is own poo to the gigglers - small creatures who take revenge on any adult
who treats children unfairly by making the unsuspecting adults step in poo. When the gigglers set out to
exact punishment on Mr Mack, Rover knows he doesn't deserve it, and the race is on to get to him
before he takes that fatal step.

Turbulence

Roderick Hunt

Read at Home is a series designed for young, beginners readers. It features all the popular Oxford
Reading Tree characters in exciting stories specially written for parents to support their children's
reading at home. These entertaining stories, with real life an fantasy adventures, are carefully graded
across 5 levels. Each story provides a wide rawnge of fun activities to support reading skills.

Tusk the Mighty Mammoth: Series 3 Book 5 (Beast Quest 17) Roderick Hunt and Alex Brychta
Twists, Turns and 100% Tilda (Stella Etc.)

Roderick Hunt, David Hunt
Biff, Chip, Kipper and friends are older now and their true destiny is about to be revealed. Join them as
they embark on the mission of a lifetime! In Book 7, The Time Runners, the TimeWeb is finally up and
running and the children are training to fight the Virans. But a trip to Ancient Rome makes it clear that
there is still lots to learn.Time Chronicles is a series of fun and accessible first chapter books perfect for
moving your child on from picture books to longer stories. Each book in the series is an exciting story in
its own right, as the children fight to save the world from the evil Virans. The books are carefully
levelledto boost the confidence of the child, whilst also introducing more vibrant and interesting
vocabulary. They are perfect for keeping the attention of all children with fast paced action, lots of
authentic historical facts and cool gadgets! Set in a real historical time with characters from the
past,these books are packed full of extras including questions, historical fact files, character information,
photos, artwork and glossaries. Support for parents is also included.Time Chronicles are part of Read
with Biff, Chip and Kipper - the UK's most popular home reading series.

Username: Uprising

Roderick Hunt, David Hunt
Biff, Chip, Kipper and friends are older now and their true destiny is about to be revealed. Join them as
they embark on the mission of a lifetime! In Book 8, Tyler: His Story, we learn all about Tyler, who
travelled forward in time over 200 years to help defeat the Virans. His tale is one of bravery - but what
can the other children learn from it?Time Chronicles is a series of fun and accessible first chapter books
perfect for moving your child on from picture books to longer stories. Each book in the series is an
exciting story in its own right, as the children fight to save the world from the evil Virans. The books are
carefully levelledto boost the confidence of the child, whilst also introducing more vibrant and
interesting vocabulary. They are perfect for keeping the attention of all children with fast paced action,
lots of authentic historical facts and cool gadgets! Set in a real historical time with characters from the
past,these books are packed full of extras including questions, historical fact files, character information,
photos, artwork and glossaries. Support for parents is also included.Time Chronicles are part of Read
with Biff, Chip and Kipper - the UK's most popular home reading series.

Username: Uprising

Roisin Meaney

Visual Factfinder - Ancient Worlds (Visual Factfinder S.)

Ronne Randall

War Horse

Ronne Randall, Joseph Marriott, Jane Riordan
Jump aboard with Thomas, the little blue Tank Engine, for three exciting adventures in this story
collection. Join in the fun as he learns how to be a Really Useful Engine, tries out some new wheels in a
race around Sodor and even takes The Fat Controller to London to meet the Queen! This collection
includes The Story of Thomas the Tank Engine, Three Cheers for Thomas the Tank Engine and A Visit to
London for Thomas the Tank Engine. Thomas & Friends is a great way to pass on the tradition of Thomas
to early readers. Children aged 2 and up will love meeting classic characters such as Percy, James,
Gordon, and Toby down on The Fat Controller's railway. Thomas has been teaching children lessons
about life and friendship for over 70 years. He ranks alongside other beloved character such as
Paddington Bear, Winnie-the-Pooh and Peter Rabbit as an essential part of our literary heritage.

Warleggan

Ronnie O'Sullivan

It's their twenty-year school reunion but the Plunkett sisters have their own reasons for not wanting to
attend ... Caroline, now a successful knitwear designer, spends her time flying between her business in
England and her lover in Italy. As far as she's concerned, her school days, and what happened to her
the year she left, should stay in the past. Eleanor, meanwhile, is unrecognizable from the fun-loving girl
she was in school. With a son who is barely speaking to her, and a husband keeping a secret from her,
revisiting the past is the last thing on her mind. But when an unexpected letter arrives for Caroline in the
weeks before the reunion, memories are stirred. Will the sisters find the courage to return to the town
where they grew up and face what they've been running from all these years? The Reunion is a moving
story about secrets, sisters and finding a way to open your heart.

We Have a Good Time... Don't We?

Rosanna Ley

WE'LL MEET AGAIN

Rosie Archer

What If ...?

Rosie Archer

What If ...?

Rosie Archer

What to Expect: The Second Year

Rosie Goodwin

White Knight/Black Swan

Rosie Goodwin

Why the Whales Came

Rupert Matthews

Wicked Lovely

S. J. Bolton

'Buy it. Read it. Tell your friends.' - Sarah Pinborough 'Darkly gothic and brilliantly original, The
Craftsman will have you spellbound.' - JP Delaney 'An absolutely terrific crime novel that takes your
darkest fear and makes it reality.' - Elly Griffiths ********************** Devoted father or merciless killer?
His secrets are buried with him. Florence Lovelady's career was made when she convicted coffin-maker
Larry Glassbrook of a series of child murders 30 years ago. Like something from our worst nightmares
the victims were buried...ALIVE. Larry confessed to the crimes; it was an open and shut case. But now
he's dead, and events from the past start to repeat themselves. Did she get it wrong all those years
ago? Or is there something much darker at play? ********************** Praise for The Craftsman 'Grisly
and comeplling.' - Sarah Hilary 'Utterly terrifying and gripping.' - Sabine Durrant, author of TAKE ME IN
'An original, dark, and twisted tale and the words just sparkle on the page.' - Niki Mackay 'I dare you to
read it after dark. The Craftsman is a blood-chilling thriller that will cast a spell on you.' - Mark
Edwards,No.1 Kindle bestseller 'Fabulous, utterly unique storyline, that will effortlessly stand out in the
crowd of thrillers. It'll give you the creeps.' - Helen Fields 'Pitch perfect creepiness, air punching female
empowerment and sinister mysteries kept me hooked to the very last page.' - Holly Seddon 'The
Craftsman goes to some very dark places, and will have readers looking nervously over their shoulders
with every page they turn.' - Mick Herron 'A brilliant blend of rich crime thriller with a hint of the gothic.
Dark, disturbing and with women who totally rock, with the Craftsman Sharon Bolton has proven herself
to be a master Craftsman herself. Buy it. Read it. Tell your friends. Then sleep with the light on.' - Sarah
Pinborough

Wild Mountain Thyme

S. J. Watson

Memories define us. So what if you lost yours every time you went to sleep? Your name, your identity,
your past, even the people you love - all forgotten overnight. And the one person you trust may only be
telling you half the story. Welcome to Christine's life. Now a major film starring Nicole Kidman, Colin Firth
and Mark Strong. In Cinemas' now.

Will Grayson, Will Grayson

Sally Gardner

'I loved the sultry sensuous feeling of being in Havana so much that reading about it makes me want to
go there. A fascinating story with engaging themes' Dinah Jefferies, #1 bestselling author of The Tea
Planter's Wife Cuba, 1958. Elisa is only sixteen years old when she meets Duardo and she knows he's
the love of her life from the moment they first dance the rumba together in downtown Havana. But
Duardo is a rebel, determined to fight in Castro's army, and Elisa is forced to leave behind her homeland
and rebuild her life in distant England. But how can she stop longing for the warmth of Havana, when the
music of the rumba still calls to her? England, 2012. Grace has a troubled relationship with her father,
whom she blames for her beloved mother's untimely death. And this year more than ever she could do
with a shoulderto cry on - Grace's career is in flux, she isn't sure she wants the baby her husband is so
desperate to have and, worst of all, she's begun to develop feelings for their best friend Theo. Theo is a
Cuban born magician but even he can't make Grace's problems disappear. Is the passion Grace feels
for Theo enough to risk her family's happiness? From bestselling author Rosanna Ley comes an exotic
tale of love, family and friendship set between England and Cuba.

Gosport, 1943, and even in the middle of war the local pub provides a warm welcome, thanks to its trio
of barmaids. A heartwarming saga for fans of Sheila Newberry and Daisy Styles. Ruby has been living
and working at the Point of No Return pub since her parents were killed by a bomb. She loves the bustle
of the pub; it helps take her mind off worrying about her fiance, Joe, away fighting in France. The only
thing Ruby doesn't like about the Point is Sylvie. This singing siren may have a beautiful voice, but she's
out for all she can get, including Joe. Finally, there's Marge, a true party girl. She's a great friend to
Ruby and makes sure they have fun, going out to dances and flirting with all and sundry, but she's not as
fond of her other role as a mother to two young children. The three of them face many obstacles to
fulfilling their dreams, but the bonds of friendship and camaraderie that hold the Point together will keep
them going through the darkest of times.

One day the Fat Fairy turns up at Thomas Top's house to grant him a birthday wish. Thomas can't think
what to ask for, so he wishes he could fly. That's how Thomas goes from being just an ordinary boy
whom no one notices to being the most popular boy in the school. But it makes him sad that grown-ups
can't see the wonderful things he can do. His flying gets him suspended from school, and that makes life
at home much worse, because his dad gets so cross and it makes his mum miserable. But then the Fat
Fairy turns up again, and with help from her and Thomas's new friend Mr Vinnie, a retired painter and
decorator who has been flying since he was Thomas's age, everything changes. This is an enchanting
story in which an unconfident child discovers a special gift that brings him joy and heartache. The magic
of the words, the humour and poignancy of the story and the wonderful characters, are all enhanced by
the author's own delightful drawings. Read by Andrew Sachs

Winnie-the-Pooh and Owl

Sally Gardner

Winnie-the-Pooh and Owl

Sally Gardner

Winnie-the-Pooh and Rabbit

Sally Gardner

Winnie-the-Pooh and Rabbit

Sally Gardner

Winnie-The-Pooh: Eeyore Has a Birthday

Sally Hunter

Winnie-The-Pooh: Piglet Does a Very Grand Thing

Sara Lewis

Winnie-The-Pooh: Pooh Invents a New Game

Sara Paretsky

Witch Baby and Me

Sarah Brown, Gil McNeil This collection of 16 stories written by some of the most exciting and popular writers in British fiction
includes tales by Fay Weldon, Kate Atkinson, Joanne Harris and John O'Farrell. It has been published to
raise money for one-parent families.

Wolf Brother

Scott Turow

Wolf Hall

Sebastian Faulks

The opening section of this expert book - First Foods - covers the critical areas of weaning, first tastes
and feeding babies. As well as recipes, there is advice on equipment, hygiene, food preparation,
maintaining a balanced diet, and introducing and phasing out different foodstuffs. The second section Food for Toddlers - is packed with healthy but tempting dishes and treats for toddlers. The third section Family Meals - is the perfect planner for busy parents, introducing the author's unique 'three-way stretch'
treatment, with simple instructions on how to produce a healthy baby purée, a fun toddler meal and a
satisfying dish for parents simultaneously.

Two families entangled in a long and complex history of love and deceit . . . Twenty five years ago, after
a society picnic held by businessman and politician Zeus Kronon, Zeus' headstrong daughter Dita was
found murdered. Her boyfriend, Cass Gianis, confessed to the crime. Now Cass has been released from
prison into the care of his twin, Mayoral candidate Paul Gianis, who is in the middle of a high profile
political campaign. But Dita's brother Hal is convinced there is information surrounding his sister's death
that remains buried - and he won't rest until he's discovered the truth. Hal's employee, former FBI
Special Agent Evon Miller, teams up with Tim Brodie, a retired police officer, to investigate. After all this
time, can they find evidence to place Paul Gianis, the 'innocent' twin, at the scene of the crime? Soon
Paul will find himself struggling to hold his campaign together amidst Hal's increasingly damning
allegations. But what does the mayoral candidate really have to hide? And why has Cass Gianis
vanished? A gripping masterpiece of dark family rivalries, shadowy politics and hidden secrets, Identical
is the stunning new thriller from bestselling author Scott Turow, writing at the height of his powers.

World War Moo

Written in the Stars

Simon Abbott

Simon Abbott

You're a Bad Man, Mr. Gum!

Sinead Moriarty

Zack Black and the Magic Dads

Sonya Lalli

10 Little Ducks

Sophie Kinsella

"Happy Street" is a brand-new novelty series for preschoolers, which offers huge possibilities for creative
play. Children will love exploring each different store: they can shop for groceries at Miss Apple's
supermarket, cuddle the animals in Mr. Paws' pet shop, enjoy an ice cream cone in Mrs. Sponge's café,
or spend their pocket money in Mr. Ted's toy store. Each title in the series contains a removal page of
press-out and play pieces at the end of the book - allowing readers to create their own stories and
adventures in all the different shops!
"Happy Street" is a brand-new novelty series for preschoolers, which offers huge possibilities for creative
play. Children will love exploring each different store: they can shop for groceries at Miss Apple's
supermarket, cuddle the animals in Mr. Paws' pet shop, enjoy an ice cream cone in Mrs. Sponge's café,
or spend their pocket money in Mr. Ted's toy store. Each title in the series contains a removal page of
press-out and play pieces at the end of the book - allowing readers to create their own stories and
adventures in all the different shops!
After two years of trying for a baby of her own, Emma Hamilton decides to go for the instant solution:
finding a Russian baby in need of a home. But she hasn't reckoned on the route to adoption being so
complicated.
You can't choose who you fall for...but it helps if there's a list Raina, twenty-nine, is still unmarried much
to the dismay of her family who think that by now she should have been married in a dream Indian
wedding. The pressure to settle down reaches new heights when her grandmother, Nani, decides to play
matchmaker in order to find her the perfect man. Eager not to disappoint her family, Raina goes along
with the plan but when the love of her life returns - ex-boyfriend Dev - she's forced to confront her true
feelings and decide what she really wants. Funny, feelgood and heart-warming, The Arrangement shines
a light on being single in your twenties, societal and cultural expectation of women, and modern day
arranged marriages. Perfect summer read for fans of Ayisha Malik's Sofia Khan is Not Obliged and Aziz
Ansari's Master of None.

The hilarious romantic comedy from NUMBER ONE BESTSELLING AUTHOR Sophie Kinsella I've lost it :(
The only thing in the world I wasn't supposed to lose. My engagement ring. It's been in Magnus's family
for three generations. And now, the very same day his parents are coming, I've lost it. The very same
day. Do not hyperventilate, Poppy. Stay positive!! :) A couple of glasses of bubbly with the girls and
Poppy's life has gone into meltdown. Not only has she lost her engagement ring, but in the panic that
followed, she's lost her phone too. When she spots an abandoned phone in a bin it seems it was meant
to be . . . Finders Keepers! Except the phone's owner, elusive businessman Sam Roxton, doesn't agree.
He wants his phone back, and doesn't appreciate Poppy reading all his messages and wading into his
personal life. Can things get any more tangled? ***** EVERYBODY LOVES SOPHIE KINSELLA: *****
'Funny, fast and farcical. I loved it' JOJO MOYES 'I couldn't put it down.' LOUISE PENTLAND
(SprinkleofGlitter) 'I almost cried with laughter' DAILY MAIL 'Life doesn't get much better than a new
Sophie Kinsella novel' RED 'Hilarious . . . you'll laugh and gasp on every page' JENNY COLGAN
A kiss goodnight

Sophie Kinsella

A Moment Like This

Sophie Kinsella

A to Z

Stephanie Garber

All about Eeyore PB

Stephen Cole, Steve Cole

ALL ABOUT PIGLET

Stephen King

All about pooh

Stephen King

All in One Piece

Stephen King

Are You There, Baby Bear?

Stephen King, Owen
King

Beauty and the Beast

Stephen Leather

Bedtime for little bears

Stephen Leather

Lexi wakes up in a hospital bed after a car accident, thinking it's 2004 and she's a twenty-five-year old
with crooked teeth and a disastrous love life.But, to her disbelief, she learns it's actually 2007 - she's
twenty-eight, her teeth are straight, she's the boss of her department - and she's married! To a goodlooking millionaire! How on earth did she land the dream life??! She can't believe her luck - especially
when she sees her stunning new home. She's sure she'll have a fantastic marriage once she gets to know
her husband again. He's drawn up a 'manual of our marriage', which should help. But as she learns more
about her new self, chinks start to appear in the perfect life. All her old colleagues hate her. A rival is
after her job. Then a dishevelled, sexy guy turns up... and lands a new bombshell. What the ****
happened to her? Will she ever remember? And what will happen if she does?

Another hilarious, action-packed adventure from the Astro-nomically popular Steve Cole. Genius cow
Professor McMoo and his trusty sidekicks, Pat and Bo, are star agents of the C.I.A. - short for Cows In
Action! They travel through time, fighting evil bulls from the future and keeping history on the right track
. . . Hot on the time-trail of the deadly TER-MOO-NATORS, McMoo and his friends are soon caught up in
the Second World War . . . Why are the sinister robo-bulls KIDNAPPING top scientists and smuggling
tons of butter into war-torn France? Hurtling headlong through BOMB-BLASTS, plane CHASES and
parachute jumps behind ENEMY LINES, can the C. I. A. agents survive their MADDEST mission yet? It's
time for action. COWS IN ACTION.

The Green Mile: those who walk it do not return, because at the end of that walk is the room in which
sits Cold Mountain Penitentiary's electric chair. In 1932 the newest resident on death row is John
Coffey, a giant black man convicted of the brutal murder of two little girls. But nothing is as it seems with
John Coffey, and around him unfolds a bizarre and horrifying story. Evil murderer or holy innocent whichever he is - Coffey has strange powers which may yet offer salvation to others, even if they can
do nothing to save him.
The Green Mile: those who walk it do not return, because at the end of that walk is the room in which
sits Cold Mountain Penitentiary's electric chair. In 1932 the newest resident on death row is John
Coffey, a giant black man convicted of the brutal murder of two little girls. But nothing is as it seems with
John Coffey, and around him unfolds a bizarre and horrifying story. Evil murderer or holy innocent whichever he is - Coffey has strange powers which may yet offer salvation to others, even if they can
do nothing to save him.

From the bestselling author of the Spider Shepherd and Jack Nightingale series comes First Response,
the utterly addictive new thriller by Stephen Leather. London is under siege. Nine men in suicide vests
primed to explode hold hostages in nine different locations around the city, and are ready to die for their
cause. Their mission: to force the government to release jihadist prisoners from Belmarsh Prison. Their
deadline: 6 p.m. Today. But the bombers are cleanskins, terrorists with no obvious link to any group, and
who do not appear on any anti-terror watch list. What has brought them together on this one day to act
in this way? Mo Kamran is the Superintendent in charge of the Special Crime and Operations branch of
the Met. As the disaster unfolds and the SAS, armed police, and other emergency services rush to the
scenes, he is tasked with preventing the biggest terrorist outrage the capital has ever known. But
nothing is what it seems. And only Kamran has the big picture. Will anyone believe him? A chillingly
plausible and pulse-pounding depiction of how London might be held to ransom in a concerted terrorist
attack: this is thriller writing at its very best.
**Now a major motion picture as THE FOREIGNER starring Pierce Brosnan and Jackie Chan.** Stephen
Leather's BESTSELLING breakthrough thriller. The Chinaman understood death. Jungle-skilled, silent
and lethal, he had killed for the Viet Cong and then for the Americans. He had watched helpless when his
two eldest daughters had been raped and killed by Thai pirates. Now all that was behind him. Quiet, hardworking and unassuming, he was building up his South London take-away business. Until the day his
wife and youngest daughter were destroyed by an IRA bomb in a Knightsbridge department store. Then,
simply but persistently, he began to ask the authorities who were the men responsible, what was being
done. And was turned away, fobbed off, treated as a nuisance. Which was when the Chinaman, denied
justice, decided on revenge. And went back to war.

Disney Magical Story

Stieg Larsson

Dogs Don't do Ballet

Stieg Larsson

Dogs Don't do Ballet

Stieg Larsson

Don't Be Afraid, Little Ones

Sue Monk Kidd

Dr Xargle's Book of Earth Tiggers

Sue Monk Kidd

Farm Animals (My World)

Susan Blum

Farmer Duck Board Book

Susanna Davidson

First Words (Mega Sounds)

Susanna Davidson

First Words and Numbers

Susanna Davidson, Alan
This classic story by Anna Sewell is retold for young children in picture book form. Black Beauty is the
Marks
moving story of a young horse's journey from the rolling hills of the English countryside to the dark,
cobbled streets of London, and the cruelty and kindness he encounters along the way. This read-aloud
text is accompanied by beautiful watercolour illustrations by Alan Marks.

Five-Minute Stories

Susanna Davidson, Alan Marks
This classic story by Anna Sewell is retold for young children in picture book form. Black Beauty is the
moving story of a young horse's journey from the rolling hills of the English countryside to the dark,
cobbled streets of London, and the cruelty and kindness he encounters along the way. This read-aloud
text is accompanied by beautiful watercolour illustrations by Alan Marks.

Harry and the Bucketful of Dinosaurs go on Holiday (Harry
and the Dinosaurs)

Suzanne Collins

Harry and the Bucketful of Dinosaurs go on Holiday (Harry
and the Dinosaurs)

Suzanne Collins

Harry and the Dinosaurs: United

Ted Hughes

This sequel to The Iron Man is a passionate and brilliant cry against the pollution of the Earth's
waterways.

Harry and the Robots

Terry Deary

The ghastly truth about the wild warrior race who weren't afraid to fight the Romans. The book includes
stories about suffering saints, gruesome games for Celtic kids, and the dreadful Druids with their strange
sacrifices and terrible trials.

Hugless Douglas and the Great Cake Bake

Terry Deary

The ghastly truth about the wild warrior race who weren't afraid to fight the Romans. The book includes
stories about suffering saints, gruesome games for Celtic kids, and the dreadful Druids with their strange
sacrifices and terrible trials.

Humphrey's Bedtime

Terry Deary

This history book offers the chance to read about the wild women, mad monks, naughty knights and
crackers kings and queens of the Middle Ages.

I can read _ Cinderella

Terry Deary

This history book offers the chance to read about the wild women, mad monks, naughty knights and
crackers kings and queens of the Middle Ages.

I Can Read-- Hansel and Gretel

Terry Deary

I Can Read... Snow White

Terry Deary

IT'S NOT JUST A BLANKET!

Terry Deary, Martin Brown
History with the nasty bits left in The Mad Miscellany serves up all the dreadful details of horrible history
you'll ever need to know - from rotten Roman graffiti to terrible teacher tortures and rude royal
nicknames, the foul facts are all inside. Want to know: the crushing details about execution by elephant?
how to soften your skin Georgian-style - using the skins of puppies? who's idea of a top treat was
mashed deer tongues? Whether you're desperate to discover which famous rulers were left-handed,
raring to read about the top ten dogs of all time, or just aching to ask about assassinating apes, then this
book is for you. History has never been so horrible!

Just for you

Terry Wogan

Just like jasper

Thomas Harris

Salander is plotting her revenge - against the man who tried to kill her, and against the government
institutions that very nearly destroyed her life. But it is not going to be a straightforward campaign. After
taking a bullet to the head, Salander is under close supervision in Intensive Care, and is set to face trial
for three murders and one attempted murder on her eventual release. With the help of journalist Mikael
Blomkvist and his researchers at Millennium magazine, Salander must not only prove her innocence, but
identify and denounce the corrupt politicians that have allowed the vulnerable to become victims of
abuse and violence. Once a victim herself, Salander is now ready to fight back.
Salander is plotting her revenge - against the man who tried to kill her, and against the government
institutions that very nearly destroyed her life. But it is not going to be a straightforward campaign. After
taking a bullet to the head, Salander is under close supervision in Intensive Care, and is set to face trial
for three murders and one attempted murder on her eventual release. With the help of journalist Mikael
Blomkvist and his researchers at Millennium magazine, Salander must not only prove her innocence, but
identify and denounce the corrupt politicians that have allowed the vulnerable to become victims of
abuse and violence. Once a victim herself, Salander is now ready to fight back.

Arthritis is the most common cause of disability in the world--greater than both back pain and heart
disease. One example, Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA), is the most common autoimmune disease, affecting
1% of the UK population, and almost 68 million people worldwide. Conventional medicine tends to treat
arthritis with strong, gut-damaging, immune-suppressing pain medications, temporarily relieving the
symptoms of the disease without addressing its root causes. Now, in her groundbreaking new book, Dr.
Susan Blum, a leading expert in functional medicine, offers a better approach to healing arthritis
permanently. Dr. Blum's groundbreaking three-step protocol is designed to address the underlying
causes of the condition and heal the body permanently by: Treating Rheumatoid Arthritis, Osteoarthritis,
and more Healing your gut to heal your joints Reducing inflammation without medication Dr. Blum's
innovative method includes a two-week plan to quickly reduce pain through anti-inflammatory foods and
supplements; followed by an intensive gut repair to rid the body of bad bacteria and strengthen the
gastrointestinal system for a dramatic improvement in arthritis symptoms and inflammation; and then
addresses the emotional issues that contribute to inflammation, and eating a simple, Mediterranean
inspired diet to maintain a healthy gut. Featuring detailed case studies, including Dr. Blum's own inspiring
personal story, Healing Arthritis offers a revolutionary way to heal your gut, repair your immune system,
control inflammation, and live a happier, healthier life...arthritis-free.

The second book in the ground-breaking HUNGER GAMES trilogy. After winning the brutal Hunger
Games, Katniss and Peeta return to their district, hoping for a peaceful future. But their victory has
caused rebellion to break out ... and the Capitol has decided that someone must pay. As Katniss and
Peeta are forced to visit the districts on the Capitol's Victory Tour, the stakes are higher than ever.
Unless they can convince the world that they are still lost in their love for each other, the consequences
will be horrifying. Then comes the cruellest twist: the contestants for the next Hunger Games are
announced, and Katniss and Peeta are forced into the arena once more.
First in the ground-breaking HUNGER GAMES trilogy. Set in a dark vision of the near future, a terrifying
reality TV show is taking place. Twelve boys and twelve girls are forced to appear in a live event called
The Hunger Games. There is only one rule: kill or be killed. When sixteen-year-old Katniss Everdeen steps
forward to take her younger sister's place in the games, she sees it as a death sentence. But Katniss has
been close to death before. For her, survival is second nature.

'It's my feeling that whatever's bothering you, you ought to be able to say it in less than 500 words. The
rest is window-dressing ... Probably explains why I didn't write WAR AND PEACE...' Sir Terry Wogan
has been busy over the past 10 years writing his ever-popular SUNDAY TELEGRAPH column. In this
first collection of the very best of his weekly musings, Terry delivers his distinctively dry and amusing
views on life. From the disappointment of the declining years, the ubiquity of TV cooks ('Nowadays, you
can't throw a stone in a country road without hitting a television chef, in full colour'), to vanity and those
little daily annoyances that drive you to drink, he never fails to entertain. Terry's modern grumbles,
gentle social commentary and witty observations make for a delightful assortment of reading. Charming
and wry, with not a hint of lickspittle, this is WOGAN'S WORLD at its most entertaining.

A secret that will change lives for ever. It was supposed to be the start of a big night out. But when Emily
Kane arrives at her sister Carrie's house, she finds the front door unlocked and no one inside. Dinner's
cooking, the TV's on. Carrie, her husband and their two daughters are gone. When the police draw a
blank, Emily turns to investigator David Raker. He's made a career out of finding missing people. He
knows how they think. But it's clear someone doesn't want the family found. As he gets closer to the
truth, Raker begins to unravel a sinister cover-up, spanning decades and costing countless lives. And
worse, in trying to find the missing family, he might just have made himself the next target . . . Acclaim for
Tim Weaver: 'I couldn't put it down.' Sun 'Weaver's books get better each time - tense, complex,
sometimes horrific, written with flair as well as care.' Guardian 'Weaver has delivered another cracking
crime thriller.' Daily Mail
They had predicted the end of the world would be epic - a nuclear war, a plague, an asteroid. But it
came with a whisper, not a bang. For over fifty years, no girls have been born - only boys. The youngest
and last generation of women alive are now in their fifties. Not only are their looks fading, but these
greying women are humanity's only hope for survival. Until there is sudden hope- a girl is born. And in
that moment, she instantly becomes the most important person in history. She is their saviour. Her name
is Eve.

Kipper's New Pet

Tim Weaver

Little Bear And Wishing Tree

Tom;Fletcher Fletcher

Little Tiger Press Lazy Ozzie

Tony DiTerlizzi, Holly BlackPresents excerpts from each of the five volumes of the fantasy series describing the adventures of the
Grace children in their Aunt Lucinda's Victorian house and the dwarves, goblins, and the evil ogre,
Mulgarath, with whom they do battle there.

Look What I Can Do

Tony DiTerlizzi, Holly
Black

MISTER MAGNOLIA

Trenton Lee Stewart

Monsterdaurus

Tricia Sullivan

Ms MacDonald Has a Class

Trisha Ashley

On the Moon

Val McDermid

One bear at bedtime

Vanessa Altin

One bear at bedtme

Vanessa Lafaye

Open Very Carefully

Various

Owl at school

Veronica Roth

Oxford Read at Home Biff, Chip and Kipper Complete Phonics Veronica Roth
Collection - Levels 1-6 (Set of 48 Books)
Pancake My Very First 100 Words
Victoria Turnbull

After Mallory is kidnapped at her fencing meet, Jared and Simon search for her near an old quarry and
find themselves amidst dwarves and goblins.

Charlie is a dreamhacker, able to enter your dreams and mould their direction. Forget that recurring
nightmare about being naked at an exam - Charlie will step in to your dream, bring you a dressing gown
and give you the answers. As far as she knows, she's the only person who can do this. Unfortunately,
her power comes with one drawback - Charlie also has narcolepsy, and may fall asleep at the most
inopportune moment. But in London 2022, her skill is in demand. And when she is hired by a minor
celebrity - who also happens to be the new girlfriend of Charlie's lamented ex - who dreams of a masked
Creeper then sleepwalks off a tall building, Charlie begins to realise that someone else might be able to
invade dreams.

Stocking everything a bride would want to walk down the aisle in, Tansy's shop soon expands to carry
shoe-themed wedding favours, bridesmaid gifts and even delicious chocolate shoes. It's the dream
destination for any shoe-lover!If only everything in her personal life could be as heavenly - but with a
fiancé trying to make her fit into a size 8 wedding dress, not to mention the recent discovery of
disturbing family revelations, Tansy takes refuge in the shop's success.But one man isn't thrilled by the
stream of customers hot-footing it to Cinderella's Slippers ... Actor Ivo Hawksley, resident of the cottage
next to the shop, is troubled by a dark secret in his past and has come to the village to nurse his broken
heart. However, Ivo realises that he and Tansy have a link in their past and they soon find out how
secrets shared can make a very strong bond indeed ...Forget the Jimmy Choos, CHOCOLATE SHOES AND
WEDDING BLUES is the only accessory you'll need this year...
Number one bestseller, Val McDermid returns with her pulse-pounding, suspenseful new novel featuring
two of the most distinctive and iconic characters in crime fiction: Tony Hill and Carol Jordan. When
charred human remains are discovered in the driver's seat of a burning car, DCI Carol Jordan and
psychological profiler Tony Hill are brought in to investigate. They soon discover that what appeared to
be a terrible accident is, in fact, murder. Delving deeper into the case, they begin the dangerous hunt for
a most sinister killer with the power to inflict untold fear and pain on their victims ...Discover the latest
thrilling novel from the inimitable Queen of Crime, Val McDermid

In the summer of 2014 a black plague swept across Syria, a killer cult spreading misery and murder.
Sitting in the shade of the pomegranate tree, we meet Dilvan, a young Kurdish girl. Through the pages of
her diary, we follow her quest to find her family with a determination to fight, maybe even to die - but
never to surrender.

The faction-based society that Tris Prior once believed in is shattered - fractured by violence and power
struggles and scarred by loss and betrayal. So when offered a chance to explore the world past the limits
she's known, Tris is ready. Perhaps beyond the fence, she and Tobias will find a simple new life together,
free from complicated lies, tangled loyalties, and painful memories. But Tris's new reality is even more
alarming than the one she left behind. Old discoveries are quickly rendered meaningless. Explosive new
truths change the hearts of those she loves. And once again, Tris must battle to comprehend the
complexities of human nature - and of herself - while facing impossible choices about courage,
allegiance, sacrifice and love.

A stunning debut about an unusual friendship The Sea Tiger is Oscar's best friend--and Oscar's only
friend. They do everything together: explore the ocean, visit the sea circus, even hitch a ride to the
surface to look at the stars. But Oscar is shy, and so it's up to the Sea Tiger to help him find other friends.
A bittersweet tale from a stunning new talent in children's illustration.

Postman Pat A Special Delivery

Walt Disney

Rapunzel (I Can Read )

Walt Disney

Read at Home: Floppy's Phonics: L1b: Cat in a Bag

Walt Disney

Scoot!

Walt Disney

Shhh! Don't Wake the Royal Baby!

William Sutcliffe

A powerful, searing story of a divided city - where one boy strays on to the wrong side of the wall, and
finds his life changed for ever . . .

Sir Charlie Stinky Socks and the Really Dreadful Spell

Winston Graham

Demelza Carne, the miner's daughter Ross Poldark rescued from a fairground rabble, is now his wife. But
in the events of these turbulent years test their marriage and their love. Ross begins a bitter struggle for
the rights of the mining communities - and sows the seed of an enduring enmity with powerful George
Warleggan.

Sleeping Beauty

Winston Graham

Jeremy Poldark is the third novel in Winston Graham's sweeping series of Cornwall, Poldark.Cornwall
1790. Ross Poldark faces the darkest hour of his life. Accused of wrecking two ships, he is to stand trial
at the Bodmin Assizes. Despite their stormy married life, Demelza has tried to rally support for her
husband. But there are enemies in plenty who would be happy to see Ross convicted, not least George
Warleggan, the powerful banker, whose personal rivalry with Ross grows ever more intense. 'From the
incomparable Winston Graham.. who has everything that anyone else has, then a whole lot more.'
Guardian

Sorry!

Winston Graham

Spin and play counting games

Winston Graham

Ross Poldark is a heartwarming, gripping, and utterly entertaining saga that brings to life an
unforgettable cast of characters and one of the greatest love stories of our age.

SPLISH, SPLASH, SPLAT

Winston Graham

Supermarket Zoo Pa

Winston Graham

The Dark, Dark Night

The Magic Faraway Tree

Winston Graham

Winston Graham

The Sea Tiger

Woodland Animations

The Wheels on the Bus (Song Sounds)

Woodland Animations

Thomas the Tank Engine Story Collection

Yvonne Cassidy

The Angry Tide is the seventh novel in Winston Graham's sweeping series of Cornwall, Poldark.Cornwall,
towards the end of the 18th century. Ross Poldark sits for the borough of Truro as Member of
Parliament - his time divided between London and Cornwall, his heart divided about his wife, Demelza.
His old feud with George Warleggan still flares - as does the illicit love between Morwenna and Drake,
Demelza's brother. Before the new century dawns, George and Ross will be drawn together by a loss
greater than their rivalry - and Morwenna and Drake by a tragedy that brings them hope... 'From the
incomparable Winston Graham... who has everything that anyone else has, then a whole lot more'
Guardian
The Black Moon is the fifth novel in Winston Graham's sweeping series of Cornwall, Poldark.Cornwall
1794. The birth of a son to Elizabeth and George Warleggan serves only to accentuate the rift between
the Poldark and Warleggan families. And when Morwenna Chynoweth, now governess to Elizabeth's
eldest son, grows to love Drake Carne, Demelza's brother, the enduring rivalry between George and Ross
finds a new focus for bitter enmity and conflict. 'From the incomparable Winston Graham...who has
everything that anyone else has, then a whole lot more' Guardian
The Four Swans is the sixth novel in Winston Graham's sweeping series of Cornwall, Poldark.Cornwall
1795 -1799. Although Ross Poldark - now something of a war hero - seems secure in his hard-won
prosperity, a new dilemma faces him in the sudden infatuation of a young naval officer for his wife
Demelza. All four women - the four swans - whose lives touch Ross's face a crisis in these years. For his
wife Demelza, his old love Elizabeth, for his friend's new wife Caroline and for the unhappy Morwenna
Chynoweth these are times of stress and conflict. 'From the incomparable Winston Graham... who has
everything that anyone else has, and then a whole lot more.' Guardian
Warleggan is the fourth novel in Winston Graham's sweeping series of Cornwall, Poldark.Cornwall 1792.
Ross plunges into a highly speculative mining venture which threatens not only his family's financial
security but also his turbulent marriage to Demelza. When Ross and Elizabeth's old attraction rekindles
itself, Demelza retaliates by becoming dangerously involved with a handsome Scottish cavalry officer.
With bankruptcy an increasingly real possibility, the Poldarks seem to be facing disaster on all fronts.
'From the incomparable Winston Graham... who has everything that everyone else has, then a whole lot
more.' Guardian

For readers who loved The Lovely Bones and The Invention of Wings, I'm Right Here is the startling story
of two girls inextricably linked across time and distance. 'I always knew about Grandad's gift - being able
to communicate with dead people. When he told me it was my gift too, I didn't understand what that
would mean until I began to hear E.L. And that's when the trouble really started ...' Cassie's life is falling
apart. She's lost her grandfather, her mother has appeared on national TV talking about her own abusive
childhood, and now her father has just moved out of their Brooklyn brownstone. So when she starts to
hear the voice of E.L., a young slave girl living on a plantation in South Carolina one-hundred-and-fifty
years before Cassie was born, she feels like she's losing her mind - and nobody except E.L. is listening to
her. As Cassie gets drawn into E.L.'s world, the lines between her life and E.L.'s become more blurred and
her obsession with helping E.L. escape begins to take over her life. But what happens to Cassie if E.L.'s
future is already written? I'm Right Here is an unforgettable story about identity, loss and friendship and
ultimately, what it means to be free
Threadbear

Zoe Sugg, Zoe Sugg alias Zoella
The incredible debut novel from YouTube phenomenon Zoe Sugg, aka Zoella.I have this dream that,
secretly, all teenage girls feel exactly like me. And maybe one day, when we realize that we all feel the
same, we can all stop pretending we're something we're not... But until that day, I'm going to keep it real
on this blog and keep it unreal in real life.Penny has a secret. Under the alias Girl Online, Penny blogs her
hidden feelings about friendship, boys, high school drama, her crazy family, and the panic attacks that
have begun to take over her life. When things go from bad to worse, her family whisks her away to New
York, where she meets Noah, a gorgeous, guitar-strumming American. Suddenly Penny is falling in love and capturing every moment of it on her blog.But Noah has a secret, too, one that threatens to ruin
Penny's cover - and her closest friendship - forever.

